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Preface
Quantum computing, a topic unknown to most of the population a decade ago, has burst into the
public’s imagination over the past few years. Part of this interest can be attributed to concerns about the
slowing of technology scaling, also known as Moore’s law, which has driven computing performance for
over half a century, increasing interest in alternative computing technology. But most of the excitement
comes from the unique computational power of a quantum computer and recent progress in creating the
underlying hardware, software, and algorithms necessary to make it work.
Before quantum computers, all known realistic computing devices satisfied the extended ChurchTuring thesis,1,2 which said that the power of any computing device built could be only polynomially
faster than a regular “universal” computer—that is, any relative speedup would scale only according to a
power law. Designers of these “classical”3 computing devices increased computing performance by many
orders of magnitude by making the operations faster (increasing the clock frequency) and increasing the
number of operations completed during each clock cycle. While these changes have increased computing
performance by many orders of magnitude, the result is just a (large) constant factor faster than the
universal computing device. Bernstein et al. showed in 1993 that quantum computers could violate the
extended Church-Turing thesis,4 and in 1994 Peter Shor showed a practical example of this power in
factoring a large number: a quantum computer could solve this problem exponentially faster than a
classical computer. While this result was exciting, at that time no one knew how to build even the most
basic element of a quantum computer, a quantum bit, or “qubit,” let alone a full quantum computer. But
that situation has recently changed.
Two technologies, one using trapped ionized atoms (trapped ions) and the other using miniature
superconducting circuits, have advanced to the point where research groups are able to build small
demonstration quantum computing systems, and some groups are making these available to the research
community. These recent advances have led to an explosion of interest in quantum computing worldwide;
however, with this interest also comes hype and confusion about both the potential of quantum computing
and its current status. It is not uncommon to read articles about how quantum computing will enable
continued computer performance scaling (it will not) or change the computer industry (its short-term
effects will be small, and its long-term effects are unknown).
The Committee on Technical Assessment of the Feasibility and Implications of Quantum
Computing was assembled to explore this area to help bring clarity about the current state of the art, likely
progress toward, and ramifications of, a general-purpose quantum computer. In responding to its charge,
the committee also saw an opportunity to clarify the theoretical characteristics and limitations of quantum
computing and to correct some common public misperceptions about the field.

1

M.A. Nielsen and I. Chuang, 2002, Quantum computation and quantum information 558-559.
P. Kaye, R. Laflamme, and M. Mosca, 2007, An Introduction to Quantum Computing, Oxford University
Press, Oxford, UK.
3
In the field of quantum computing, and throughout this report, computers that process information according
to classical laws of physics are referred to as “classical computers,” in order to distinguish them from “quantum
computers,” which rely upon quantum effects in the processing of information.
4
E. Bernstein and U. Vazirani, 1993, “Quantum Complexity Theory,” in Proceedings of the Twenty-Fifth
Annual ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing (STOC ’93), ACM, New York, 11-20,
http://dx.doi.org.stanford.idm.oclc.org/10.1145/167088.167097.
2
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The committee conducted its work through three in-person meetings, a series of teleconferences,
and remote collaboration. In order to respond to its charge, the committee focused on understanding the
current state of quantum computing hardware, software, and algorithms, and what advances would be
needed to create a scalable, gate-based quantum computer capable of deploying Shor’s algorithm. Early in
this process, it became clear that the current engineering approaches could not directly scale to the size
needed to create this scalable, fully error corrected quantum computer. As a result, the group focused on
finding intermediate milestones and metrics to track the progress toward this goal. Throughout this work,
the committee endeavored to integrate multiple disciplinary perspectives and to think about progress
toward building a practical quantum computer from a systems perspective, rather than in terms of a single
component or a single discipline.
This work was conducted in its entirety on an unclassified basis. As a result, the committee’s
assessments of progress, feasibility, and implications of quantum computing were made using only
committee members’ expertise and experience, data gathered in open meetings, one-on-one conversations
with outside experts, and information broadly available in the public sphere. No information regarding
any nation-state’s classified activities was made available to the committee. As a result, while the
committee believes its assessment to be accurate, it recognizes that the assessment is necessarily based
upon incomplete information, and it does not preclude the possibility that knowledge of research outside
the arena of open science (either privately held or classified by a nation-state) might have altered its
assessment.
READING THIS REPORT
This report presents the results of the committee’s study. The reader is encouraged to start with
the Summary to quickly get a sense of the main findings of this report. The Summary also provides
pointers to the sections in the report that describe each of these topics in more detail, to enable the reader
to dive into the details of specific topics of interest.
A brief description of each chapter is given below:




Chapter 1 provides background and context on the field of computing, introducing the
computational advantage of a quantum computer. It takes a careful look at why and how
classical computing technologies scaled in performance for over half a century. This scaling
was mostly the result of a virtuous cycle, where products using the new technology allowed
the industry to make more money, which it then used to create newer technology. For
quantum computing to be similarly successful, it must either create a virtuous cycle to fund
the development of increasingly useful quantum computers (with government funding
required to support this effort until this stage is reached) or be pursued by an organization
committed to providing the necessary investment in order to achieve a practically useful
machine even in the absence of intermediate returns or utility (although the total investment
is likely to be prohibitively large).
Chapter 2 introduces the principles of quantum mechanics that make quantum computing
different, exciting, and challenging to implement, and compares them with operations of the
computers deployed today, which process information according to classical laws of
physics—known in the quantum computing community as “classical computers.” This
chapter explains why adding one additional qubit to a quantum computer doubles the size of
the problem the quantum computer can represent. This increased computational ability comes
with the limitations of noisy gates (qubit gate operations have significant error rates), a
general inability to read in data efficiently, and limited ability to measure the system, which
makes creating effective quantum algorithms difficult. It introduces the three different types
of quantum computing studied in this report: analog quantum, digital noisy intermediate-scale
quantum (digital NISQ), and fully error corrected quantum computers.
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Recognizing the difficulty of harnessing the power of quantum computing, Chapter 3 looks at
quantum algorithms in more depth. The chapter starts with known foundational algorithms
for fully error corrected machines but then shows that the overhead for error correction is
quite large—that is, it takes many physical qubits and physical gate operations to emulate an
error-free, so-called logical qubit that can be used in complex algorithms. Such machines are
therefore unlikely to exist for a number of years. It then examines potential algorithms for
both analog and digital NISQ computers that would enable practical utility and shows that
more work is needed in this area.
Because Shor’s algorithm breaks currently deployed asymmetric ciphers—that is, it would
enable them to be decrypted without a priori knowledge of the secret key—Chapter 4
discusses the classical cryptographic ciphers currently used to protect electronic data and
communications, how a large quantum computer could defeat these systems, and what the
cryptography community should do now (and has begun to do) to address these
vulnerabilities.
Chapters 5 and 6 discuss general architectures and progress to date in building the necessary
hardware and software components, respectively, required for quantum computing.
Chapter 7 provides the committee’s assessment of the technical progress and other factors
required to make significant progress in quantum computing, tools for assessing and
reassessing the possible time frames and implications of such developments, and an outlook
for the future of the field.

While the committee has tried to make the report accessible to non-experts, a few of the chapters
do become a little (or more than a little) technical in order to describe some of the issues at play more
precisely. Feel free to skip over these sections when you find them—the key points of these sections are
either highlighted as findings or are summarized either at the end of the section or chapter.
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Summary
Quantum mechanics, the subfield of physics that describes the behavior of very small particles,
provides the basis for a new paradigm of computing. Quantum computing (QC) was first proposed in the
1980s as a way to improve computational modeling of the behavior of very small (“quantum”) physical
systems. Interest in the field grew in the 1990s with the introduction of Shor’s algorithm, which, if
implemented on a quantum computer, would exponentially speed up an important class of cryptanalysis
and potentially threaten some of the cryptographic methods used to protect government and civilian
communications and stored data. In fact, quantum computers are the only known model for computing
that could offer exponential speedup over today’s computers.1
While these results were very exciting in the 1990s, they were only of theoretical interest: no one
knew of a method to build a computer out of quantum systems. Today, nearly 25 years later, progress in
creating and controlling bits of quantum information, or “qubits,” has advanced to the point that a number
of research groups have demonstrated small proof-of-principle quantum computers. This work has
reinvigorated the field and led to significant private sector investment.
WHY BUILDING AND USING A QUANTUM COMPUTER IS CHALLENGING
A classical computer uses bits to represent the values it is operating on; a quantum computer uses
quantum bits, or qubits. A bit can either be 0 or 1, while a qubit can represent the values 0 or 1, or some
combination of both at the same time (known as a “superposition”). While the state of a classical
computer is determined by the binary values of a collection of bits, at any single point in time the state of
a quantum computer with the same number of quantum bits can span all possible states of the
corresponding classical computer, and thus works in an exponentially larger problem space. However, the
ability to make use of this space requires that all of the qubits be intrinsically interconnected
(“entangled”), well-isolated from the outside environment, and very precisely controlled.
Many innovations over the past 25 years have enabled researchers to build physical systems that
are starting to provide the needed isolation and control for quantum computing. In 2018, two technologies
are used in most quantum computers (trapped ions and artificial “atoms” generated by superconducting
circuits), but many different technologies are currently being explored for the basic physical
implementation of qubits, or “physical qubits.” Given the rapid progress in the field, and the large
improvements still needed, it is too early to “bet” on one technology for quantum computing (see Chapter
5).
Even if one is able to make very high quality qubits, creating and making use of these quantum
computers (QCs) brings a new set of challenges. They use a different set of operations than those of
classical computers, requiring new algorithms, software, control technologies, and hardware abstractions.

1
These early theoretical results demonstrated the unique potential power of quantum computers. The
performance of all other known computing devices can be only polynomially faster than a very simple “universal”
computer, a probabilistic Turing machine, according to the extended Church-Turing thesis. Quantum computers are
the only known computing technology that violates this thesis. Nielsen, Michael A., and Isaac Chuang. "Quantum
computation and quantum information." (2002): 558-559. Kaye, Phillip, Raymond Laflamme, and Michele Mosca.
An introduction to quantum computing. Oxford University Press, 2007.
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Technical Risks
Qubits Cannot Intrinsically Reject Noise
One of the major differences between a classical computer and a quantum computer is in how it
handles small unwanted variations, or noise, in the system. Since a classical bit is either one or zero, even
if the value is slightly off (some noise in the system) it is easy for the operations on that signal to remove
that noise. In fact, today’s classical gates, which operate on bits and are used to create computers, have
very large noise margins—they can reject large variations in their inputs and still produce clean, noisefree outputs. Because a qubit can be any combination of one and zero, qubits and quantum gates cannot
readily reject small errors (noise) that occur in physical circuits. As a result, small errors in creating the
desired quantum operations, or any stray signals that couple into the physical system, can eventually lead
to wrong outputs appearing in the computation. Thus, one of the most important design parameters for
systems that operate on physical qubits is their error rate. Low error rates have been difficult to achieve;
even in mid-2018, the error rates for 2-qubit operations on systems with 5 or more qubits are more than a
few percent. Better error rates have been demonstrated in smaller systems, and this improved operation
fidelity needs to move to larger qubit systems for quantum computing to be successful (see Section 2.3).
Error-Free QC Requires Quantum Error Correction
Although the physical qubit operations are sensitive to noise, it is possible to run a quantum error
correction (QEC) algorithm on a physical quantum computer to emulate a noise-free, or “fully error
corrected,” quantum computer. Without QEC, it is unlikely that a complex quantum program, such as one
that implements Shor’s algorithm, would ever run correctly on a quantum computer. However, QEC
incurs significant overheads in terms of both the number of physical qubits required to emulate a more
robust and stable qubit, called a “logical qubit,” and the number of primitive qubit operations that must be
performed on physical qubits to emulate a quantum operation on this logical qubit. While QEC will be
essential to create error-free quantum computers in the future, they are too resource intensive to be used in
the short term; quantum computers in the near term are likely to have errors. This class of machines is
referred to as noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) computers (see Section 3.2).
Large Data Inputs Cannot Be Loaded into a QC Efficiently
While a quantum computer can use a small number of qubits to represent an exponentially larger
amount of data, there is not currently a method to rapidly convert a large amount of classical data to a
quantum state2 (this does not apply if the data can be generated algorithmically). For problems that
require large inputs, the amount of time needed to create the input quantum state would typically
dominate the computation time, and greatly reduce the quantum advantage.
Quantum Algorithm Design Is Challenging
Measuring the state of a quantum computer “collapses” the large quantum state to a single
classical result. This means that one can extract only the same amount of data from a quantum computer
that one could from a classical computer of the same size. To reap the benefit of a quantum computer,
quantum algorithms must leverage uniquely quantum features such as interference and entanglement to
arrive at the final classical result. Thus, to achieve quantum speedup requires totally new kinds of
2

While there are proposals for quantum random access memory (QRAM) that can perform this function, at the
time of this report, there aren’t any practical implementation technologies.
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algorithm design principles and very clever algorithm design. Quantum algorithm development is a
critical aspect of the field (see Chapter 3).
Quantum Computers Will Need a New Software Stack
As with all computers, building a useful device is much more complex than just creating the
hardware—tools are needed to create and debug QC-specific software. Since quantum programs are
different from programs for classical computers, research and development is needed to further develop
the software tool stack. Because these software tools drive the hardware, contemporaneous development
of the hardware and software tool chain will shorten the development time for a useful quantum
computer. In fact, using early tools to complete the end-to-end design (application design to final results)
helps elucidate hidden issues and drives toward designs with the best chance for overall success, an
approach used in classical computer design (see Section 6.1).
The Intermediate State of a Quantum Computer Cannot Be Measured Directly
Methods to debug quantum hardware and software are of critical importance. Current debugging
methods for classical computers rely on memory, and the reading of intermediate machine states. Neither
is possible in a quantum computer. A quantum state cannot simply be copied (per the so-called no-cloning
theorem) for later examination, and any measurement of a quantum state collapses it to a set of classical
bits, bringing computation to a halt. New approaches to debugging are essential for the development of
large-scale quantum computers (see Section 6.4).
TIME FRAMES FOR ACHIEVING QUANTUM COMPUTING
Predicting the future is always risky, but it can be attempted when the product of interest is an
extrapolation of current devices that does not span too many orders of magnitude. However, to create a
quantum computer that can run Shor’s algorithm to find the private key in a 1024-bit RSA encrypted
message requires building a machine that is more than five orders of magnitude larger and has error rates
that are about two orders of magnitude better than current machines, as well as developing the software
development environment to support this machine.
The progress required to bridge this gap makes it impossible to project the time frame for a large
error-corrected quantum computer, and while significant progress in these areas continues, there is no
guarantee that all of these challenges will be overcome. The process of bridging this gap might expose
unanticipated challenges, require techniques that are not yet invented, or shift owing to new results of
foundational scientific research that change our understanding of the quantum world. Rather than
speculating on a specific time frame, the committee identified factors that will affect the rate of
technology innovation and proposed two metrics and several milestones for monitoring progress in the
field moving forward (see Section 7.2).
Given the unique characteristics and challenges of quantum computers, they are unlikely to be
useful as a direct replacement for classical computers. In fact, they require a number of classical
computers to control their operations and implement computations needed to carry out quantum error
correction. Thus, they are currently being designed as special-purpose devices operating in a
complementary fashion with classical processors, analogous to a co-processor or an accelerator (see
Section 5.1).
In rapidly advancing fields, where there are many unknowns and hard problems, the rate of
overall development is set by the ability of the whole community to take advantage of new approaches
and insights. Fields where research results are kept secret or proprietary progress much more slowly.
Fortunately, many quantum computing researchers have been open about sharing advances to date, and
the field will benefit greatly by continuing with this philosophy (see Section 7.4.3).
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Key Finding 9: An open ecosystem that enables cross-pollination of ideas and groups will accelerate
rapid technology advancement. (Chapter 7)
It is also clear that a technology’s progress depends on the resources, both human and capital,
devoted to it. Although many people think that there will be a Moore’s law-type scaling for the number of
qubits in a system, it is important to remember that Moore’s law resulted from a virtuous cycle, where
improved technology generated exponentially increasing revenue, enabling reinvestment in research and
development (R&D) and attracting new talent and industries to help innovate and scale the technology to
the next level. If, like silicon, a Moore’s law-type of sustained exponential growth for qubits requires an
exponentially growing investment, sustaining this investment will likely require a similar virtuous cycle
for quantum computers, where smaller machines are commercially successful enough to grow investment
in the overall area. In the absence of intermediate progress yielding commercial revenue, progress will
depend on governmental agencies continuing to increase funding of this effort. Even in this scenario,
successful completion of intermediate milestones is likely to be essential (see Section 1.3).
Given the overhead of QEC, near-term machines will almost certainly be noisy intermediate-scale
quantum (NISQ) computers. While many interesting applications exist for large error-corrected quantum
computers, practical applications for NISQ computers do not currently exist. Creating practical
applications for NISQ computers is a relatively new area of research and will require work on new types
of quantum algorithms. Developing commercial NISQ computer applications by the early 2020s will be
essential to starting this virtuous cycle of investment (see Section 3.4.1).
Key Finding 3: Research and development into practical commercial applications of noisy intermediatescale quantum (NISQ) computers is an issue of immediate urgency for the field. The results of this work
will have a profound impact on the rate of development of large-scale quantum computers and on the size
and robustness of a commercial market for quantum computers. (Chapter 7)
Quantum computers can be divided into three general categories or types. “Analog quantum
computers” directly manipulate the interactions between qubits without breaking these actions into
primitive gate operations. Examples of analog machines include quantum annealers, adiabatic quantum
computers, and direct quantum simulators. “Digital NISQ computers” operate by carrying out an
algorithm of interest using primitive gate operations on physical qubits. Noise is present in both of these
types of machine, which means that the quality (measured by error rates and qubit coherence times) will
limit the complexity of the problems that these machines can solve. “Fully error-corrected quantum
computers” are a version of gate-based QCs made more robust through deployment of quantum error
correction (QEC), which enables noisy physical qubits to emulate stable logical qubits so that the
computer behaves reliably for any computation (see Section 2.6).
Milestones
The first milestones of progress in QC were the demonstration of simple proof-of-principle
analog and digital systems. Small digital NISQ computers became available in 2017, with tens of qubits
with errors too high to be corrected. Work in quantum annealing began approximately a decade earlier
using qubits built with a technology that had lower coherence times but that allowed them to scale more
rapidly. Thus, by 2017 experimental quantum annealers had grown to machines with around 2,000 qubits.
From this starting point, progress can be identified with the achievement of one of several possible
milestones. Demonstration of “quantum supremacy”—that is, completing a task that is intractable on a
classical computer, whether or not the task has practical utility—is one. While several teams have been
focused on this goal, it has not yet been demonstrated (as of mid-2018). Another major milestone is
creating a commercially useful quantum computer, which would require a QC that carries out at least one
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practical task more efficiently than any classical computer. While this milestone is in theory harder than
achieving quantum supremacy—since the application in question must be better and more useful than
available classical approaches—proving quantum supremacy could be difficult, especially for analog QC.
Thus, it is possible that a useful application could arise before quantum supremacy is demonstrated.
Deployment of QEC on a QC to create a logical qubit with a significant reduction in error rate is another
major milestone that is the first step to creating fully error-corrected machines (see Section 7.3).
Metrics
Progress in gate-based quantum computing can be monitored by tracking the key properties that
define the quality of a quantum processor: the effective error rates of the single-qubit and two-qubit
operations, the interqubit connectivity, and the number of qubits contained within a single hardware
module.
Key Finding 4: Given the information available to the committee, it is still too early to be able to predict
the time horizon for a scalable quantum computer. Instead, progress can be tracked in the near term by
monitoring the scaling rate of physical qubits at constant average gate error rate, as evaluated using
randomized benchmarking, and in the long term by monitoring the effective number of logical (errorcorrected) qubits that a system represents. (Chapter 7)
Tracking the size and scaling rate for logical qubits will provide a better estimate on the timing of
future milestones.
Key Finding 5: The state of the field would be much easier to monitor if the research community adopted
clear reporting conventions to enable comparison between devices and translation into metrics such as
those proposed in this report. A set of benchmarking applications that enable comparison between
different machines would help drive improvements in the efficiency of quantum software and the
architecture of the underlying quantum hardware. (Chapter 7)
Players Working to Build and Use a Quantum Computer
It is clear that efforts to develop quantum computers and other quantum technologies are under
way around the world. It is expected that large, concerted research efforts entailing both foundational
scientific advances and new strategies in engineering—spanning multiple traditional disciplines—will be
required to build a successful QC.
Key Finding 8: While the United States has historically played a leading role in developing quantum
technologies, quantum information science and technology is now a global field. Given the large resource
commitment several non-U.S. nations have recently made, continued U.S. support is critical if the United
States wants to maintain its leadership position. (Chapter 7)
Furthermore, the private sector currently plays a large role in the U.S. quantum computing R&D
ecosystem.
Key Finding 2: If near-term quantum computers are not commercially successful, government funding
may be essential to prevent a significant decline in quantum computing research and development.
(Chapter 7)
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QUANTUM COMPUTERS AND CRYPTOGRAPHY
Quantum computing will have a major impact on cryptography, which relies upon hard-tocompute problems to protect data. Shor’s algorithm running on a large quantum computer will greatly
reduce the required computation (the workfactor) to extract the private key from the asymmetric ciphers
used to protect almost all Internet traffic and stored encrypted data. There is strong commercial interest in
deploying post-quantum cryptography well before such a quantum computer has been built. Companies
and governments cannot afford to have their now-private communications decrypted in the future, even if
that future is 30 years away. For this reason, there is a need to begin the transition to post-quantum
cryptography as soon as possible, especially since it takes over a decade to make existing Web standards
obsolete (see Section 4.4).
Key Finding 1: Given the current state of quantum computing and recent rates of progress, it is highly
unexpected that a quantum computer that can compromise RSA 2048 or comparable discrete logarithmbased public key cryptosystems will be built within the next decade. (Chapter 7)
Key Finding 10: Even if a quantum computer that can decrypt current cryptographic ciphers is more than
a decade off, the hazard of such a machine is high enough—and the time frame for transitioning to a new
security protocol is sufficiently long and uncertain—that prioritization of the development,
standardization, and deployment of post-quantum cryptography is critical for minimizing the chance of a
potential security and privacy disaster. (Chapter 7)
Given the large risk a quantum computer poses to current protocols, there is an active effort to
develop post-quantum cryptography, asymmetric ciphers that a quantum computer cannot defeat. These
are likely to be standardized in the 2020s. While the potential utility of Shor’s algorithm for cracking
deployed cryptography was a major driver of early enthusiasm in quantum computing research, the
existence of cryptographic algorithms that are believed to be quantum-resistant will reduce the usefulness
of a quantum computer for cryptanalysis and thus will reduce the extent to which this application will
drive quantum computing R&D in the long term (see Section 4.3).
RISKS AND BENEFITS OF PURSUING QUANTUM COMPUTING
Significant technical barriers remain before a practical QC can be achieved, and there is no
guarantee that they will be overcome. Building and using QCs will require not only device engineering
but also fundamental progress at the convergence of a host of scientific disciplines—from computer
science and mathematics to physics, chemistry, and materials science. Yet these efforts also offer
potential benefits. For example, results from QC R&D have already helped to advance progress in
physics—for example, in the area of quantum gravity—and in classical computer science by motivating
or informing improvements in classical algorithms.
Key Finding 6: Quantum computing is valuable for driving foundational research that will help advance
humanity’s understanding of the universe. As with all foundational scientific research, discoveries from
this field could lead to transformative new knowledge and applications. (Chapter 7)
The challenges to creating a large, error-corrected quantum computer are significant. Successful
quantum computation will require unprecedented control of quantum coherence, pushing the boundaries
of what is possible by refining existing tools and techniques—or perhaps even by developing new ones.
Related technologies, such as quantum sensing and quantum communication, that also rely upon quantum
coherence control may also leverage these advances (see Section 2.2).
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Key Finding 7: Although the feasibility of a large-scale quantum computer is not yet certain, the benefits
of the effort to develop a practical QC are likely to be large, and they may continue to spill over to other
nearer-term applications of quantum information technology, such as qubit-based sensing. (Chapter 7)
In addition to the intellectual and potential societal benefits of quantum computing, this work has
implications for national security. Any entity in possession of a large-scale, practical quantum computer
could break today’s asymmetric cryptosystems—a significant signals intelligence advantage. Awareness
of this risk has launched efforts to create and deploy cryptographic-systems that are robust to quantum
cryptanalysis, for which there are several candidates currently believed to be quantum safe. However,
while deploying post-quantum cryptography in government and civilian systems may protect subsequent
communications, it will not remove the security risk to prequantum encrypted data that has already been
intercepted by an adversary, although the magnitude of this risk decreases as the arrival time of a QC
capable of deploying Shor’s algorithm increases and the data become less relevant. Furthermore, new
quantum algorithms or implementations could lead to new quantum cryptanalytic techniques; as with
cybersecurity in general, post-quantum resilience will require ongoing security research.
But the national security issues transcend cryptography. The larger strategic question is about
future economic and technological leadership. Historically, classical computing has had a transformative
impact across society. While the potential for applying quantum algorithms to industrial and research
applications has only begun to be explored, it is clear that quantum computing has the potential to
transcend current computational boundaries. The potential to improve efficiency in many areas of
computation suggests that supporting a robust QC research community in the United States is of strategic
value.
CONCLUSION
Based on evaluation of publicly available information regarding progress to date in the field of
quantum computing, the committee saw no fundamental reason why a large, fault-tolerant quantum
computer could not be built in principle. However, significant technical challenges remain on the path to
building such a system, and to deploying it to practical advantage for a valuable task. Furthermore, future
decisions on funding levels, likely dependent on near-term successes and commercial applications, as
well as the strength and openness of the research community both in the United States and abroad, will
influence the timeline for achieving a practical computer in the public domain. Progress in the field can be
tracked using the metrics proposed in Key Finding 3. Regardless of when—or whether—a large, errorcorrected quantum computer is built, continued R&D in quantum computing and quantum technologies
will expand the boundaries of humanity’s scientific knowledge, and the results yet to be gleaned could
transform our understanding of the universe.
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1
Progress in Computing
Recently, stories about the development of small-scale quantum computers and their potential
capabilities have regularly appeared in the popular press, driven largely by the rapid advance of ongoing
public research in the field, the beginning of corporate investment, and concern about the future of
performance scaling of traditional computers [1]. While progress in the field of quantum computing has
been impressive, many open questions exist about the potential applications of such a system, how these
types of computers could be built, and when—or whether—this technology will disrupt today’s
computing paradigm.
The goal of this report is to assess the feasibility, time frame, and implications of building a
general-purpose quantum computer. Before examining the capabilities of this emerging technology, it is
instructive to review the origin and capabilities of current commercial computing technologies, the
economic forces that drove their development, and the limitations that are beginning to confront them.
This information will provide context for understanding the unique potential of quantum computing along
with potential challenges to development of any new and competitive computing technology and will
serve as a comparative framework for understanding progress toward a practical quantum computer.

1.1

ORIGINS OF CONTEMPORARY COMPUTING

Progress in one area of science and engineering often catalyzes or accelerates discovery in
another, creating new pathways forward for both new science and the design and deployment of new
technologies. Such interconnections are particularly visible in the development of computing
technologies, which emerged from millennia of progress in mathematical and physical sciences to launch
a transformative industry in the mid-20th century. In less than one hundred years, research, development,
and deployment of practical computing technologies have transformed science, engineering, and society
at large.
Before the mid-20th century, practical “computers” were not machines, but people who
performed mathematical computations with the aid of simple tools, such as the abacus or the slide rule.
Today, we generally define a computer as a complex machine that can solve many problems more
rapidly, precisely, or accurately than a human, by manipulating abstract representations of data embodied
within some physical system using a set of well-defined rules. Given the appropriate input and the right
set of instructions, a computer can output the answers to a host of problems. In the early 1800s, Charles
Babbage designed a mechanical computer, the “difference engine,” to print astronomical tables, and later
proposed a more complex mechanical computing machine, the “analytical engine.” Due to the absence of
practical manufacturing technologies, neither was built at that time, but this engine was the first
conception of a general-purpose programmable computer. The contemporary concept of a computer
further coalesced in the 1930s with the work of Alan Turing. His abstract, mathematical model of a
simple computer capable of simulating any other computing device, “the Turing machine,” described the
foundational capabilities of all digital computers.
While computing is predicated by millennia of exploration of mathematical principles, practical
devices require a concrete, physical implementation of abstract and theoretical ideas. The first successful
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realizations of such devices emerged during World War II. Alan Turing built a special-purpose
electromechanical computer for cryptanalysis, the “Bombe,” and developed a detailed specification for an
“automatic computing engine,” a real general-purpose stored-program computer. In Germany, in a
separate development, Konrad Zuse created the Z1, the first programmable computer, using
electromechanical relays. Subsequent to the war, the so-called von Neumann architecture1 — a
reformulation of the universal Turing machine in terms of the stored program model of computing—
became the dominant architecture for most computer systems.
In subsequent decades, driven mostly by military funding, computers continued to improve in
performance and capabilities. The physical components used to create computers also improved with
time. Since the nascent computer industry was too small to drive technology development, its designers
leveraged the technology (vacuum tubes, then transistors, and finally integrated circuits) that was
developed to support radio, television, and telephony, which were the driving commercial applications of
the day. Over time, the computing industry grew much larger than the military sector that started it, and
large enough to support customized technology development. Today, computing is one of the largest
commercial drivers of integrated circuit development, and many other areas leverage integrated circuits
designed for the computing industry for their needs. As a result, today’s electronic computers—from
mobile devices and laptops to supercomputers—are the fruits of tremendous progress in human
understanding of and control over physical materials and systems.

1.2

QUANTUM COMPUTING

While today’s computing machines leverage exquisite control over nature to create designs of
immense complexity, the representation and logical processing of information in these machines can be
explained using the laws of classical physics.2 These classical descriptions of electromagnetism and
Newtonian physics provide an intuitive and deterministic explanation of the physical universe, but they
fail to predict all observable phenomena. This realization, made around the turn of the 20th century, led to
the most important transformation in physics: the discovery of the principles of quantum mechanics.
Quantum mechanics (or quantum physics) is a theory of the physical world that is not deterministic, but
probabilistic, with inherent uncertainty. While the dynamics it describes at a small scale are exotic and
counterintuitive, it accurately predicts a wide range of observable phenomena that classical physics could
not, and replicates correct classical results for larger systems. The development of this field has
transformed the way scientists understand nature. Very small systems whose behavior cannot be
adequately approximated by the equations of classical physics are often referred to as “quantum systems.”
While classical physics is often a good approximation for observable phenomena, all matter is
fundamentally quantum mechanical—including the materials from which today’s computers are built.
However, even as the design of their hardware components is increasingly informed by the quantum
properties of materials, and as the ever-shrinking size of these components means that quantum
phenomena introduce more constraints on their design, the principles and operations that these computers
implement have remained classical.
Despite the extraordinary power of today’s computers, there are a set of applications which are
difficult for them to compute but seem to be easily “computed” by the quantum world: estimating the
properties and behavior of a quantum system. While today’s classical computers can simulate simple
quantum systems, and often find useful approximate solutions for more complicated ones, for many such
problems the amount of memory needed for the simulation grows exponentially with the size of the
system simulated.
1

So-named for John von Neumann, the first to propose the stored-program model.
While the laws of quantum mechanics must be invoked to design or explain the operation of semiconductor
materials whose bandgaps enable the implementation of today’s widely deployed conventional computer logic gates,
the nature of the logical information processing itself is based upon the flow of a classical model of a charged
particle.
2
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In 1982, physicist Richard Feynman suggested that quantum mechanical phenomena could
themselves be used to simulate a quantum system more efficiently than a naïve simulation on a classical
computer [2,3]. In 1993, Bernstein and Vazirani showed [4] that quantum computers could violate the
extended Church-Turing thesis—a foundational principle of computer science that said that the
performance of all computers was only polynomially faster than a probabilistic Turing machine [5,6].
Their quantum algorithm offered an exponential speedup over any classical algorithm for a certain
computational task called recursive Fourier sampling. Another example of a quantum algorithm
demonstrating exponential speedup for a different computational problem was provided in 1994 by Dan
Simon [7]. Quantum computation is the only model of computation to date to violate the extended
Church-Turing thesis, and therefore only quantum computers are capable of exponential speedups over
classical computers.
In 1994, Peter Shor showed that several important computational problems could, in principle, be
solved significantly more efficiently using a quantum computer—if such a machine could be built.
Specifically, he derived algorithms for factoring large integers and solving discrete logarithms rapidly—
problems that could take even the largest computer today thousands or millions of years—or even the
lifetime of the universe—to compute. This was a striking discovery because it also suggested that anyone
with a real-world quantum computer could break the cryptographic codes that make use of these
problems, compromising the security of encrypted communications and encrypted stored data, and
potentially uncovering protected secrets or private information. These results catalyzed interest among
researchers in developing other quantum algorithms with exponentially better performance than classical
algorithms, and trying to create the basic quantum building blocks from which a quantum computer could
be built.
During the past few decades, this research has progressed to the point where very simple quantum
computers have been built, and a positive outlook is emerging based upon the assumption that the
complexity of these machines will grow exponentially with time, analogous to the growth that has been
achieved in performance of classical computers. Given the importance of this scaling assumption to the
future of quantum computing, understanding the factors that drive scaling is critical.

1.3

HISTORICAL PROGRESS IN COMPUTING: MOORE’S LAW

While the early computers were huge, expensive, and power-hungry devices often funded by the
government, today’s computers are dramatically smaller, cheaper, more efficient, and more powerful as a
result of improvements in hardware, software, and architecture. Today’s smartphones, computers that fit
in one’s pocket, have as much computational power as the fastest supercomputers of 20 years ago. The
low cost of computer hardware has led to the permeation of computers throughout various environments
and has enabled the aggregation of tens to hundreds of thousands of computers that provide the Web
computing services that many have come to depend on. Computers are now commonly embedded in
increasing numbers of manufactured goods, from washing machines to singing greeting cards. This
section describes how this happened, which reveals a number of lessons and challenges for any new
computing technology.
The process used to create integrated circuits, the key components of today’s computers, emerged
as an unplanned advance amid efforts in the 1960s to improve the industrial manufacturing process for
transistors. Transistors are small electrical devices that can be used as electronic switches or amplifiers,
and were used at the time in a variety of electronic devices, including radios, TVs, audio amplifiers, and
early computers. Efforts to increase transistor quality and manufacturing yield (which lowers costs) led to
several inventions at Fairchild Semiconductor, a transistor startup company. The first was a method of
fabricating transistors called the “planar process,” which enabled transistors to operate after being
fabricated on the surface of a flat piece of silicon. Previously, the material outside of the transistor needed
to be etched away, creating a silicon transistor “mesa.” The planar processes enabled the fabrication of
many transistors on a given piece of silicon, which could then be cut to separate them. The second
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invention was a means for connecting a few of these transistors together via a metal layer on the silicon
surface to create a complete circuit. Since this transistor circuit was integrated on one piece of silicon, the
result was called an “integrated circuit,” or IC. This concept of connecting multiple devices on one
substrate had been demonstrated a year earlier in a crude germanium prototype by Jack Kilby at Texas
Instruments, also with the intent of lowering the cost and improving the reliability of transistor circuits.
The manufacturing process for creating an integrated circuit, which has become increasingly
complex over time, can be viewed as a type of layered printing process. A transistor can be created by
successive “printing” of different shapes in a series of layers. For an integrated circuit, the shapes for all
of the circuit’s transistors are “printed” at the same time, layer by layer, onto a piece of silicon. The
process takes the same amount of time regardless of the number of transistors in the circuit; further
reduction of costs can be achieved by making multiple copies of the circuit at the same time on a large
piece of silicon, called a wafer. As a result, an IC production cost is set by the size of the silicon that it
occupies (which determines how many circuits can be manufactured in the processing of a single wafer),
rather than the number of transistors in the circuit.
In 1964, Gordon Moore, also at Fairchild, examined the costs of creating integrated circuits. He
noticed that, as a result of design and processing improvements, the number of transistors that could be
economically printed on each circuit had been increasing exponentially over time—doubling roughly
every year. Moore conjectured that IC fabrication technology would continue to improve with exponential
growth in number of transistors per integrated circuit, and he pondered in a 1964 paper how the world
would use all of these devices. In the many decades that followed, his conjecture of exponential growth
has borne out as an accurate one, and is now commonly referred to as “Moore’s law.”
Moore’s law is not a physical law; it is simply the empirical production trend for the integrated
circuit industry as a result of its business cycle. While the exponential growth in the capability of
integrated circuits is commonly touted, the costs that support this growth are often overlooked. During the
past 50 years, the revenue of the computer hardware industry also grew exponentially, increasing by more
than one thousand-fold, to just under half a trillion U.S. dollars annually today. Over this same period, the
share of this revenue reinvested into the industry’s research and development (R&D) operations remained
roughly constant, meaning that the financial cost of the technology improvements underlying Moore’s law
also increased exponentially. Interestingly, in addition to this exponential growth, both the cost of
building an IC manufacturing plant and the cost of creating a design to be manufactured also displayed
exponential growth.
This illustrates a critical point: Moore’s law is the result of a virtuous cycle, where improvements
in integrated circuit manufacturing allow the manufacturer to reduce the price of their product, which in
turn causes them to sell more products and increase their sales and profits. This increased revenue then
enables them to improve the manufacturing process again, which is harder this time, since the easier
changes have already been made.3 The key to this cycle is to create a growing market for one’s product.
For integrated circuits, the new affordability causes designers of many general products to replace some
existing mechanism with an IC because it makes the product better or cheaper (e.g., changing a key lock
to an electronic lock), which grows the market for ICs, creating the growing revenue needed to continue
scaling their complexity.
It is hard to achieve this type of exponential scaling without such a virtuous cycle. This is
apparent from the historical example of efforts to make transistors out of a material other than silicon.
Because transistors made from gallium arsenide (GaAs) are capable of higher performance than silicon
transistors, researchers believed that computers built from GaAs ICs would have higher performance than
those built using silicon ICs. Given this promise, by the mid-1970s many research groups—and, later,
companies—worked toward making ICs using GaAs transistors. However, by the time this effort started,
the silicon IC industry was large, and companies had already begun reinvesting part of their revenue in
improvements to their manufacturing process. The manufacturing process for GaAs was sufficiently
3

This is one of the reasons behind the so-called Rock’s law, which states that the cost of building a new
semiconductor fabrication facility doubles every four years.
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different from silicon that developers needed to develop new GaAs-specific fabrication steps. This
development put GaAs manufacturers in a Catch-22 situation: to fund their manufacturing R&D, they
needed robust sales; to get robust sales, they needed state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques to compete
against the silicon alternatives, which were constantly improving. The industry was never able to break
this cycle, and the efforts to build commercially successful GaAs ICs ultimately failed; general-purpose
digital GaAs ICs never became competitive.
The virtuous cycle underlying Moore’s law is not just financial. It also depends on the existence
of a vibrant ecosystem to support the growth of the market. In many ways, the integrated circuit industry
created—and then grew to depend upon—Silicon Valley, which later globalized to its position today. The
growing capabilities of, and market for, computer hardware attracted venture funding, support industries,
and, most importantly, talent into the field. This growing community was then able to solve previously
unsolvable problems, further contributing to advances and growth in the industry, which in turn brought
even more people to the area. The result of this virtuous cycle is amazing. In today’s technologies, a
digital gate, the simple building block of a computer, costs around a few millionths of a penny
(100,000,000 gates per dollar), and each gate can compute its result in under 10 picoseconds (that is, one
hundredth of a billionth of a second) at low-enough power levels to work in a cell phone.
Finding: Moore’s law for integrated circuits resulted from a virtuous cycle, where improved technology
generated exponentially increasing revenue, enabling reinvestment in R&D and attracting new talent and
industries to help innovate and scale the technology to the next level.

1.4

CONVERTING TRANSISTORS TO CHEAP COMPUTERS

Moore’s law of technology scaling has roughly halved the cost of building a transistor every two
years. Over the past half-century, this has translated to a cost decrease by a factor of over 30 million.
While this decrease in transistor cost made it cost effective to manufacture ICs with increasing transistor
complexity, designing these complex ICs becomes increasingly difficult. Designing a circuit with 8
transistors is not hard; designing a circuit with 100 million transistors is a different story. To deal with
this increasing complexity, designers of computing hardware created new ways of thinking about
transistor circuits that allowed them to reason about a smaller number of objects. While initially they
thought in terms of connecting individual transistors, soon they began thinking in terms of “logic
gates”—collections of transistors that could be represented and modeled using Boolean logic (rules that
combine signals that can be either false [represented as 0] or true [represented as 1], via operations that
yield defined outputs). As complexity continued to increase, logic gates were grouped into a larger circuit
such as an adder or a memory block, again reducing the complexity that the designer needed to work
with. These different levels of thinking about design, which allow people to build systems without
thinking about every detail all at once, are called “abstractions.” Abstractions enable the essential
components of a computer to be grouped conceptually by form or function.
A computer is another design abstraction. It represents a transistor circuit whose function is
controlled by a set of instructions read from an attached memory. Once it became possible to build
complex integrated circuits, it became possible to integrate a small computer onto a single IC, creating a
“micro-computer,” or “microprocessor.” This design made it much easier to leverage cheap transistors;
new applications no longer required the design and fabrication of an application-specific IC but could
instead be implemented by changing the instructions provided to an existing microprocessor to create the
desired solution. The ease of developing and deploying computer-based solutions, coupled with the
decreasing cost of computing, greatly increased the demand for this type of device. Thus, the ubiquity of
computing is both enabled by (via cheaper computing) and enabling to (via higher revenue) Moore’s law.
Computing is one way that the industry creates products people want to buy out of increasingly cheap
transistors.
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Continued benefits from the exponentially falling cost of transistors required the creation of many
abstraction layers like those described above, and new software (computer programs) and design
frameworks. While these software and design frameworks were expensive to develop, their cost was
supported by the revenue streams of previous products, and the projected revenue of the future products
that they would enable. Yet, even with this additional support, design of a state-of-the-art chip is still
expensive, costing over $100 million. Since the cost of each device is the manufacturing cost plus the
amortized design cost, IC-based computing is cheap only if it is sold in high enough volume (typically ten
million units or more), ensuring that the amortized design cost does not dominate the manufacturing cost.
It is the amortization of design costs that makes commodity computing devices so much cheaper than
specialized computers.
New computing approaches, such as quantum computing, that change the fundamental building
blocks of a computer will require creation of not only a new type of hardware building blocks but also
new abstraction layers, software, and design frameworks to enable designers to build/use these systems if
the complexity of these systems will need to scale over time. The costs of creating these new hardware
and software tools are important for new technologies, since the price of early machines will need to be
high enough to start recovering some of the costs. This premium always penalizes new approaches when
competing against an established player.

1.5

A SLOWDOWN IN SCALING

Although Moore’s law reflects great progress in classical computing over several decades, it is
clear that the exponential trend cannot be sustained indefinitely, due to both physical limitations and the
finite size of the world market. While there is much debate over when exactly this scaling will cease,
signs of the end of scaling have come into clearer view over the past decade. Since Moore’s law is really
about transistor cost, one indication of scaling issues is the fact that transistor costs are not dropping at
their historical rate in the most advanced technologies., It is also interesting to note that the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, an international consortium that was formed to help keep
technology scaling in line with Moore’s law and address possible roadblocks to doing so, decided to stop
its scaling projections with the 5-7 nanometer feature sizes expected around 2021.
Decreased growth is also apparent in net revenue trends for the integrated circuit industry,
illustrated in Figure 1.1. This semi-log plot of revenue over time shows a straight line when revenue
growth is exponential. The data shows a strong exponential growth in revenue through 2000, followed by
a decrease in growth rate. This plot indicates that the virtuous cycle, where each improvement in
technology brought more money to the industry, has started to slow down. This slowdown in revenue
growth is likely to affect technology development cycles, which will affect technology scaling. The
slowing of growth is not surprising: at $300-$400 billion in revenue, this industry represents a few
percent of the manufacturing sector’s contribution to the world’s entire GDP. It cannot continue to
increase forever at a rate faster than the world’s GDP.
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FIGURE 1.1 Total global semiconductor sales annually, in billions of dollars, shown on a semi-log plot
with trend line. This plot shows nearly exponential growth in sales through roughly 1995 (the gray trend
line corresponds to exponential growth with an annual growth rate of 21 percent), followed by more
modest growth. SOURCE: Data from “Industry Statistics,” Semiconductor Industry Association, last
modified February 6, 2018,
www.semiconductors.org/index.php?src=directory&view=IndustryStatistics&srctype=billing_reports&su
bmenu=Statistics.

1.6

QUANTUM: A NEW APPROACH TO COMPUTING

It is against this backdrop that the theory and prototypes for quantum computing have emerged.
As noted in Section 1.2, quantum computing uses a very different approach to computation by leveraging
some of the unusual properties of the quantum world. When the idea was formally proposed in the 1980s,
and new algorithms were discovered in the 1990s, no one knew how to actually build this type of
machine. Over the past two decades, efforts to create a working quantum computer have made
noteworthy progress, reviving interest in the potential of this technology. It remains to be seen whether
practical quantum computers can or will be developed in a way that will sustain Moore’s law-type growth
in computational capabilities. The failed GaAs IC experiment illustrates the difficulty of trying to enter an
established market with an existing dominant player. Nonetheless, quantum computing is the only truly
new model of computing that has been proposed, in the sense that it is not bound by the extended ChurchTuring thesis. As a more general model of computing—in much the same way in which quantum
mechanics is a more general model of physics than classical mechanics—quantum computing has the
theoretical potential to solve some problems that no classical computer could realistically attack. This
“quantum advantage,” which could manifest as a disruptive rather than an incremental innovation, is what
makes quantum computing so interesting, and motivates both the commercial interest in quantum
computing and the rest of this report.
The next chapter describes the physical phenomena that underlie quantum computing, comparing
the associated operation principles to those of conventional computers. Subsequent chapters then describe
tasks at which quantum computers could potentially outperform classical computers, their implications
for cryptography, the hardware and software needed to create a working quantum computer, and the
strengths and weaknesses of the underlying physical technologies for creating quantum computers. The
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report closes by assessing the feasibility of implementing a practical quantum computer, the associated
timelines and resources required, and milestones and metrics that can be used to track future progress.
NOTES
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2
Quantum Computing: A New Paradigm
Computers today work by converting information to a series of binary digits, or bits, and
operating on these bits using integrated circuits (ICs) containing billions of transistors. Each bit has only
two possible values, 0 or 1. Through manipulations of these so-called binary representations, computers
process text documents and spreadsheets, create amazing visual worlds in games and movies, and provide
the Web-based services on which many have come to depend.
A quantum computer also represents information as a series of bits, called quantum bits, or
qubits. Like a normal bit, a qubit can be either 0 or 1, but unlike a normal bit, which can only be 0 or 1, a
qubit can also be in a state where it is both at the same time. When extended to systems of many qubits,
this ability to be in all possible binary states at the same time gives rise to the potential computational
power of quantum computing. However, the rules that govern quantum systems also make it difficult to
take advantage of this power. How best to make use of quantum properties—and the nature of the
improvements these properties make possible—is neither trivial nor obvious.
This chapter provides an introduction to some of the unique properties of the quantum world,
showing how some provide computational advantages while others constrain the ability to use these
advantages. The mechanisms for manipulating classical and quantum bits are compared and contrasted to
illustrate the unique challenges and benefits of quantum computing. The chapter concludes by describing
the types of quantum computers currently being pursued by researchers, providing a first look at the
progress that will be assessed in the chapters to follow.
2.1

THE NONINTUITIVE PHYSICS OF THE QUANTUM WORLD

Originally introduced in the early 20th century, quantum mechanics is one of the most well-tested
models for explaining the physical world. The theory—that is, the underlying abstract rules and their
mathematical representations—describes the behavior of particles at very small distances and energy
scales. These properties are the basis for understanding the physical and chemical properties of all matter.
Quantum mechanics provides the same observable and intuitive results we expect for large objects, but its
descriptions of the small-scale behavior of subatomic particles, although accurate, are exotic and
nonintuitive.1
According to the theory, a quantum object does not generally exist in a completely determined
and knowable state. In fact, each time one observes a quantum object it looks like a particle, but when it is
not being observed it behaves like a wave. This so-called wave-particle duality leads to many interesting
physical phenomena.

1

This simple overview of quantum phenomena is intended to provide context for discussion of quantum
computing. The foundational theory and scientific history of the field are fascinating and extensive, and beyond the
ability of this report to fully convey. The committee refers the interested reader to the following reference for
additional explanation and discussion of quantum mechanical phenomena: N.D. Mermin, 1981, Quantum mysteries
for anyone, Journal of Philosophy 78(7):397-408.
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For example, quantum objects can exist in multiple states all at once, with each of the states
adding together and interfering like waves to define the overall quantum state. In general, the state of any
quantum system is described in terms of “wave functions.” In many cases, the state of a system can be
expressed mathematically as a sum of the possible contributing states,2 each scaled by a complex number3
coefficient that reflects the relative weight of the state. Such states are said to be “coherent,” because the
contributing states can interfere with each other constructively and destructively, much like wavefronts.4
However, when one attempts to observe a quantum system, only one of its components is
observed, with a probability proportional to the square of the absolute value of its coefficient. To an
observer, the system will always look classical when measured. Observation of a quantum object (or
quantum system—that is, a system of quantum objects), formally called “measurement,” occurs when the
object interacts with some larger physical system that extracts information from it. Measurement
fundamentally disrupts a quantum state: it “collapses” the aspect of wave function that was measured into
a single observable state, resulting in a loss of information. After the measurement, the quantum object’s
wave function is that of the state that was detected, rather than that of its premeasurement state.
To visualize this, consider an ordinary coin on a table-top. In the classical world that we
experience daily, its state is either heads-up (U) or heads-down (D). A quantum version of a coin would
exist in a combination, or “superposition,” of both states at the same time. The wave function of a
quantum coin could be written as a weighted sum of both states, scaled by coefficients CU and CD.
However, an attempt to observe the state of a quantum coin will result in finding it to be only heads up or
heads down—upon measurement, it will be in only one of the two states, with a probability proportional
to the square of the corresponding coefficient.
Because a pair of conventional coins has four possible states (UU, UD, DU, and DD), a pair of
quantum coins could exist as a superposition of these four conventional states, each weighted by its own
coefficient, CUU, CUD, CDU, CDD—and so on for larger collections of quantum coins.
Upon measurement, a pair of quantum coins will appear like a pair of classical coins—in only
one of the four possible configurations on the table-top. Similarly, a system of n quantum coins will only
ever be observed to be in one of its 2n possible states.
Under some circumstances, two or more quantum objects in a system can be intrinsically linked
such that measurement of one dictates the possible measurement outcomes for another, regardless of how
far apart the two objects are. The property underlying this phenomenon, known as “entanglement,” is key
to the potential power of quantum computing.
The evolution of any quantum system is governed by the Schrödinger equation, which relates
how the wave function of the system changes given the energy environment that it experiences. This
environment is defined by the so-called Hamiltonian of the system, a mathematical representation of the
energies resulting from all forces felt by all elements of the system.5 In order to control a quantum system,
one must therefore carefully control its energy environment, both by isolating the system from the rest of
the universe (which contains forces not easily controlled), and by deliberately applying energy fields
within the isolation region to elicit a desired behavior. In practice, complete isolation is impossible,
although interactions with the environment can be minimized; the quantum system will ultimately
2

Strictly speaking, each of the contributing states is also called a “wave function”; the state of any coherent
quantum system is defined by a wave function.
3
The wave-like nature of the wave function means that the coefficients can affect both the amplitude and phase
of this state. In this usage, “complex” means a number that is represented by two real numbers, one defining the
amplitude, and the other the phase. This is often represented at Aeiθ, where A is the amplitude, and θ is the phase
shift. A phase shift of π/2 or 90 degrees is written as i and a phase shift of π or 180 degrees is -1.
4
Quantum systems that are not fully coherent must be represented using a “density matrix,” which defines the
classical probability that a system is in any particular quantum state—in this case, the possible contributing states do
not interfere with each other.
5
Strictly speaking, the Hamiltonian is the mathematical description of the environment, which, for a quantummechanical system, takes the form of an operator. However, the term is often also used to refer to the environment
itself; this convention may also be used in this report.
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exchange some energy and information with the broader environment over time, a process known as
“decoherence.” This can be thought of as the environment continually making small random
measurements on the system, each of which causes a partial collapse of the wave function.
The unique properties described above, and summarized in Box 2.1, were revealed through
foundational scientific discovery. When carefully controlled, these intrinsic characteristics of matter also
present new potential paradigms for engineering—in particular, for encoding, manipulating, and
transferring information.
BOX 2.1
Unique Properties of the Quantum World
The theory of quantum mechanics is a mathematical description of the world at very small
scales and is the most accurate theory for understanding and predicting properties about the physical
universe. Quantum interactions are quite unlike those experienced by people every day. Some of the
defining principles of quantum mechanics are described below.









Wave-particle duality—A quantum object generally has both wave- and particle-like
properties. While the evolution of the system follows a wave equation, any measurement of the
system will return a value consistent with it being a particle.
Superposition—A quantum system can exist in two or more states at once, referred to as a
“superposition” of states or a “superposition state.” The wave function for such a superposition
state can be described as a linear combination of the contributing states, with complex
coefficients. These coefficients describe the magnitude and relative phases between the
contributing states.
Coherence—When a quantum system’s state can be described by a set of complex numbers,
one for each state of the system, the system state is said to be coherent. Coherence is necessary
for quantum phenomena such as quantum interference, superposition, and entanglement. Small
interactions with the environment cause quantum systems to slowly decohere. The
environment interactions make even the complex coefficients for each state probabilistic.
Entanglement—Entanglement is a special property of some (but not all) multiparticle
superposition states, where measurement of the state of one particle collapses the state of the
other particles, even if the particles are far apart with no apparent way to interact. This arises
when the wave functions for different particles are not separable (in mathematical terms, when
the wave function for the entire system cannot be written as a product of the wave functions for
each particle). There is no classical analogue to this phenomenon.
Measurement—Measurement of a quantum system fundamentally changes it. In the case where
the measurement yields a well-defined value, the system is left in a state corresponding to the
measured value. This is commonly referred to as “collapsing the wave function.”

Harnessing these properties in a controlled way creates new potential paradigms for
engineering.

2.2

THE LANDSCAPE OF QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY

Over the past several decades, significant progress has been made in R&D for controlling and
harnessing the power of quantum systems, revealing the potential for transformative quantum
technologies. While the field of quantum computing has been perhaps most visible in the public eye, it is
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important to recognize that the range of applications of quantum phenomena is broader than quantum
computing alone. Under the general heading of quantum information science, the fields of quantum
communication and networking, and quantum sensing and metrology are also thriving areas of
foundational scientific research with distinct technological objectives. While these fields are at differing
levels of technological maturity, the boundaries between them are not always easily defined, because all
of the fields are based upon the same underlying phenomena and face many of the same challenges [1,2].
They all make use of the unique properties of quantum systems, are based upon the same underlying
physical theory, and share many common hardware and laboratory techniques. As a result, their progress
is mutually dependent. For a rough sense of research output in each of these areas, one may examine the
number of published research papers produced over time. Research trends for quantum computing and
algorithms, quantum communications, and quantum sensing and metrology are illustrated in Figure 2.1.6

FIGURE 2.1 The number of research papers published per year in quantum computing and algorithms,
quantum communications, and quantum sensing and metrology, respectively. See Appendix E for a
discussion of research efforts in different nations. Data are the result of a bibliometric analysis conducted
by a team at the Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division. SOURCE: Data Courtesy of Jacob
Farinholt.
The field of “quantum information science” generally explores how information can be encoded
in a quantum system, including the associated statistics, limitations, and unique affordances of quantum
mechanics. This area provides much of the foundation for quantum computing, communications, and
sensing.
R&D in “quantum communication” focuses on the transport or exchange of information by
encoding it into a quantum system. Quantum communication protocols are likely to be necessary for
quantum computing—whether to transport information from one part of quantum computer hardware to
another, or to enable communication between quantum computers. A subfield of quantum communication

6

See Appendix E for a discussion of research efforts by nation of origin.
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is “quantum cryptography,” in which quantum properties are used to design communication systems that
may not be eavesdropped upon by an observer.7
“Quantum sensing and metrology” involve the study and development of quantum systems whose
extreme sensitivity to environmental disturbances can be exploited in order to measure important physical
properties (such as magnetic fields, electric fields, gravity, and temperature) with more precision than is
possible with classical technologies. Quantum sensors are commonly based upon qubits and are
implemented using many of the same physical systems8 used in experimental quantum computers.
“Quantum computing,” the primary focus of this report, leverages the quantum mechanical
properties of interference, superposition, and entanglement to perform computations that are roughly
analogous to (although they operate quite differently from) those performed on a classical computer. In
general, a quantum computer is defined as a physical system that comprises a collection of coupled qubits
that may be controlled and manipulated in order to implement an algorithm such that measurement of the
system’s final state yields the answer to a problem of interest with a high probability. The qubits of a
quantum computer themselves must be sufficiently isolated from the environment for their quantum state
to remain coherent for the duration of a computation.
Finding: Research in quantum mechanics has already led to fundamental advances in physics and to
promising new technologies—for example, in quantum sensing. Such advances and applications are likely
to drive further work that will help to deepen human knowledge of quantum phenomena and lead to
improved methods for quantum engineering.
The foundations of classical and quantum computing are compared in the remainder of this
chapter, in order to illustrate the fundamental differences between their components, and to provide a
basic overview of the properties of quantum computation.
2.3

BITS AND QUBITS

In order to provide insight into how quantum properties enable a new computing paradigm, and
how to meet the ensuing challenges, this section provides a brief overview of the foundations of classical
computing, including how machines process information, which is represented by bits. The analogous
quantum systems are then presented, and their properties compared and contrasted.
2.3.1

Classical Computing: From Analog Signals to Bits and Digital Gates

The powerful classical computing systems that exist today are based upon a robust foundation of
reliable physical components. Transistors, the basic building blocks for integrated circuits (ICs) in
classical computers, communicate with each other through the use of electrical “signals.” These signals
are “analog” in nature, which means that their values can change smoothly, as with temperature, or
speed.9 In a circuit, transistors are connected via wires, which conduct the electrical signals from one
7

The most prominent example is quantum key distribution (QKD), a quantum measurement-based method of
distributing cryptographic keys to use for standard (classical) encryption of data sent over classical communication
channels. The best-known protocol, called BB84, was developed by Charlie Bennett and Gilles Brassard in 1984.
This protocol has been experimentally deployed both via fiber optic cables and via satellite. It has even led to
several companies and commercial products. While QKD and quantum cryptography in general do not remove the
risk of side channel attacks and are currently more expensive than classical methods to deploy, theoretical and
experimental research continues to advance.
8
For example, trapped ions, superconducting circuits, neutral atoms, nitrogen vacancies in diamond; these
technologies are discussed in more detail later in this chapter and in Chapter 5.
9
By analogy, to get to 60 miles per hour in a car from a stop, the car’s speed continuously increases from 0 to
60 miles per hour hitting all speeds between those limits.
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device to the other. Unfortunately, these electrical signals also interact with their environment, and this
interaction can disrupt or “perturb” their value. Such perturbation is called “noise,” and it can be broken
down into two components. The first, “fundamental noise,” results from energy fluctuations arising
spontaneously within any object that is above absolute zero in temperature. The second, “systematic
noise,” results from signal interactions that in theory could have been modeled and corrected, but either
were not modeled at all, were not modeled correctly, or were left deliberately uncorrected at the hardware
level. This systematic noise arises from many sources. For example, abstractions are used to reduce
design complexity, which is essential when creating complex systems. Yet these abstractions often
introduce systematic noise, since by hiding implementation details, the designers do not know the precise
details of the implementation they are using. Even when information hiding is not a problem, systematic
noise still arises from manufacturing variations. While a designer can consider the nominal signal
interactions, variations in the manufacturing process, which, as a matter of practice, is not perfectly
precise, would create a system slightly different from the one designed. These residual differences also
give rise to systematic noise. In order to work properly, a circuit must be robust to the noise these
variations cause.
When a circuit is analog (that is, when small changes in its input or parameters cause small
changes in its output) the effects of noise are usually additive, accumulating as a signal passes through
each successive circuit. While the noise added at each stage may be small enough that it does not disrupt a
given process, the cumulative noise can ultimately become large enough to affect the accuracy (or
fidelity) of the result. Consequently, electronic analog computers were never very popular or very
complex, and they fell out of use after the 1950s and 1960s.
To get around the noise problem with analog circuits, most ICs use transistors to create circuits
which operate on digital, binary signals (called “bits”), rather than analog signals. These circuits, called
“digital gates” or simply “gates,” view the electrical signal as a binary value, as either 0 or 1, rather than
viewing it as a real number that changes smoothly from 0 to 1. Some gates, called “registers” or
“memories,” store the value of a bit, while others process a number of input bit values to create a new
output value. By restricting the set of values a signal can carry, gates can reject noise that was added to
the signal, providing what is called “noise immunity.” This is achieved by treating all signals that have
electrical values close to the nominal 0 level as a zero, and signals around the 1 level as a one, and
provide an output value that doesn’t depend on the exact input voltage. Figure 2.2 shows the input/output
relationship for an analog amplifier, and a digital logic gate (an inverter), which shows how the inverter is
able to reject noise that is a third the size of the output swing.
Building ICs entirely out of digital gates simplifies the design process for digital systems
significantly by creating a robust circuit framework that is insensitive to most fabrication or design
variation. Thus, the designers can ignore all the circuit issues and think about gates simply as functions
(known as Boolean functions) that take in binary values and output binary values. The kinds of functions
that operate this way are completely described by the well-established rules of Boolean algebra. These
rules describe how any complicated Boolean function can be decomposed into a small series of simpler
operations, such as those listed in Table 2.1. This translation allows today’s hardware designers to
describe their designs at a relatively high abstraction level and to use an automated design tool to map
them to the required logic gates, a process called “logic synthesis.” Since the number of basic building
blocks is limited, all IC manufacturers provide a set of predesigned and tested logic gates, their “standard
cell library,” that may be incorporated into a chip’s design and built in silicon using their manufacturing
technology.
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FIGURE 2.2 Input and output relationships for an example of an analog amplifier and a digital inverter.
For the analog circuit, small changes in the input voltage will cause small changes in the output voltage.
For the digital inverter, when the input is close to 0 V or 1 V, variations in the input voltage make no
difference in the output voltage. This attenuation of the input noise around the two Boolean states (0 V
and 1 V) for the digital inverter is called noise immunity. SOURCE: Data generated using HSPICE, using
45 nm transistors models from the predictive technology modeling effort at Arizona State University [3].
Using both digital logic and standard libraries for these logic gates also makes designs robust—
that is, they have negligible error rates. IC manufacturers provide checking tools that analyze a design to
ensure that its systematic noise is smaller than the noise margin of their gates, ensuring that the logical
abstraction can be implemented by the underlying components.
Even with the large noise margin in digital gates, noise can sometimes be large enough to disrupt
the Boolean values stored in memories. To get high density and high performance, these structures
typically have larger device variations and smaller noise margins, so occasionally the noise is large
enough to corrupt a digital output. To correct for this, a layer of error protection is added. The data is
“encoded,” using an error correction code (ECC), adding some bits that add redundancy to the values
stored in the memory. This code is checked on each read, making it possible to detect memory errors.
Efficient ECCs have been developed that, with small overheads (adding 8 bits to a 64-bit value, which is
<15 percent overhead), can detect and correct any single-bit error in a memory operation and detect
double-bit errors. Efficient error correction schemes are critical to the success and reliability of today’s
classical computing systems. This type of algorithmic error correction is even more important in quantum
computing, since quantum gates have little intrinsic noise immunity, as the next section will show.
The digital design flow also helps with other aspects of the design, such as testing and removing
errors from the design, a process generally called “debugging.” In ICs, there are two types of errors that
need to be dealt with: design errors and manufacturing defects. Given the complexity of modern systems,
errors (bugs) inevitably occur in the design, so methods to find these errors and correct them is a key
aspect of any design strategy. When the circuit is integrated on a small piece of silicon, it is hard or
impossible to look at internal signals to try to track the error. To mitigate this, the synthesis tools that map
the high-level design description into gates add additional hardware to the design to provide internal test
points that enable this type of design debugging. These internal test points also enable tools to
automatically generate tests that can confirm that the manufactured chip performs the exact same Boolean
function as specified in the design, greatly simplifying manufacturing tests.
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TABLE 2.1 Primitive Boolean Operations
Boolean
Operation
AND

Inputs

Output

Symbolic
Notation
x
y
0
0
0
x˄y
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
OR
0
0
0
x˅y
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
XOR
0
0
0
x⊕y
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
NOT
0
1
~x
1
0
NOTE: Primitive Boolean operations, implemented through digital logic gates, are the building blocks of
contemporary computation. A universal set of basis operations can be constructed from just two of these
operations: NOT and one of either AND or OR.
As the next sections will show, while quantum computers have bit-like structures (called
“qubits”) and gates, they behave very differently from classical bits and digital gates. The qubits possess
both digital and analog character that provide their potential computational power. Their analog nature
implies that unlike classical gates, the quantum gates have no noise margin (input errors are passed
directly to output of the gate), but their digital nature provides a means to recover from this critical
drawback. Thus, the digital design approach and abstractions developed for classical computing cannot be
directly used for quantum computing. Quantum computing may borrow ideas from conventional
computing; however, it will ultimately need its own method to mitigate the effects of processing
variations and noise, and it will have to develop its own approach to debug design errors and
manufacturing defects.
2.3.2

The Quantum Bit, or “Qubit”

When creating conventional ICs, designers take great pains to minimize the effect of quantum
phenomena, which typically manifest as noise or other errors that affect transistor performance, especially
as devices get smaller and smaller. Quantum computing in all its forms takes a very different approach by
embracing rather than trying to minimize quantum phenomena, using quantum rather than classical bits.
A quantum bit, or qubit, has two quantum states, analogous to the classical binary states. While
the qubit can be in either state, it can also exist in a “superposition” of the two (as described earlier in the
example of a quantum coin). These states are often represented in so-called Dirac notation, where the
state’s label is written between a | and a >. Thus, a qubit’s two component, or “basis,” states are generally
written as |0 and |1 . Any given qubit wave function may be written as a linear combination of the two
states, each with its own complex coefficient : |
|0
|1 . Since the probability of reading a
state is proportional to the square of its coefficient’s magnitude, | | corresponds to the probability of
detecting the state |0 , and | | to the probability of detecting |1 . The sum of the probabilities of each
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possible output state must be one hundred percent, mathematically expressed in this case as | |
| |
1.
While a classical bit is entirely specified either as 1 or 0, a qubit is specified by the continuum of
and , which are actually analog—that is, the relative contribution from each possible state
the values
can be any value between zero and one, provided the total probability is one. Of course, this richness
exists before the qubit’s state is measured, or “read out.” The result of a measurement looks just like a
classical bit, a 0 or a 1, with the associated probability of getting each value proportional to the square of
the absolute value of the coefficient of the corresponding state, | | or | | . Furthermore, upon
measurement, the qubit’s coefficient (or amplitude) becomes one in the state that is read and zero in the
other; all information about the amplitudes is destroyed upon measurement.10 Measurement outcomes for
a single qubit are listed in Table 2.2 and explained in more detail in Box 2.2.

BOX 2.2
Measurement of a Single Qubit
When a qubit is in the state |
|0 , the result of measurement will be 0 with a probability
of 100 percent, which is not unlike what happens with a classical bit. Similarly, measurement of a qubit
in state |
|1 will yield an outcome of 1 with a probability of 100 percent.
For a qubit in a superposition state, the outcome is less simple—the outcome of measurement,
even of a known state, cannot be predicted with certainty. For example, the superposition state |
|0
|1 has an equal probability (50 percent) of yielding either outcome (probability being the
√

√

square of the amplitude, or ½). Repeated preparation and measurement of this state will yield a random
sequence of outcomes approaching an equal incidence of each as the number of trials increases, as
would a classical coin flip. Accordingly, this state can be thought of as a “quantum coin.”
After measuring a certain value, the qubit is left in the state corresponding to that value. For
example, if the outcome of measurement is 1, the postmeasurement qubit is in the state |
|1 ,
regardless of the state it was in prior to measurement.

10

However, if one were to initialize a qubit in a specific state an arbitrary number of times, and measure it each
time, one would be able to create a histogram of the number of times that a measurement yields each output, which
would enable one to statistically approximate the relative probabilities associated with each state, and so infer the
absolute value of the coefficient (equivalent to the square root of the calculated probability).
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TABLE 2.2 Measurement Outcomes and Probabilities for a Single Qubit Given Its Initial State for
Several Examples
Premeasurement State
Measurement Probability
Postmeasurement
(Wave function) of Qubit
Outcome
of Outcome State of Qubit
|
|
0
100%
|0
|0
|
|
1
100%
|1
|1
1
1
|
0
50%
|0
|
|0
|1
|
√2
√2
1
50%
|1
1
|0
2

|

√3
|1
2

|
1
|0
2

/

√3
2

|1

0

25%

|

|0

1

75%

|

|1

0

25%

|

|0

1

75%

|

|1

2.3.3

Multiqubit Systems

Consider a system of two bits. Classically, two bits can exist in four possible configurations, 00,
01, 10, and 11. In order to compute the output of a two-bit Boolean function for each of these possible
inputs using a classical circuit, one would need to generate each corresponding pair of signals, and either
send each in turn into a gate corresponding to the function, or direct each signal into its own copy of four
identical gates corresponding to the function of interest.
On the other hand, if one used a quantum computer, all four possibilities could be encoded into
the state of the two qubits via superposition of the four quantum basis states |00 , |01 , |10 , and |11 .
The computation could be executed using a single quantum gate, which would operate on all of the states
in parallel, at the same time. It is easy to see why a multiqubit system might be powerful. However, as
alluded to previously—and as the next two sections will show—extracting any corresponding value out of
the quantum system is hard.
Another way to think about the potential power of a collection of qubits is to look at the amount
of information needed to fully specify the state of the system of qubits. A conventional digital two-bit
system requires two bits of information to represent its state. In contrast, a two-qubit system exists in a
superposition of four states ( |00 , |01 , |10 , and |11 ), requiring four complex constants, ( ,
,
,
) to fully describe the quantum state, rather than two bits. Different values of the four coefficients
encode the results of all possible types of previous operations done on these two qubits, as well as the
probability of ending up in each state if the system is measured. For a three-qubit system, eight
coefficients are required to specify to contributions from the basis states ( |000 , |100 , |010 ,
|001 , |110 , |101 , |011 , and |111 ) to the three-qubit wave function. Following this logic, an N-qubit
system requires 2 coefficients, , to be specified, rather than N bits as in a classical computer. This
exponential scaling of the quantum state is what allows 32 qubits to represent all 232 possible outputs of a
32-bit function and illustrates the richness of a quantum computer, and of the difficulties in modeling
these machines classically as they increase in size.
This view also points out that, while qubits have “bit” in their name, they are neither digital, nor
purely binary. The state of a qubit system is encoded in the coefficient values, a set of analog signals
(actually complex numbers), which are not robust to noise. In a digital system with only two legitimate
levels, say 0 and 1, it is easy to remove noise in the system, as the values will all be close to 0 or 1, with
minor deviations. For example, an input signal value of 0.9 is almost certainly a 1, so a gate can “remove”
the noise by treating this input value as a 1 before computing its output. In an analog signal, for which
any value between 0 and 1 might be meaningful and allowed, there is no way to know whether the signal
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is correct or if it has been corrupted by noise. For example, 0.9 could mean 1 with some error, or it could
mean 0.9 with no error. In this situation, the best guess (that results in the smallest net error) is always to
assume the error is zero and to treat the noisy value as the actual signal. This means that noise in a
physical implementation of a qubit system perturbs the actual values and affects the “fidelity” of the
resulting quantum computation. Quantum gates have no noise margins, since their inputs (the initial
values) and their outputs (the final values) are analog values. Since no analog gate perfectly matches
its specifications (it is impossible to be perfectly precise), each gate operation will also add noise to the
overall system, in a quantity that depends on the precision of the gate operations.
Normally, this lack of noise immunity would mean that the “compute depth”—the number of
sequential operations that can be performed accurately— of a quantum computer would be limited, as
with any analog computer. However, quantum gates are not completely analog: measurement of a qubit
always returns a binary value. This digital relationship between inputs and outputs means that logical
error correction can be applied to quantum machines that use quantum gates as their basic operations.
These algorithms are called quantum error correction (QEC) and can be run on a noisy, gate-based
quantum computer to reduce errors and emulate a noiseless system. As with classical error correcting
codes mentioned in Section 1.3.2, QEC must add redundancy, and in the quantum case this redundancy
must be entangled with the rest of the system state, in order to recover from error. Unlike classical codes,
which have small overheads, QEC codes tend to have very high overheads, and can increase the number
of qubits required to execute an error-free computation by many orders of magnitude. QEC algorithms are
described in more detail in Section 3.2.
2.4

COMPUTING WITH QUBITS

The analog nature of qubit states and quantum gates dramatically changes the necessary design
approaches and circuit architectures for quantum computers. In conventional computer design, the
robustness of the digital signal and gates to noise make it easy to optimize the design for performance—
that is, to maximize the number of operations that can be performed in parallel (at the same time). A
single IC can contain hundreds of millions of gates placed in different locations. Each wire connects the
output of a gate (a 1 or a 0) to the gates that use that electrical signal as an input. While manufacturing
variations make each gate a little different, and the electrical signals on the wires can interact with and
introduce systematic noise in each other, the noise immunity of the digital gates used is sufficient to
negate the effect of all these noise sources. Thus, even with the parallel operation of millions of gates, the
resulting system behaves as intended, producing the same output as the Boolean model of the design.
Because quantum signals are analog and sensitive to noise, an entirely different approach is used
in the design of quantum systems. Here, the key design goal is to minimize the introduction of noise into
the qubit, which precludes sending the qubit state through noisy channels, such as a long wire.11 Thus,
these systems generally focus on building qubits, or containers for the qubits, along with the associated
support circuitry required to do various operations on the qubits’ states, including entangling qubits with
other qubits in the same vicinity. In quantum systems, the operations (gates) tend to come to the qubits,
while in classical machines, the bits go to the gates.
In addition to this difference in architecture, since quantum computers operate on different types
of values than classical computers, they cannot use the same logical gate abstractions that were developed
to manipulate classical bits. New abstractions for computations using qubits are required, providing a way
to implement specified changes in quantum states. As with all quantum systems, the state of a qubit can
be changed by changing its energy environment, which is the physical manifestation of its Hamiltonian.
There are two main approaches to quantum computing. The first generates the desired result by
initializing the state of a quantum system and then using direct control of the Hamiltonian to evolve the
11

Qubits also must obey a no-cloning rule, which also precludes sending a qubit state to two different gates at
the same time. This will be discussed further in Section 2.5.1.
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quantum state in a way that has a high probability of answering the question of interest. In these systems,
the Hamiltonian is often smoothly changed, so the quantum operations are truly analog in nature and
cannot be fully error corrected,12 and will be referred to as “analog quantum computing.” This approach
includes adiabatic quantum computing (AQC), quantum annealing (QA), and direct quantum simulation.
The second approach, called “gate-based quantum computing,” is similar to today’s classical approaches,
in that the problem is broken down into a sequence of a few very basic “primitive operations,” or gates,
which have well-defined “digital” measurement outcomes for certain input states. This digital property
means that these type of designs can in principle use system-level error correction to achieve fault
tolerance. However, as noted above, the set of primitive quantum operations are distinct from classical
primitives.

FIGURE 2.3 The basic parts needed to create and run a quantum computer, using parts of a contemporary
superconducting qubit system as an example. The qubit chip is placed in a large structure that allows it to
be cooled to 20 mK (image is from the Google effort), while supporting the needed control wiring. This
large structure is then put into a cryostat, which cools the qubit chip. The control wires are then connected
to a set of test and measurement equipment (equipment is from Will Oliver’s Lab), which drives the
qubits. This test equipment is driven from a control processor layer, which may consist of multiple
processors in the case of a large quantum computer. The control processor is connected to a larger
computer server (shown is part of a Google data center), which provides user access to the quantum
computer, and the needed software support services.

12

While methods for reducing the effects of noise have been developed and deployed for analog QCs, a theory
for analog QC QEC has been proposed only for AQC; this is not expected to be easily achieved, and full error
correction would require boundless resources. Thus, no practical method of achieving an error-free machine has
been established for analog QCs. These issues are addressed further in Section 3.2.
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2.4.1

Quantum Simulation, Quantum Annealing, and Adiabatic Quantum Computation

Analog quantum computing involves a system of qubits in an initial quantum state, and changes
to the Hamiltonian such that the problem is encoded in the final Hamiltonian and the final state
corresponds to the answer. If the system remains in the ground state of the changing Hamiltonian, this
approach is referred to as adiabatic quantum computing (AQC). When this requirement is relaxed—for
example, if the quantum computer is also allowed to interact with a thermal environment, or if it is
allowed to evolve too quickly—this protocol is called “quantum annealing.” For a sufficiently complex
choice of Hamiltonians, AQC is formally equivalent in computational power to the gate-based quantum
computing model. For existing quantum annealing devices, the choice of Hamiltonians is limited, and
these devices are not formally equivalent to universal quantum computers. Direct quantum simulation is
where the Hamiltonian between qubits is set to model a quantum system of interest, so its evolution
simulates that system.
As mentioned above, in these analog quantum computing approaches, not only are the values of
the qubits analog but also the quantum operations are done by smoothly changing the Hamiltonian. This
nondiscrete set of quantum operators confounds conventional approaches to system level error correction.
While a model for QEC has been proposed for AQCs in particular [4], it would be challenging to
implement in practice, since removing all errors would require unbounded resources. As a result, one tries
to minimize the effect of noise in such systems via quantum error and noise suppression [5].
Decoherence plays a very different role in digital quantum computers and analog quantum
computers. In digital quantum computers, decoherence is rarely desirable.13 In the case of an analog
quantum computer—and, in particular, a quantum annealer—decoherence plays a more subtle role. On
the one hand, energy relaxation (dissipation) is desirable, because it enables the system to find the ground
state, as required for the method to yield correct outputs. For larger-scale problems, an annealer will
almost certainly leave its ground state during the annealing protocol, either as a result of changing the
Hamiltonian too quickly, or due to thermal excitation from the environment. In these cases, dissipation to
the environment is clearly advantageous, as it tends to bring the annealer back to its ground state.
However, if there is too much dissipation, the system will no longer behave quantum mechanically and
thus cease to be a quantum computer. Furthermore, phase coherence is also required for “coherent cotunneling,” a quantum process that enables more efficient relaxation to the ground state through
coordinated flipping of qubits. In practice, a balance must be achieved in order for annealers to be
effective. Analog quantum computing is discussed in more detail in Chapters 3 and 5.
2.4.2

Gate-Based Quantum Computing

In a gate-based approach to quantum computing, each primitive operation (gate) is performed by
precisely changing the Hamiltonian of one or more qubits for the specific amount of time required to
achieve the desired transformation. This is done by changing the physical environment, for example, via a
laser pulse or application of some other electromagnetic field, depending on the way in which the qubits
are built.14 Since these primitive operations are analogous to logic gates in classical computing, systems
built using this approach are called “digital quantum computers.”
The rules of quantum mechanics constrain the set of possible quantum gate operations in a few
interesting ways. First, the operations must be “lossless”—that is, they must not dissipate any energy,
since energy dissipation means that the system is connected to the environment to allow heat to flow out,
which would result in unacceptable decoherence. Since losing information dissipates energy [6], quantum
gates must be reversible, which means that not only can you compute the gate’s outputs from its inputs,
you can also compute the gate’s inputs from its outputs (the gate’s computation can be run backward, or
reversed). To be reversible, a function must always have as many outputs as it had inputs.
13
14

Except possibly during state preparation and projective measurement.
See Chapter 5 for further discussion of current approaches to physical implementations of qubits.
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Second, while the operations will change the coefficients, or “amplitude distribution,” of the
different possible states, the sum of the squares of their absolute values (the sum of their probabilities)
always remains one. One mathematical way to visualize the operations of quantum gates is to represent
the state of ‘N’ qubits as a vector in a high dimensional space (2 complex dimensions), where the value
of the vector in each dimension is given by the complex coefficients . Conserving probability forces the
length of the vector to be constant and equal to 1, so the state of the system can be any place on the unit
hypersphere (the extension of a sphere to higher dimensions). All quantum gates are simple rotations of
the state vector to a new position on the hypersphere. As the number of qubits increases, the dimension of
the space grows exponentially, but the state vector remains unit length, and the operations remain the
different rotations possible on the hypersphere (which are all reversible). Operations that preserve the
vector length are said to be “unitary.” Box 2.3 shows the sphere generated by a single qubit.

BOX 2.3
Visualizing the State of a Qubit
The state of a single qubit is represented by |
|0
|1 . The probability condition
| |
| |
1 restricts the values that a0 and a1 can take. We can account for this constraint by
setting the magnitude of a0 to
and the magnitude of a1 to
, since
1.
Accounting for the phase component of a complex number means

and

. As a result, the state of the qubit can be represented using three independent real numbers
|0
|1 . It turns out that the global phase α has no physical
α, θ, and φ: |
significance whatsoever, and a single-qubit state can be fully described by two real numbers 0
and 0
2 . The description of an arbitrary single-qubit state can be mapped onto a point on the
surface of a unit sphere (called a “Bloch sphere”), where the north and south pole correspond to the
states |0 and |1 , respectively. θ gives the latitude and φ gives the longitude of the positive of the
quantum state on the Bloch sphere, as shown in Figure 2.3.1.

FIGURE 2.3.1 A picture of the Bloch sphere, which
represents the set of all possible states for a single qubit.
The qubit angles θ and φ are shown in the figure. Singlequbit gates rotate the qubit state to another point on this
sphere. SOURCE: Smite-Meister,

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=5829358.
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As with classical logic, gates with a large number of inputs are hard to create, but can be
constructed, or “synthesized,” using a series of simpler gates, each of which takes a smaller number of
inputs. In practice, quantum gates typically designed to operate on inputs of one, two, or three qubits.
Also like classical logic, a small number of base quantum gates can be used to create all possible quantum
gate functions. A common set of basic quantum gates and their representations is shown in Figure 2.4. Of
particular significance is the Hadamard gate for superposition, which evolves a qubit in the |0 state to an
equal superposition of |0 and |1 , where both have the same relative phase ( |0
|1 ), and evolves
√

√

the |1 state to an even superposition of |0 and |1 , but with opposite phases (

√

|0

√

|1 ). The two-

qubit CNOT gate performs an XOR logic operation, but it must pass one of the inputs to the output to
make the computation reversible.
Because quantum gates map initial s of a set of input qubits into a new set of s, these gates
are often written mathematically in the form of a matrix. In this representation, the for each of the input
states are stacked on top of each other to form a vector, and the result of the matrix vector multiplication
results in a vector which represents the s of the output state. An n-input logic operation, or “gate,” can
2 unitary matrix that operates on n input qubits (encoding the
be described mathematically as a 2
initial 2n s) producing n output qubits (encoding the 2n new s).
It is known that the gates T, Hadamard, and CNOT, where T is a rotation by /4 (90 degrees),
forms a universal gate set [7] (that is, any unitary function can be approximated to arbitrary precision
using a computer built from only gates in this set) [8].15
Unlike unitary operations that are the basis for implementing a quantum algorithm, the
measurement operation strongly couples the quantum state to the measurement device, which produces a
binary output and is not reversible. Measurement is necessary in order to extract information from the
quantum computer; however, measurement collapses the system wave function and returns only n bits of
information from the n-qubit quantum register, that is, it returns one classical result. The information that
was held in the s of the 2 states that the register encoded up until the instant of measurement is lost.
The outputs of measurement of a two-qubit system are illustrated in Table 2.3 and discussed in Box 2.4
[9].

15

For rotation of a general angle θ, single-qubit rotations cannot be expressed exactly in this gate set; thus, it is
necessary to decompose the desired operation into a sequence of operations. Such “decomposition” of a given
operation into a sequence of simple gates also enables a general circuit to be compiled as a sequence of simpler
primitive gates that can more easily be implemented in hardware. It is worth noting that known algorithms for some
applications, for example in computational chemistry, rely heavily upon general angle rotations; for these cases in
particular, it is thus very important to have methods which can create, or synthesize, these operations using a small
number of primitive gate operations. Better synthesis algorithms generate the target gates from fewer primitive
gates.
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FIGURE 2.4 Commonly used 1-, 2-, and 3-qubit quantum gates, along with their corresponding unitary
matrices, circuit symbols, and a description of their effects. The T, Hadamard, and CNOT gates are
known to form a universal quantum gate set. SOURCE: Adapted from Roetteler, Martin, and Krysta M.
Svore. "Quantum Computing: Codebreaking and Beyond." IEEE Security & Privacy 16, no. 5 (2018): 2236.
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TABLE 2.3 Measurement Outcomes and Probabilities for Some Possible States of a Two-Qubit System,
Given Its Initial State
Premeasurement State
Measurement
Probability of
Postmeasurement
(Wave Function) of System
Outcome
Outcome
State of System
|
|
00
100%
|00
|00
|
|
01
100%
|01
|01
1
1
|
00
50%
|00
|
|00
|11
|
√2
√2
11
50%
|11
1
|00
2

|

|

1
1
|10
|01
2
2
1
|11
2
1
√3
|01
|10
2
2

00
10
01
11
01

25%
25%
25%
25%
25%

|
|
|
|
|

|00
|10
|01
|11
|01

10

75%

|

|10

BOX 2.4
Measurement and Entanglement in a Two-Qubit System
Wave functions for multiqubit systems are constructed as linear combinations of all possible
classical states, which serve as so-called basis states, in the language of linear algebra. There are four
possible classical states for a two-bit system, so the wave function for a two-qubit system has the
general form
|00

|01

|10

|11 ,

where the magnitude squared of a state’s coefficient corresponds to its probability of measurement.
is nonzero, |
|00 . Measuring the first particle yields
Consider the state where only
0 with 100 percent certainty, and the same with the second particle. In this case, each qubit can be
described independently by its own wave function: |
|0 and
|0 . The whole system
|
∙
can be written as the product of the individual qubits |
|0 |0 , which is the same
as writing
|00 .
Now consider the superposition state

√

|00

√

|11 . What happens if the first

qubit is measured? If the outcome is 1, the wave function collapses into a combination of only those
states with this value for the first qubit, or
|11 . Subsequently, the second qubit has a 100
percent probability of being found in the same state. On the other hand, measuring the first qubit as 0
guarantees that the second one will be as well, according to the same logic. Further inspection will
reveal that, regardless of which qubit is measured first, measuring the second will always yield the
same value that was observed for the first. The particles are inextricably correlated in that the state of
one is dependent upon the other, and measurement of one intrinsically determines the state of the
other—whether or not the second is measured. This condition is called “entanglement,” and is
inherently quantum mechanical. In mathematical terms, entanglement arises when there is no way to
write the multiqubit wave function as the product of one-qubit wave functions. This particular state is
an example of a “Bell state,” a specific category of entangled state. Entangled states are inherently
quantum mechanical and are key to the power of quantum computation.
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2.5

QUANTUM COMPUTER DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

As alluded to in previous sections, the large potential power of a quantum computer comes with
four major constraints. The first major constraint is that the number of coefficients required to describe a
state of a quantum computer increases exponentially with the number of qubits only when the qubits all
become entangled with each other. While adding a qubit to a system does double the number of quantum
states, if this qubit has not interacted with the rest of the system, the description of the quantum state can
be factored and represented as the product of the added qubit’s state, times the state of the rest of the
system. This factored state requires only two additional coefficients (the state of the added qubit)
compared to the original quantum system. To get the power of quantum computing, qubits must be
entangled—that is, the state of any qubit must be correlated with the states of the other qubits. To form
such a dependence between two qubits, they need to interact either directly or indirectly via an
intermediate quantum system—whether a photon, phonon, or another qubit—which at some point
interacts with each qubit to be entangled.16
Even though the generation of direct interaction between qubits that are physically separated (that
is, nonadjacent) inside the quantum processor, like complex gates, can be hard to achieve,17 it can be
decomposed into a number of simpler primitive gate operations directly supported by the hardware. This
indirect coupling can be performed through a chain of operations, using intermediate qubits or other
quantum systems to facilitate the interaction. However, as in classical computing this indirect coupling
creates an overhead in the machine, the first major design constraint. This cost of communication is well
understood in classical computing and contributes to the very high gate counts in modern machines. In
many quantum computing implementations, generating this long-range interaction will consume some of
the qubits in the machine, and the number of useful qubits will be less than the number of physical qubits
in the machine. This need to break down long-range interactions also means that some of the two-qubit
operations taken from the universal gate set will take multiple primitive gate operations to perform. These
overheads are most significant in the early stages of a technology’s development when qubits and gate
operations are limited.
A second constraint comes from the fact that it is impossible to make a copy of a quantum
system, because of the so-called no-cloning principle [10,11]. While the state of a set of qubits can be
moved to another set of qubits, this has the effect of deleting that information from the original qubits;
arbitrary quantum information may be moved but not copied. Since making and storing copies of
intermediate states or partial results in memory is an essential part of classical computing and the way we
think about programming, quantum computers require a different approach to algorithm design. Also,
computing tasks often require the ability to access stored data, and many quantum algorithms require a
means to access stored classical bits in a way that reveals which bits are being queried and loaded into
quantum memory.
The third main constraint comes from the lack of noise immunity of quantum operations. Since
small imperfections in the input signals or gate operations are not removed by the basic gate operations,
as they are in classical logic gates, these small errors will accumulate over time, perturbing the system’s
state. These errors affect the accuracy of the calculation, and, when large enough, can lead to
measurement errors, or even a loss of quantum coherence (and thus loss of any quantum advantage). This
noise comes from imperfect isolation from the environment, uncorrected variations in physical
16

If qubit A is entangled with qubit B, and at some later time qubit B becomes entangled with qubit C, it is
likely that qubit A is now also entangled with qubit C. To see this, assume all qubits start in the |0> state, and qubit
A is then operated on by a Hadamard gate. It is the control input to a CNOT gate for qubit B, and qubit B is then the
control terminal for qubit C. Measurement of A, B, or C will give zero 50 percent of the time, and one 50 percent of
the time. But once one of the qubits is measured, the state of the other qubits will be known with 100 percent
probability.
17
To prevent the qubit energy from coupling with the environment, it is held in localized, well-isolated spots.
Distributing the energy over a wide area for two qubits to interact would also expose those qubits to a lot of
environment, which in today’s technologies greatly shortens its coherence time.
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preparation or manufacture of the qubits themselves (or the devices that contain or maintain them), and
imperfections in the signals used to perform the desired qubit operations. Taken together, these
imperfections generally degrade the quality of a qubit operation. These effects are still significant even
when using strategies to minimize and avoid noise that leads to errors.
The quality of a gate operation is measured either by the error rate, defined by the probability that
the gate operation yields an incorrect outcome, or by the fidelity, the probability that the operation yields
the correct outcome (Box 2.5). For state-of-the-art systems in 2018, the best error rates are in the 10-3 to
10-6 range for single qubit gates [12-15] and in the 10-2 to 10-3 range for two qubit (entangling) gates [1619] in superconducting and trapped ion qubits. In current machines, this quality degrades as the number of
qubits in the machine increases; the capabilities of today’s systems are discussed in more detail in Chapter
5.
BOX 2.5
Defining and Quantifying Qubit Fidelity/Error Rates
Quantum computers require high qubit and gate fidelity for successful operation. This report
will use gate error rates as a measure of the qubit fidelity of a computer. Gate error rate is a metric that
characterizes the robustness of a gate operation subject to a broad set of error sources. Essentially, it is
a measure of how closely actual gate operations match—on average—theoretically ideal versions of
those operations. A gate error rate of 1 percent indicates that a given type of gate operation will yield
the correct result upon measurement, on average, 99 out of 100 times it is tried.
These errors arise from a number of different mechanisms that add “noise” to the qubit. One
source of noise is the loss of qubit coherence, and since qubit state consists of both a magnitude and
phase, “noise” can affect both aspects of qubit state. It is impossible to completely isolate any system
from its environment, so over time the energy of the qubit will tend to equilibrate with the
environment—excited states will lose energy and become the ground state if the environment is cold.
This means that the probability (magnitude of the amplitude of the excited state squared) of the excited
state decreases over time. Physical processes also add random phase shifts to the quantum state over
time, which reduces the phase coherence of the qubit states. Since quantum operations require phase
alignment for proper operation, this phase decoherence also leads to qubit errors over time. For simple
noise, energy relaxation and phase decoherence proceed via exponential decays, with time constants
referred to as T1 and T2, respectively. Since energy relaxation is also a phase-breaking process, the
coherence time T2 captures both energy relaxation and dephasing processes, and T2 must be much
longer than the time needed to implement a required number of quantum gates to create a useful
quantum computer.
In addition to the fundamental qubit coherence errors, given the analog control signals used to
perform qubit gate operations, each gate operation is not perfect, and performing this operation can
affect other qubit states in the system (this interference is called “crosstalk”). This means that in a
sequence of gate operations, there is a chance that the output generated is incorrect, and that these
operations increase the error rate for future operations. The probability of generating the correct result
(correctly performing all the gate operations to create the result) again decreases exponentially with the
number of gate operations. Thus, from the measured system error rate, one can extract an average error
rate/gate. Two-input qubit gates are more complex than single-qubit operations, since the state of the
two qubits must interact in this operation, yielding higher error rates; error rates for both single- and
two-qubit gates are often provided for a more complete picture. When error rates are used as the gate
fidelity metric, this rate accounts for the decoherence that occurs during the gate time, and any other
errors caused by the gate operation.
Given that the user of a quantum computer is interested in estimating the fidelity of the results,
extracting effective gate error rates using the process of randomized benchmarking (RBM) is of great
value. In general, RBM implements a random assortment of gates and compares the resulting state with
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the predicted state for that sequence. The error in the final state increases as the length of the sequence
increases, with the rate of increase in error per gate providing a measure of an error rate for the selected
group of gates. Interleaved RBM aims to characterize the error rate of a specific gate by injecting this
gate periodically in the random assortment and comparing the resulting error with the same assortment
minus the specific gate of interest. RBM and its variations provide a relatively efficient means to
estimate the average gate error rates in a particular device. These estimates are not skewed by the
presence of any initialization and measurement errors and are the basis for establishing the proposed
metric 1 in Chapter 7. However, it should be noted that RBM provides a device’s net error rate, without
revealing specific error channels.
The final constraint is the inability to actually observe the full state of the machine after it has
completed its operation. For example, if the quantum computer initializes a set of qubits into a
superposition of all qubit-state combinations, and then applies a function to this input state, the resulting
quantum state will have information about the value of the function for each possible input value. Yet
measuring this quantum system directly will not yield this information. Instead, since all the input cases
were equally likely, the measurement will return only one of the 2 possible outputs. The key to a
successful quantum algorithm is to manipulate the system so the states that correspond to the sought-after
solution have much higher probability of being measured than any other possible output. This condition is
intrinsic to quantum algorithm primitives such as the quantum Fourier transform and amplitude
amplification, which are described in more detail in Chapter 3. These operations amplify the coefficient
of the state whose index indicates the answer sought, such that the meaningful answer is highly likely to
be observed in the read-out measurement; however, they can require a nontrivial amount of time,
reducing the overall speedup of the quantum algorithm.
The characteristics of quantum phenomena both provide a QC’s computational power, and
greatly constrain how it can be used.
2.6

THE POTENTIAL FOR FUNCTIONAL QUANTUM COMPUTERS

As previously noted, computation built upon quantum rather than classical interactions presents
the opportunity for a new type of computing machine. It has the potential to address some computational
problems that are currently intractable on even the most powerful supercomputers today, and on any
future classical computer. For example, in addition to excitement for potential cryptanalytic applications,
there is much interest in applications involving the simulation of quantum systems of relevance for
chemistry, materials science, and biology, in particular with potential applications to new materials
development.
Experimentalists around the world are working to develop both gate-based and analog computers
that could carry out useful computations, using a range of underlying qubit technologies. The rest of this
report will discuss progress that has been made to devise useful applications for these machines, and to
create the hardware and software platforms needed to create a quantum computer. Because quantum
computing devices are generally at early stages, and because the capabilities of devices will depend upon
their type and maturity levels, it is useful to define several different categories of quantum computers for
easy reference and comparison, as outlined below:



Analog quantum computer (quantum annealer, adiabatic QC, direct quantum simulation).
Such a system would operate through coherent manipulation of qubits, by changing the
analog values of the system’s Hamiltonian, without using quantum gates. For example,
computation on a “quantum annealer” is conducted by preparing a set of qubits in some initial
state, and slowly changing the energy they experience until the Hamiltonian defines the
parameters of a given problem, so that the final state of the qubits corresponds, with a high
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probability, to the answer of the problem. An “adiabatic quantum computer” (AQC) operates
by initializing the qubits into the ground state of the starting Hamiltonian, and then changing
the Hamiltonian slowly enough that the system remains in its lowest-energy, or ground state
throughout the process. An AQC, although not gate-based, has the same theoretical
processing power as a gate-based quantum computer, but does not have a practical means for
full error correction.
Noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) gate-based computer [20]. Such a system would
operate through gate-based operations on a coherent collection of qubits without the full
quantum error correction required to suppress all errors; calculations would need to be
designed to be feasible on quantum systems with some noise, and be completed in few
enough steps (a shallow enough logical depth) such that gate errors and decoherence of the
qubits don’t obscure the results. The report will also refer to these systems as “digital NISQ”
computers.
Fully error-corrected gate-based quantum computers. Such a system would operate through
gate-based operations on qubits, implementing quantum error correction to correct any
system noise (including errors introduced by imperfect control signals or device fabrication,
or unintended coupling of qubits to each other or to the environment) that occurs during the
time frame of the calculation. In such systems, the error probability rates are reduced so
significantly that the machine appears reliable for all computations. The design of these
machines should allow them to scale to hold thousands of these fully error corrected or
logical qubits.

Gate-based quantum computers can have many physical realizations. However, any realizations
must satisfy the celebrated DiVincenzo criteria, which stipulate that they have the following:[21]

1. Well-characterized quantum two-level systems that can be employed as qubits.
2. An ability to initialize the qubits.
3. Decoherence times that are long enough to be able to carry out the computation or error
correction.
4. A set of quantum operations on the qubits, known as “quantum gates,” that is universal for
quantum computation.
5. An ability to measure quantum bits one by one, without disturbing the others.
Quantum annealers need all of the above except for item 4, since they do not use gates to express
their algorithms. However, decoherence (item 3) plays a very different role in quantum annealing than in
the gate model—in particular, some decoherence is tolerable in quantum annealing [22,23], and some
amount of energy relaxation is necessary for quantum annealing to succeed [24,25]. To date, progress has
been made toward building analog quantum and digital NISQ computer systems, while fully errorcorrected systems are much more challenging.
In order to build a functional quantum computer, one must create a physical system that encodes
qubits and control and manipulate these qubits precisely in order to carry out computations. Today,
experimentalists are building and operating these systems in carefully controlled environments in
laboratories. Two leading technologies for quantum computing—trapped ions and superconducting
qubits—use very different strategies for embodying and operating on qubits. Trapped ion systems use two
internal states of an atom as their fundamental quantum element. The atoms are each stripped of an outer
electron, leaving them positively charged so that their positions can be controlled with electric fields in
devices called “ion traps.” Both the ions and the traps are contained in ultra-high vacuum chambers to
minimize interaction with the environment, and lasers are used to cool the motion of the ions down to
very low temperatures (0.1-1 mK). Although the ion traps typically operate at room temperature, they can
also be cooled to cryogenic temperatures (4-10 K) to improve the vacuum environment or reduce the
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impact of intrinsic electrical noise on the ion’s motion. The state of each ion can be changed by using
precisely controlled laser pulses or microwave radiation. These pulses can be arranged to couple the states
of two or more ions together to create entanglement between the ions. An example of a laboratory
apparatus containing an ion trap system and control units is provided in Figure 2.5.

FIGURE 2.5 Laboratory apparatus for a contemporary ion trap system, operating at room temperature.
The trapped ion qubits are housed inside the ultra-high vacuum chamber. The quantum logic gates on the
qubits are carried out using the laser beams from the gate laser source, which is modulated by the control
signals (RF signals delivered through the blue cables) and routed to the ions with the optical setup in the
system. SOURCE: Courtesy of Professor Christopher Monroe, University of Maryland.
Superconducting systems are built using a very different approach. Instead of using a natural
quantum system, this approach uses the unique properties of superconducting materials to create a circuit
that acts as an artificial atom.18 Since this circuit can be defined lithographically like an integrated circuit,
it is possible to build arrays of these artificial atoms using a process similar to that used for manufacturing
ICs. Microwave radiation is again used to manipulate the state of these “atoms,” and adjacent “atoms” can
be electronically coupled together to create entangled states. Unfortunately, the energy levels in these
circuits are still very small, and these circuits are always in contact with the material that they are built on.
Isolating these circuits therefore requires cooling them to approximately 10 mK. Figure 2.6 provides a
snapshot of an experimental superconducting quantum computer in a laboratory, including some of the
apparatus required to maintain the temperature of the qubit environment and control the quantum system.
Interest in quantum computing has increased as the coherence times and fidelity of quantum
operations have improved for the underlying quantum systems. Chapters 3 and 4 describe the potential
capabilities of a quantum computer. Chapters 5 and 6 explore in greater depth the hardware and software

18

This circuit essentially is a nonlinear oscillator, which means that, like an atom, it supports different energy
states, and the separation between the energy states changes with energy level, so that the gap between the states of
interest is unique, and the states of interest can be interrogated exclusively.
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technologies for building quantum computers, along with the coherence and fidelity levels that have so far
been achieved.

FIGURE 2.6 Laboratory apparatus for a contemporary superconducting qubit system. SOURCE:
Courtesy of Dr. William Oliver, Lincoln Laboratory.
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3
Quantum Algorithms and Applications
A bedrock of the field of algorithms lies in the principle that the total number of computational
steps required to solve a problem is (roughly) independent of the underlying design of the computer—
remarkably, to a first approximation what is designated a single step of computation is a matter of
convenience and does not change the total time to solution. This basic principle, called the extended
Church-Turing thesis, implies that to solve a computational problem faster, one may (1) reduce the time
to implement a single step; (2) perform many steps in parallel; or (3) reduce the total number of steps to
completion via the design of a clever algorithm.
The discovery that quantum computers violate the extended Church-Turing thesis [1,2]—by
solving certain computational tasks with exponentially fewer steps than the best classical algorithm for
the same task—shook up the foundations of computer science, and opened the possibility of an entirely
new way of solving computational problems quickly.1 The practical potential of quantum computers was
illustrated soon thereafter when Peter Shor created quantum algorithms for factoring large numbers and
computing discrete logarithms that were exponentially faster than any developed for a classical computer
[3-5]. These quantum algorithms generated serious concern in the security community, since the classical
hardness of these two problems lie at the core of the public key “cryptosystems” that protect the vast
majority of society’s digital data.
Indeed, algorithms for factoring large numbers have been studied over the centuries by
mathematicians and very intensely over the last few decades by computer scientists. The main issue in
these, and most other computational problems, is combinatorial explosion: the exponential number of
potential solutions that the algorithm must choose between. In the case of factoring an n bit number N, the
possible prime divisors of N include all prime numbers less than N, and there are exp(n) many such
primes. Indeed, the fastest classical algorithm for actually finding the prime divisors of N takes
exp(O(n1/3)) steps, while Shor’s quantum algorithm took only O(n3) steps, later improved to O(n2log[n]).
A very general goal of the field of algorithms is to solve a computational task by an algorithm
whose number of steps (colloquially called its “running time”) scales polynomially in the size, n, of the
input, thereby bypassing the combinatorial explosion. Computational tasks for which such polynomial
time (classical) algorithms exist are referred to as belonging to the complexity class P. The corresponding
complexity class, bounded-error quantum polynomial time (BQP), contains all those computational tasks
that a quantum computer would be able to solve in polynomial time. By contrast, algorithms whose
running time scales exponentially in the size of the input very quickly become prohibitively expensive as
the input size is scaled.

1
Note that quantum computers do not violate the original Church-Turing thesis, which defines the limits of
what it is possible to compute at all (independent of time required to perform the computation). See D. Deutsch,
1985, Quantum theory, the Church-Turing principle and the universal quantum computer, Proceedings of the Royal
Society of London. Series A, Mathematical and Physical Sciences (1934-1990), 400(1818):97-117. The extended
Church-Turing thesis is sometimes referred to as “the feasibility thesis” or the “computational complexity-theoretic
Church-Turing thesis.”
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It is important to realize that quantum computers do not uniformly speed up all computational
problems. One of the most important classes of computational problems, the NP-complete problems [6],
have been described as looking for a needle in an exponentially large haystack. About the same time as
Shor’s announcement, Bennett et al. [7] proved that quantum algorithms require exponential time to solve
NP-complete problems in the black box model—that is, if the algorithm ignores the detailed problem
structure—and are therefore unlikely to provide exponential speedups for such problems. More precisely,
if N denotes the size of the haystack, Bennett et al. showed that any quantum algorithm to find the needle
must take at least N1/2 steps. A few years later, Grover showed that there is a quantum algorithm that can
find the needle in O(N1/2) steps [8]. The class NP is characterized by the requirement that a classical
computer should be able to check the correctness of a solution in polynomial time (no matter how hard it
is to actually find the solution). NP-complete problems are the hardest problems in NP, and include the
famous Traveling Salesman Problem, as well as thousands of problems from every field in science. It is
widely conjectured that P ≠ NP (this is one of the famous seven Clay Millennium Problems), and that
any classical algorithm must require exp(n) steps to solve NP-complete problems [9].
The design of quantum algorithms follows completely different principles from those of classical
algorithms. To begin with, even classical algorithms have to be cast in a special form—as reversible
algorithms—before they can be run on a quantum computer. Algorithms that achieve quantum speedups
use certain quantum algorithmic paradigms or building blocks that have no classical counterparts.
There is an extensive literature on quantum algorithms that has been developed in the quarter
century since the first algorithms discussed above. All of these algorithms rely on a handful of quantum
building blocks that are described in the next section and are designed to run on an idealized quantum
computer. Real quantum devices are noisy, so an elaborate theory of quantum error correcting codes and
fault-tolerant quantum computing has been developed to convert noisy quantum computers to ideal
quantum computers. However, this conversion incurs an overhead both in number of qubits as well as
running time.
The field is now entering the era of noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices [10]—the
race to build quantum computers that are sufficiently large (tens to hundreds or a few thousand qubits)
that they cannot be efficiently simulated by a classical computer, but are not fault tolerant and so cannot
directly implement the algorithms developed for ideal quantum computers. While the enormous interest
and funding for building NISQ computers has undoubtedly moved up the calendar for scalable, faulttolerant quantum computers, significant work remains before each milestone is met.
The biggest upcoming challenges are algorithmic; in the near-term, this includes the search for
computational tasks that such computers can speed up. Developing algorithms that run on NISQ
computers are as important as creating the physical devices, since without both, the machine is not useful.
In the longer term, much work remains to be done in the field of quantum algorithms for ideal (scalable,
fault-tolerant) quantum computers. The next section describes major building blocks for quantum
algorithms, as well as known algorithms for idealized quantum computers that provide speedups over the
best classical algorithms for the same computational tasks. The subsequent section describes quantum
error-correction and fault-tolerance techniques for converting a noisy quantum computer to an idealized
quantum computer. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the major algorithmic challenge presented
by NISQ computers, and the most promising leads in the search for such algorithms.
Finding: Progress in quantum algorithms is essential for quantum computing success. In the new term,
developing algorithms that work on NISQ machines is critical.
3.1

QUANTUM ALGORITHMS FOR AN IDEAL GATE-BASED QUANTUM COMPUTER

The power of quantum algorithms ultimately derives from the exponential complexity of quantum
systems—the state of a system of n entangled qubits is described by (and can thus encode) N = 2n
complex coefficients, as discussed in the previous chapter. Moreover, the application of each elementary
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gate on, say, two qubits updates the 2n complex numbers describing the state, thereby seeming to perform
2n computations in a single step. On the other hand, at the end of the computation, when the n qubits are
measured, the result is just n classical bits. The challenge of designing useful and advantageous quantum
algorithms derives from the tension between these two phenomena—one must find tasks whose
operational solutions both make use of this parallelism and yield a final quantum state that has a high
probability of returning valuable information upon measurement. Successful approaches take advantage
of the phenomenon of quantum interference for generating useful results. In the following, some of the
major building blocks for quantum algorithms are described, as well as several foundational quantum
algorithms and how they can be used to solve different kinds of abstract problems.
3.1.1

The Quantum Fourier Transform and Quantum Fourier Sampling

One of the most basic building blocks for quantum algorithms is the quantum Fourier transform
(QFT) algorithm. The Fourier transform, a critical step in many classical calculations and computations,
is an operation that transforms one representation of a signal of interest into a different representational
form. The classical Fourier transform turns a signal represented as a function of time into its
corresponding signal represented as a function of frequency. For example, this could mean transforming a
mathematical description of a musical chord in terms of air pressure as a function of time into the
amplitudes of the set of musical tones (or notes) that combine to form the chord. This transformation is
reversible via the inverse Fourier transform, so involves no information loss—a key requirement for any
operation on a quantum computer. Concretely, the input is an N-dimensional vector with complex entries
(a1, a2, …, aN), and the output is an N-dimensional vector with complex entries (b1, b2, …, bN) which is
obtained by multiplying the input vector with the N × N Fourier transform matrix.
Given the utility of the Fourier transform, many clever algorithms have been developed to
implement it on classical computers. The best, the fast Fourier transform (FFT), takes O(NlogN) time,
which is only slightly longer than it takes to read the input data [O(N)]. While the classical FFT is quite
efficient, quantum Fourier transform (QFT) is exponentially faster, requiring only O(log2 N) = O(n2) time
(where N = 2n) in its original formulation, later improved to O(nlogn) [11].
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FIGURE 3.1 An illustrative example of the quantum Fourier transform (QFT) applied to a three-qubit
system. The three qubits must be initially prepared such that the eight (23 = 8) complex coefficients
encode the system state corresponding to the sequence of values to be transformed. Since the number of
coefficients, N, is 2n, where n is the number of qubits, only log(N) bits are needed: 3 qubits can represent
the 8 complex values shown. The QFT effectively finds patterns in the input sequence and identifies their
frequency of repetition. In this example, all the input states have similar probability, with the real
components of coefficients alternating sign four times. The coefficients of the output state (shown on the
right) capture this pattern: the coefficient of the ith state, , is large if there are icycles in the input
sequence.2 Thus, in this example all outputs are all small except for one state, 100, corresponding to the
input pattern frequency. Thus, measuring this output is likely to provide the index of this strong pattern in
the input sequence.
Before describing the QFT, it is important to understand how the input and output are represented
as quantum states. The input
is represented as the quantum state ∑ | , and the output
, .…
2

Actually, for a sequence of N, the highest number of repetitions possible is N/2, or 4 in the example. The
values of 5, 6, and 7 “alias” back to tones that repeat 3, 2, and 1 times respectively, so these tones can be represented
by either location.
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is represented as the quantum state ∑ | . Thus, the input and output are represented as
, ,…
states of just n qubits, where n = log N. This is shown in Figure 3.1. Exponential speedup is possible only
if the input data has already be encoded into a compact quantum state, or can be encoded into this state in
O(log N) steps. The quantum circuit that carries out this transformation has total number of gates that
scales as O(n log n). Another caveat is that one of course cannot access the amplitudes bi through
measurement. Indeed, if the output of the QFT is measured, it yields the index i with probability |bi|2.
Thus, measuring this algorithm’s output only yields the index of a probable output, which is called
quantum Fourier sampling (QFS). QFS is an important primitive in quantum algorithms, and entails
applying the QFT and measuring the output state, resulting in the sampling of an index i from a certain
probability distribution.
First, since O(N) time is required to read the input data, the quantum algorithm can be completed
only in O(log2N)—that is, it can yield speedup only compared to its classical analogue—if the input data
is preencoded into logN qubits and not read in directly from a file of data. These logN qubits are in a
superposition of N quantum states, and the coefficient on each state represents the data sequence to be
transformed. This is shown in Figure 3.1. Applying the QFT algorithm to this input changes the state of
the log N qubits such that the new coefficients are the Fourier Transform of the input coefficients. Of
course, since the output is a quantum state, there is no way to directly read these values. When the output
is measured, only one of the N possible classical output states is observed. The probability that any of the
N states will be observed is the square of the absolute value of the coefficient of that state, which is also
the square of its Fourier transform value. Performing a QFT on a set of qubits and then measuring their
final state accomplishes the same task as what is referred to classically as Fourier sampling.
It turns out that sampling the output of the Fourier transform is useful in some cases for finding
structure in a sequence of numbers, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Notice that the coefficients of the input
data are periodic, with four periods in this sequence. This periodicity causes the amplitude of state |100>
to be much larger than all the others, so with high probability, measuring the final system state will return
100 (binary for 4), revealing the input sequence repeated 4 times, or had a repeat distance of 2. This
example illustrates the power and pitfalls of quantum computing. If the initial input superposition already
exists, the Fourier transform can be performed on the superposition coefficients exponentially faster than
would be possible classically. However, at the end of this operation, one samples only one of the N states,
rather than obtaining the entire set of output coefficients. Furthermore, it is not clear in general how to
create the input superposition without taking O(N) time—although this becomes less of a problem if QFT
is performed on a preloaded input quantum state as one step in a longer algorithm.
The QFT, which cleverly leverages the characteristics of quantum computation, is useful in
constructing a host of quantum algorithms. Examples include quantum factoring, finding hidden structure,
and quantum phase estimation.
3.1.2

Quantum Factoring and Finding Hidden Structures

Shor’s discovery of polynomial time algorithms for factoring and calculating discrete logarithms
[12] was a major breakthrough for the field of quantum algorithms, both because of the apparent speedup
compared to the classical algorithms and because of the implications of this speedup for known
applications. At their heart, both algorithms may be seen as an ingenious way of exploiting the
exponential speedup in the QFT, even given the input and output limitations of Fourier sampling.
To be able to use the power of the QFT, Shor first converted the problem of finding the factors of
a number to a problem that involves finding a repeating pattern—exactly what the FT detects. Shor was
able to show that the factoring problem was equivalent to the problem of finding the period in a sequence
of numbers, albeit a sequence of numbers that is exponentially longer than the number of bits of the
corresponding number to be factored. Thus, while this equivalency does not provide any help in solving
the problem on a classical computer (since it would need to generate this sequence of 2n numbers for an
n-bit number to factor, which would take an exponential amount of time), it is a perfect problem for a
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quantum computer. In a quantum computer, the exponentially long sequence can be encoded into merely
n qubits, and generated in a time that is polynomial in n. Once that sequence is generated, the QFT can be
used to find the period. The fact that the returned result is only a sample of the output FT amplitudes is
not limiting, since the desired information is highly likely to be what a measurement would sample.
Shor’s algorithm, if deployed on a perfect quantum computer, would make it possible to compute
the secret key of the most widely used public key cryptosystems, RSA. In addition, it would be able to
compute the secret key of other widely used public-key cryptosystems, such as Diffie-Hellman and
elliptic curve cryptography. The implications of quantum computing for cryptography are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 4.
Shor’s quantum algorithm for factoring and discrete log can both be regarded as examples of
finding hidden algebraic structure, related to a well-known mathematical problem called the “hidden
subgroup problem” [13,14]. Currently, there are quantum approaches for solving some cases of this
problem efficiently, specifically for so-called Abelian and closely related groups (characterized by their
symmetry properties). On the other hand, the problem is expected to be hard for the so-called dihedral
symmetry group. This hard problem is closely related to another, called the shortest vector problem—the
basis of the learning with errors (LWE) cryptosystem, one of the proposed post-quantum (that is,
quantum-resistant) cyphers described in Chapter 4.
3.1.3

Grover’s Algorithm and Quantum Random Walks

While the QFT underlies many quantum algorithms, another class of algorithms take advantage
of a different method, called the “quantum random walk.” This method is analogous to classical random
walk methods, which probabilistically simulate progress in traversing some terrain.
Grover’s algorithm addresses the specific problem of finding the unique inputs to a given
function that will yield a certain output [15].3 Classically, this is a basic NP-hard search problem—that is,
there are no known polynomial time solutions. In the absence of information about the nature of the
function, the fastest known classical algorithm for this problem is exhaustive search, or exploration of all
possible inputs to find the answer—a process that takes O(N) = O(2n) steps, where n is the number of bits
required to represent the input. Grover’s algorithm solves this problem in √ steps. While this is only
a polynomial speedup over the best classical approach, it could nonetheless be significant in practice. As
will be discussed in the next chapter, this could be sufficient to compromise additional cryptographic
operations. Moreover, this is the optimal quantum algorithm for this problem, in light of the result of
Bennett et al. [16] showing that any quantum algorithm must take at least √ steps to solve this problem
in the black box model.
The problem with the classical exhaustive search approach is that the systematic testing of each
possible answer is a blind guess-and-check: each query provides no information about the answer until it
is actually found. To get around this problem, Grover’s algorithm proceeds by iterating a set of two
operations on the qubits. The first effectively flags the state corresponding to the correct answer by
changing the sign of its coefficient. The second, called the Grover diffusion operator, is then able to
slightly increase the magnitude of this coefficient. Together, the two steps comprise a so-called Grover
iteration, each application of which increases the probability that the correct answer will be read-out upon
measurement. This procedure to increase the amplitude of the state(s) containing the correct answer is an
example of a general algorithmic approach called amplitude amplification [17], which is useful in a
number of quantum algorithms.
The sequence of amplitude amplification operations can be viewed as a sort of quantum random
walk; however, Grover’s algorithm does the “walk” backward, from a distributed state (analogous to all
possible endpoints of a random walk from a given starting point) back to a state focused around the single
3

The problem can be more formally phrased as: if f is an efficiently computable binary function that operates
on strings of length n, find x such that f(x) = 1.
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correct component (analogous to the starting point of the walk). A classical random walk approach can
explore an area proportional to the square root of the number of steps; the quantum random walk can
explore an area proportional to the number of steps. Hence, the quantum algorithm provides quadratic
speedup.
This technique is very versatile and has led to a number of quantum algorithms providing
polynomial speedups for specific computational tasks. For example, there is a quantum walk-based
algorithm for solving the basic problem of determining whether the player making the first move has a
winning strategy in a combinatorial game (such as chess). The naïve classical algorithm involves an
exponential search of the possible moves and outcomes, called the “game tree,” while the quantum
algorithm provides the quadratic speedup described above. More generally, the quantum algorithm
provides a quadratic speedup for evaluating any AND-OR formula [18,19].
While Grover’s algorithm is often referred to as quantum “search,” this is not really a valid
application of the technique. To perform a true quantum search, the set of data to be searched must first
be represented as a superposition of quantum states and for a quantum algorithm to provide any speedup,
this representation would need to be created in a time much less than the number of data points, N—
somewhere between O(1) to O(logN). In the classical case, this data would simply be stored in random
access memory (RAM) and called when needed. However, while RAM is a key element of classical
computing, there is currently no robust practical RAM equivalent that generates the needed quantum
superposition state for a quantum computer.
It has been proposed that a quantum version of random access memory (RAM), or QRAM, could
generate this data in O(log N) time [20], although this has not been practically demonstrated. To achieve
this, a classical data storage unit would be supplemented with quantum logic around the memory cells. A
classical analogue to this structure, called a content addressable memory, or CAM, exists, and solves this
search problem in O(log N) time. However, with CAM and with QRAM, getting the data into the device
in the first place still takes O(N) time, so either approach will only be useful when multiple queries are
performed on the same data set—that is, the utility of CAM and QRAM, if it can be built, grows in direct
proportion to the number of times the input can be reused.
3.1.4

Hamiltonian Simulation Algorithms

Simulating the dynamics of quantum systems is the most natural and obvious application of
quantum computers and was the motivation for Richard Feynman’s pioneering exploration of quantum
computing [21]. Quantum algorithms can exponentially outperform classical ones when simulating a
system with many quantum degrees of freedom, with applications including problems in chemistry,
materials science, condensed matter, nuclear physics, and high-energy physics.
The general objective in simulating a quantum system is to determine its structure or behavior,
given knowledge of its components and the environment in which it exists. For example, a simulation
could be used to elucidate the structure of a substance, or the behavior over time of a collection of
interacting particles. These problems can have a variety of applications, from informing the development
of new industrial materials to solving important physics problems. In general, these simulations require
knowledge of the Hamiltonian (energy operator) describing all elements and interactions of the system.
From there, one can either solve for the ground-state wave function for that system (in the timeindependent picture), or, given some initial state of the system at a time t0, compute a close approximation
to the quantum state at a future time t. Scientists have been performing classical simulations of quantum
systems for decades, either restricting attention to small systems or relying upon approximate methods
that can trade accuracy for computational efficiency. Accurate models are so compute-intensive (given
the intrinsic high dimensionality of quantum systems) as to be inadequate for all but small systems.
A quantum, rather than classical, simulation is naturally better equipped to explore the state space
spanned by quantum systems. In principle, quantum simulation can proceed via at least three general
approaches, each of which promises more efficient solutions in certain scenarios. The first approach
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involves implementation of time-evolution algorithms on a gate-based quantum computer, commonly
referred to as “Hamiltonian simulation.” The second is a variational approach for obtaining
approximations to quantum states using quantum computers and will be discussed later in this chapter.
Last, in the field of analog quantum simulation, dedicated quantum systems, although not full-blown
quantum computers, are built to emulate specific Hamiltonians. While this hardware is likely to be much
simpler than gate-based machine solving the same problem, the downside of the analog simulation
approach is that the hardware has limitations on the Hamiltonians it can create, so the resulting system is
special-purpose and the application and simulator need to be co-designed. In addition, unlike digital
quantum computations that can be protected using fault-tolerant protocols, the ability to perform analog
quantum simulation in realistic, noisy environments is less well understood.
In the time-evolution Hamiltonian simulation algorithms, the form of the Hamiltonian, and
potentially its own dependence on time, as well as the initial state of the system must be provided as
inputs. The algorithm begins by initializing the qubits into the initial system state or an approximation to
it. Then, the system is advanced through time, or “propagated,” according to its Hamiltonian, in discrete
intervals, ∆t, for the number of iterations required to arrive at the time of interest, tf. In practice, the
overall Hamiltonian is usually represented as a sum of smaller, so-called local Hamiltonians, each of
which act on only a component of the larger system, which provides a useful decomposition (more
generally, the Hamiltonian can be simulated efficiently provided it is sparse and the nonzero entries in
any given row can be efficiently located and computed). For the process to proceed efficiently, the
method of encoding of the initial state in qubits and of representing the time propagation as a gate
sequence must be carefully chosen for the system in question. The first concrete quantum algorithms for
gate-based Hamiltonian simulation were developed in the mid-1990s [22], and additional methods for
different kinds of quantum systems has followed, along with algorithmic insights that have yielded
significant reductions in time [23-29].4
Efficient Hamiltonian simulation on a quantum computer would enable important speedups for
problems in quantum chemistry and materials simulation [30,31]. In particular, the electron correlation
problem has been one of the most challenging problems for classical methods to tackle [32]. To
understand and predict complex reaction mechanisms involved in, for example, a transition-metal
catalyzed chemical transformation, requires extremely accurate electronic structure approaches.
Classically, even molecules with fewer than one hundred strongly correlated electrons are beyond the
scale of classical ab initio methods at chemical accuracy. Quantum computers promise exponential
speedups for the simulation of the electronic structure problem and it has been shown that they would
enable efficient elucidation of chemical reaction mechanisms [33]. Here, a quantum computer could
enable researchers to compute or confirm the energies of chemical intermediates and transition states, and
in turn help to determine accurate activation energies for chemical processes, which are important for
understanding the kinetics of chemical reactions [34]. Strongly correlated species involved in chemical
reactions where classical approaches presently fail include problems such as photochemical processes,
nitrogen fixation, C-H bond breaking, carbon dioxide fixation and transformation, hydrogen and oxygen
production, and other transition-metal catalysis problems. These applications extend to important
industrial applications including fertilizer production, polymerization catalysis and clean energy
processes. [35]. Hamiltonian simulation is also used within quantum algorithms for solving complex
correlated material problems [36], which may have application in, for example, the search for a hightemperature superconductor. Quantum computers promise an exponential speedup over classical
approaches for time evolution of quantum systems. Thus, quantum computers may have the most impact
in their application to problems in quantum chemistry, for example as applied in pharmaceutics, and
materials science [37].
However, there are many types of Hamiltonians that will require new methods if they are to
become efficiently solvable on a quantum computer. For example, to model the electronic structure for
4

Specifically, discrete-time random walks; see A.M. Childs, 2010, On the relationship between continuousand discrete-time quantum walk, Communications in Mathematical Physics 294(2):581-603.
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applications in quantum chemistry [38], the Hamiltonian of an n-orbital system involves O(n4) terms,
which means a low-error quantum computer will be required for its computation. Classical approaches to
solving such problems have leveraged an understanding of the system’s physical structure to create
tailored techniques [39]. Researchers have recently combined these techniques with the existing
framework for quantum Hamiltonian simulation that has led to rapid progress in these quantum
algorithms for such problems [40-48].
Hamiltonian simulation has also proven to be a powerful tool for developing quantum algorithms
for problems with no immediate connection to quantum mechanics. A prominent example is the recent
development of a new class of quantum algorithms that directly perform linear algebra on the quantum
state; this is discussed next.
3.1.5

Quantum Algorithms for Linear Algebra

Linear algebra, a foundational area of mathematics, can be useful in a range of contexts, from the
science of quantum mechanics to computer graphics design to methods in machine learning. The general
task of linear algebra is to find the solution to a system of linear equations, that is, one or more equations
of the form where the sum of a set of independent variables, each scaled by some coefficient, is equal to a
constant value. Mathematically speaking, such a problem can be written in matrix form as A x = b, where
A is an N × N matrix whose elements are the coefficients on the variables in the equations, x is a column
vector whose elements are each of the variables to be solved for, and b is a column vector of the
constants.
A quantum algorithm for such applications, termed HHL after its developers Harrow, Hassidim,
and Lloyd, makes use of methods from Hamiltonian simulation [49]. It assumes that the input vector b is
∑ | . It also assumes that the matrix A is sparse and its
given as a quantum state of logN qubits |
entries are accessible via an easy to compute function. Moreover, it computes the output vector x in the
∑ | . At the heart of the HHL algorithm lies one of the
form of a quantum state of logN qubits |
basic quantum algorithmic building blocks: Kitaev’s quantum phase estimation algorithm. This is a
procedure for exponentially fast estimation of the eigenvalue (or phase) of an eigenvector of a unitary
operator. This is relevant to linear algebra, since inverting the matrix A is easy if its eigenvalues are
known. The running time of the HHL algorithm scales as a polynomial in logN and the condition number
of A. Of course, the access to the solution x is restricted to information that can be readily accessed from
the quantum state | . For a given A and b, the algorithm would output a quantum state for which the
values of the N coefficients are proportional to the N elements of solution x. Although the solution is
present in the quantum computer, the rules of quantum mechanics also prevent it from being directly read
out. However, if one is interested in only finding certain expectation values of the solution, one can obtain
this result with a number of gates that has poly(logN) cost [50].
Linear algebra problems can be solved with a classical computer using memory and running time
that scale as poly(N) so a quantum computer would use exponentially fewer resources and time for
solving this more restricted problem. Recent related work has shown similar results for solving linear
differential equations [51] and performing convex optimization [52], under the assumption that the input
matrix A is very sparse—that is, that most of the coefficients are zero—since the algorithm’s running
time is polynomial in the number of nonzero elements per row.
As with the preceding algorithms, this exponential speedup comes with a number of important
caveats. As previously mentioned, reading the output provides only an index i with probability
proportional to | | . Thus, one major issue in using this algorithm is finding settings where this limited
information is useful. One example of such a setting is recommendation systems, where past ratings of
several products by a group of users (specified by a matrix) are used to provide personalized
recommendations to individual users. The recommendation is a product, which is specified by an index. A
quantum algorithm for this problem was found with an exponential speedup over existing classical
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algorithms [53]. Recently, this quantum algorithm inspired a new classical algorithm which is only
polynomially slower than the quantum algorithm [54].5
Another issue is that this exponential speedup is only true if both the input b and the matrix A are
already encoded in logN qubits, or if they can be encoded into qubits in poly(logN) time. This precludes
reading in this data, since simply reading the data to create this state would take at least O(N) time. This
exponential speedup is only possible if this data was already prepared as a quantum state before the start
of the algorithm, or if some method is found to prepare it efficiently.
As previously mentioned, for exponential speedup the current ability for a quantum processor to
read-in large amounts of data efficiently is a common challenge in quantum algorithm development; an
efficient solution to this problem will likely be required for many algorithms to be useful in practice. Of
course, even if this issue is not resolved, quantum algorithms can still provide polynomial speedup where
classical algorithms require O(N2) or higher steps to process the input, since a quantum computer can read
the data in O(N) steps.
3.1.6 Required Machine Quality
The algorithms described in this section illustrate the types of tasks which when executed on a
quantum computer would lead to an enormous computational advantage. For interesting problem sizes,
they mostly require thousands of qubits, a few orders of magnitude larger than current machines.
Unfortunately, these algorithms need to do a very large number of qubit gate operations, requiring order
1012 or even as high as 1018 operations [55]. In order for these results to be correct in the end, the gate
error rate must be very small (on the order of 10-12 to 10-18). As explained in Chapter 2, unlike today’s
classical computers, whose gates can achieve these low error rates by directly rejecting noise and
producing outputs with less noise than contained in their inputs, quantum gates have much higher error
rates. As shown in Chapter 5, current quantum computers have error rates in the 10-2-10-3 range, and are
unlikely to natively reach the required error needed to run these quantum algorithms. Quantum error
correction is one way to overcome this limitation, and is described next.
3.2

QUANTUM ERROR CORRECTION AND MITIGATION

Two general approaches have been developed to reduce errors in quantum systems: correction
and mitigation. Of the two, quantum error correction (QEC) is the only way to dramatically lower
effective error rates. This approach involves encoding the quantum state using many redundant qubits,
and the using a QEC code (QECC) that exploits this redundancy of information to emulate stable qubits
with very low error rates, often called “fault-tolerant” or “logical” qubits. The state of some of these
additional qubits are periodically measured and a classical computing device “decodes” this information
to determine which qubits have errors. Given this information, the errors can be corrected. Each logical
qubit requires a large number of physical qubits and many quantum gate operations (and classical
computation) to achieve and maintain its state. Gate operations on the more robust logical qubit, which
exists only as an abstraction, must be translated into operations on the underlying physical qubits. Thus,
QEC incurs costs, or “resource overheads,” of both additional qubits for each logical qubit, and additional
quantum gates for each logical operation.
Quantum error correction is an active area of quantum algorithm research, with the goal of
dramatically lower the overheads in qubits and time to achieve fully error free operation. Much of this
research has focused on studying surface codes and the larger class of topological codes of which they are
a part. Current codes for gates with error rates of 0.1 percent still have high overheads (15,000×) to create
a logical qubit. Until a breakthrough in either gate error rate or QEC code overhead, near-term machines
5

In this manner, progress in quantum algorithms has commonly spurred new advances in classical algorithms.
This is discussed further in Chapter 7.
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will not be able to achieve logical qubits, leading to machines that must deal with noise and errors (NISQ
computers). In the shorter term, researchers have turned to approaches for quantum error mitigation
(QEM) and may use QEC to lower, but not eliminate errors, as error rates fall.
3.2.1 Quantum Error Mitigation Strategies
Compared to QEC, QEM has the more modest goal of reducing the effective error rate of the
quantum calculation to support simple computations, or for non-gate-based quantum approaches to extend
the coherence of imperfect qubits [56,57] for durations long enough to complete short algorithms. Since a
lower error rate lowers the overhead when using QEC, many of these mitigation strategies would also be
used with error correction.
Two useful error-mitigation approaches that are widely used today include the application of
composite pulses and dynamical decoupling methods. Although such techniques do not suppress all types
of errors, they can be designed to mitigate known systematic errors (composite pulses) or coherent
dephasing errors (dynamical decoupling sequences).
For both analog and digital quantum computers, error suppression techniques are being developed
based on “energy penalties” to suppress specific types of errors. These approaches work by encoding the
qubits strategically in ways for which these errors are less energetically favorable and therefore less
likely. In addition, both types of computers may take advantage of “decoherence-free subspaces,” where
multiqubit architectures are designed in ways that make the qubit system insensitive to certain channels of
noise. Since these techniques suppress only certain types of errors, the error-rate improvement will
depend on the system and may be modest.
QEM is expected to be particularly important for analog QCs, as full QEC is not currently
understood to be practically achievable on these systems. While QEC is corrective—that is, it measures
errors and then fixes them—QEM methods are preventative and attempt to reduce the adverse impacts of
noise and the probability of errors.
3.2.2 Quantum Error Correction Codes
The first quantum error correction codes were developed in the mid-1990s [58,59]. Further work
has provided practical insights into the error threshold—that is, the maximum allowable error rate of
every physical gate in an actual device for which QEC will correct more errors than it introduces
[60],,[61]. However, achieving both the number and fidelity of qubits required to successfully implement
QEC and enable fault-tolerant computing has proven challenging.
In classical computing, one of the simplest types of error correction codes, called a “repetition
code,” copies each bit of information into several bits to preserve the information through redundancy.
All gate operations are also replicated to maintain this redundancy. These bits all have the same value,
unless an error occurs, which would result in one of the bits being set to the wrong value. Since the
likelihood of any error arising is small, the correct value can be identified as that held by the majority of
the copies. The “distance” of an error correcting code is the minimum number of errors that are needed to
convert one valid representation of data to another valid data representation. A repetition by 3 code (each
bit is either 000, or 111) is a distance 3 code, since one need change all three bits to go from one valid
representation, 111, to another valid representation, 000. In general, a distance D code can correct (D–1)/2
errors, so the replication 3 code can correct one error. This makes sense, since if only a single error
occurred, the majority of the bits will still represent the right value.
Approaches to QEC are similar to this classical approach. However, the precise implementation
of QEC requires vastly different techniques than the classical repetition code because quantum
information cannot be directly copied, as described in the no cloning theorem [62], and owing to the
additional types of errors that can occur in quantum gates. Nonetheless, QEC protocols have been
developed that enable the encoding of a logical qubit into a distributed fabric of physical qubits. Since
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these qubits hold the quantum state, none of them can be directly measured: any measurement would
cause the quantum state to collapse and destroy the computation. Instead, two qubits, which should have
the same value, are compared to each other, and all one reads out is whether these two qubits agree or
disagree. This measurement does not reveal the value of the qubit, so it does not cause the quantum state
to collapse. The qubits that are measured are sometimes called the “syndrome” or “ancilla” qubits (Box
3.1). From all these comparison measurements and knowledge about the QECC used, a classical
computer can compute which qubits have errors, and what type of error a qubit has. Thus, it can provide
the quantum operation that need to be applied to remove the errors in the quantum state. While these
operations can be directly applied to the physical qubits, it is often more efficient for the software to
“virtually” apply these corrections, modifying future operations to account for these errors rather than
adding a separate step just to correct them. The classical algorithm, also called a “decoding algorithm” or
“decoder,” which takes syndrome measurements as its input and computes which qubits have errors
grows in complexity as the distance increases to handle higher error rates. If the error rate is close to the
error threshold, not only are the overheads very high but the decoding algorithm is more complex as well.
If the error rates are low or there are very few logical qubits required to run the algorithm, then a small
lookup table can be used as the decoder.
BOX 3.1
The Use of Ancilla Qubits for Quantum Error Correction
For error correction, one needs to replicate the state of a qubit onto a number of qubits. While
the no cloning theorem prevents one from copying the state of a qubit directly onto another, one can
create a redundant entangled qubit state of many qubits. The key is that the qubits to be entangled must
start out in a known state. Qubits with a known state (for purposes of this discussion, it will be the state
|0 ), called “ancilla qubits,” may be added to a computation for this purpose. Since the state of ancilla
qubits are known, it is possible to create a simple circuit that makes the output state of all these ancilla
qubits match the protected qubit: run each ancilla through a controlled NOT gate, where the control is
driven by the qubit that needs to be replicated. Assume that there is a qubit with state ψ that we want to
protect, where | represents an arbitrary superposition state |
|0
|1 . In the CNOT gate,
the ancilla |0 state will remain a |0 state by the |0 component of | , but it will be converted to |1
by the |1 component of | . The result of this operation is the newly entangled two-qubit state
|00
|11 , creating a system in which the ancilla qubit is now perfectly entangled with the first
qubit. Adding more ancillas increases the distance of the repetition code.
The computational complexity of the error decoder might be an issue, since running QEC tightly
couples the qubits of a quantum computer and the classical control processor that decodes the errors and
selects the next quantum gate operations to be performed. At a high level, the following operations are
needed. First, the control processor sends a quantum operation to the qubits, and some time is needed to
perform the operations. Second, the syndrome qubit must be measured and sent back to the control
processor. Third, the control processor must then use these measurements to decode which errors are
present, and, fourth, update its future operations to account for these errors. It is simplest for the quantum
computer if the classical computer can decode the error state without slowing down the next quantum
operation. For a superconducting QC, this means the classical computer has only a few hundred
nanoseconds (on the order of a thousand instructions on a modern processor) to decode the errors. If this
is not possible, either custom hardware, to speed up the computation, or changing the QEC algorithm to
allow additional quantum operations to occur before the error information is decoded, could be used to
address the issue. If these techniques are not done, the added time will slow down the effective speed of a
quantum computer, with delays between gates leading to additional decoherence and higher error rates.
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3.2.3 Quantum Error Correction Overhead
The number of physical qubits required to encode a fault-tolerant, logical qubit depends on the
error rates of the physical quantum device and the required distance, or the protection capacity, of the
quantum error-correcting code chosen. As a simple example, consider the so-called Steane quantum error
correction code. This approach encodes a single logical qubit into seven physical qubits, and is has a
distance of three,6 which means that it can correct a single error. To achieve a higher-distance protocol
(one which can correct additional errors) using the Steane code, one can use a recursive approach called
“concatenation.” This essentially entails applying the Steane code to a set of physical qubits, and then
applying it again to the corrected qubits, using the output of the first level of corrections as the better
qubits to be used in a subsequent level. Multiple levels can be stacked until the desired degree of error
protection is achieved. In general, concatenating a QECC that encodes qubits into physical qubits and
, , ∗ code for levels of concatenation, where
has distance , written as
, , , scales to a
∗
. That is, it requires
physical qubits per logical qubit. For example, three levels of
concatenation of the Steane code would require 343 physical qubits to encode a single logical qubit and
achieve a distance of at least 27. This qubit overhead is smaller than many other QEC approaches.
However, a Steane code requires error rates lower than 10−5, which is much lower than current machines.
Other concatenation codes have higher qubit overheads but can accommodate higher error rates. Finding
better codes is an active area of research.
Another approach to a QECC, the so-called surface code, is less sensitive to physical qubit error
rate, with the potential to protect against errors even for quantum device error rates as high as 10−2 (one
percent), meaning it corrects more errors than it adds if all gates and measurements fail at most 1 in 100
times on average. The surface code’s error threshold of one percent applies for a device architecture
where each physical qubit interacts only with its four nearest-neighboring qubits, which—as Chapter 5
will show—is common in some current quantum computer designs.
However, a high error threshold comes at the price of high overhead. A distance d surface code
requires a lattice of 2
1
2
1 physical qubits in order to encode a single logical qubit. As
apparent from the formula, a surface code with a distance of three—the smallest possible code—requires
25 physical qubits to encode a logical qubit.7 While a distance three code will not fully correct all errors,
since two errors generate an incorrect output, this code reduces the effective error rate. As QCs grow in
size and decrease in error rates, these smaller codes can be used to improve the effective error rate of the
machine, but with a significant reduction in the number of effective qubits.
Of course, to completely remove errors, most quantum algorithms are extensive enough to require
a distance of greater than three. For example, to fault-tolerantly perform Shor’s algorithm or Hamiltonian
simulation for quantum chemistry, the required distance is closer to 35, meaning that approximately
15,000 physical qubits are required to encode a logical qubit, assuming a starting error rate of 10−3
[63,64]. Beyond the Steane and surface codes, other more resource-efficient QECCs have been
developed; however, in 2018 such codes either lack efficient decoding algorithms or require error rates
that are too low for the NISQ era. Work in this area is essential to reach the goal of creating a fully error
corrected quantum computer.
In addition to the physical qubit overhead of QEC, in order to operate on fault-tolerant, logical
qubits, there must be software available at compile time to convert the desired gate on the logical qubits
to gates on the actual physical qubits that encode them. This translation would occur directly in the
compilation of a quantum algorithm, with each logical qubit and each logical operation replaced
according to a QECC and a distance-specific fault-tolerant replacement rule. The replacement rule
6
One needs more than 3 qubits for a distance 3 since the syndrome measurements cannot reveal any
information about the actual quantum state (which would force it to collapse).
7
There are some improvements to the encoding cost; however, they are minimal, enabling a distance 3 surface
code to use only 13 or 17 qubits. See for example Y. Tomita and K.M. Svore, 2014, Low-distance surface codes
under realistic quantum noise, Physical Review A 90:062320.
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accounts for the implementation of both the logical gate and the error correction algorithm, including the
syndrome measurements and the corresponding classical decoding algorithm. The number of gates and
time-steps required to implement each logical gate depends on the logical gate and the QEC algorithm,
details of such calculations may be found elsewhere [65].
Finding: Quantum error correction (QEC) algorithms would enable the emulation of a perfect quantum
computer using noisy physical qubits in order to deploy practical algorithms. However, QEC incurs
significant overheads in terms of both the number of physical qubits required to emulate a logical qubit
and the number of primitive qubit operations required to emulate a logical quantum operation.
Arguably the most daunting and costly challenge in quantum error correction is that of achieving
a fault-tolerant “universal” set of operations. Existing QEC schemes have developed very cost efficient
replacement rules and other methods for achieving fault-tolerant logical gate operations in the so-called
Clifford group (consisting of the Pauli operations, controlled-NOT [CNOT], Hadamard [H], the phase
gate S, and their products), as well as measurement in the computational basis. However, achieving
universality also requires fault-tolerant implementation of non-Clifford gates (such as the Toffoli gate, or
the pi/8 gate also known as T). To do so, one can invoke a variety of techniques. For example, so-called
magic state distillation enables improvement of the error rate of a logical non-Clifford operation such as
the logical T gate. Another more newly developed technique, “code switching,” switches back and forth
between a code that is efficient for Clifford gates and a code that is optimized for non-Clifford gates to
achieve universality. Both approaches incur overhead in the form of additional physical qubits, quantum
gates, and classical decoding complexity. The substantial overhead introduced going from fault-tolerant
Clifford gates to a universal set of fault-tolerant gates has been a major driver of research in quantum
error correction codes and fault-tolerance schemes.
In the case of magic state distillation, several methods have been developed to lower the overhead
cost [66]. In its simplest form, albeit not the optimal form in terms of resource overhead, magic state
distillation for the T gate can transform a physical T gate with error rate to a logical T gate with an error
rate of roughly 35 . If this is still too high to be able to implement an algorithm of interest, then the
procedure can be recursed, achieving 35 35
, and so on for rounds resulting in 35
. In turn,
each round requires 15 qubits to perform one improved T gate; thus, rounds require 15 qubits (physical
or logical qubits may be used, depending on the desired output error rate on the T gate). Thus, while the
QEC protocol is costly for Clifford operations and logical qubit encoding, the most costly procedure by
far is the fault-tolerant implementation of the non-Clifford gate required for universality [67]. To convey
a sense of the resource requirements of Clifford- and non-Clifford gates, Table 3.1 provides estimates of
the requirements for carrying out an error-corrected quantum simulation of the molecular system FeMoco.
This example should be seen as a snapshot of capabilities as of 2017. Progress in quantum chemistry and
simulation algorithms is ongoing, and these numbers will likely be improved.8
Finding: The performance of an error-corrected quantum algorithm will be limited by the number of
operations which are the most expensive to error correct required for its implementation—for example, in
the case of surface code QECC, the “non-Clifford Group” operations require many primitive gate
operations to error correct and dominates the overall time (operations) that an algorithm requires.
TABLE 3.1 Estimates of the Resource Requirements for Carrying Out Error-Corrected Simulations of a
Chemical Structure (FeMoco in Nitrogenase) Using a Serial Algorithmic Approach for Hamiltonian
Simulation and the Surface Code for Error Correction

8

For a recent review of progress in the field, see S. McArdle, S. Endo, A. Aspuru-Guzik, S. Benjamin, and X.
Yuan, 2018, "Quantum Computational Chemistry," arXiv preprint arXiv:1808.10402.
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Physical qubit error rate

10-3

10-6

10-9

Physical qubits per logical qubit

15,313

1,103

313

Total physical qubits in processor

1.7 × 106

1.1 × 105

3.5 × 104

Number of T state factories

202

68

38

Number of physical qubits per factory

8.7 × 105

1.7 × 104

5.0 × 103

Total number of physical qubits including T state
factories

1.8 × 108

1.3 × 106

2.3 × 105

NOTE: The table illustrates the trade-offs, for three specific physical qubit error rates, between the number and
quality of the physical qubits required to achieve a fault-tolerant implementation of the algorithm. Estimates are
based on a requirement of 111 logical qubits for the algorithm instance and physical gate frequencies of 100 MHz.
Note that the requirements for distillation (T factories) are far greater than those for the rest of the error corrections.
The cost of achieving an error-free, non-Clifford gate is orders of magnitude higher than encoding the qubits and
their other Clifford operations with this particular QECC (surface code and magic state distillation).
SOURCE: Adapted from Reiher et al., 2017, Elucidating reaction mechanisms on quantum computers, PNAS
114:7555-7560.

Research continues on developing new quantum error-correcting codes and new quantum faulttolerance schemes with the aim of dramatically lowering the resource overheads required to achieve faulttolerant quantum computation. Much of this work has coalesced on studying surface codes and variants
thereof, a class of code called topological codes [68].9 Owing to the numerous unresolved questions about
surface codes, researchers continue to find better ways of using these codes [69], and better ways of
evaluating and decoding these codes [70]. When experimental systems reach the size at which interesting
fault-tolerance experiments can be run, and these machines can interleave quantum operations and
measurement, QEC schemes can be tested in order to verify the theory and analyses. The real benefit of
these experiments will be that researchers working on QEC will see the effects and sources of “real”
system errors, rather than using theoretical noise models. Insights about the actual errors could enable the
development of more efficient QEC codes tailored for the error statistics of the actual machine. Again,
minimizing the overhead is critical for deploying fault-tolerance schemes, especially on early quantum
devices which will have a limited number of high-quality qubits.
Early demonstration of limited QEC operation on devices dates to as early as 2005, and the basic
features of such protocols have been implemented on both superconducting qubit and trapped ion qubit
devices. Such experiments have not yet yielded fault-tolerant logical qubits, given the generally poor gate
fidelity of physical qubit operations [71-73]. Recently, quantum error detection codes—smaller
precursors to QECs—have been implemented in available quantum processors, with some evidence of
success [74,75]. As will be discussed in Chapter 7, successful demonstration of QEC to emulate practical,
fault-tolerant logical qubits remains a significant milestone yet to be reached.
3.3

QUANTUM APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS

Given that the high cost of error correction will preclude its use in early quantum computers,
researchers have looked for other approaches for taking advantage of early quantum computers. A
promising approach is to forgo the desire to obtain an exact solution for the computational problem and
9

Topological codes are relatively good performers in terms of noise tolerance and qubit overhead, and they
have the advantage of being naturally geometrically local in two dimensions, making them a promising class of
codes for physical implementation—although some of the important variants live naturally in three or more
dimensions.
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instead use an approximate, or heuristic approach to solve the problem. This approach has given rise to a
number of quantum and hybrid quantum-classical algorithms for tasks that range from the simulation of
many-body systems such as molecules and materials [76-84] to optimization [85] and machine learning
applications [86-88]. The goal of these methods is to provide approximate but useful solutions to the
problem at hand, with lower resource requirements than other approaches.
3.3.1

Variational Quantum Algorithms

Many problems of interest, in particular, problems in quantum chemistry, can be framed as socalled eigenvalue problems. According to the variational principle of quantum mechanics, the computed
energy of the ground (lowest-energy) state of a quantum chemical system decreases as the approximations
to the solution improve, asymptotically approaching the true value from above. This principle has given
rise to iterative classical algorithms for solving these problems, where a crude guess of the solution is the
input, and a somewhat-improved approximation is the output. This output is then used as the guess for the
next iteration, and, with each cycle, the output gets closer and closer to the true solution, but never
overshooting.
This approach can be split between a classical and a quantum algorithm, with the optimization
step performed by the quantum processor, and subsequently read out, with a classical control unit
deciding whether to perform another iteration. The ability to separate the quantum processing among
many small, independent steps—with coherence required only over the course of a single step—makes
these approaches a clever way to minimize the qubit fidelity requirements and obtain a useful result. For
this reason, quantum variational algorithms have been suggested as applications for digital NISQ
computers. It is worth noting that, of course, these algorithms are readily carried out using fully errorcorrected quantum computers as well.
One specific example is the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) [89-97], where the problem is
broken into the sum of set of smaller problems that can each be approximated independently, with the
sum of all outputs corresponding to the approximate solution of interest. The process is repeated until a
heuristic stopping criteria is reached, usually corresponding to the achievement of an energy threshold.
The computational power of VQE depends on the form of the assumed quantum state, or ansatz,
employed. Some ansatz are purely defined by convenient circuit forms that can be readily accessible by
hardware, whereas others are designed to capture specific types of quantum correlations. The VQE
algorithm is believed to become competitive with a classical computer at the similar task of
approximating the wave function and properties of a many-body system of interest when the number of
qubits in the quantum register and the depth of the quantum circuit employed generate states that are
intractable to prepare in a classical computer. The specific number of gates and qubits where this occurs is
heavily dependent on the type of algorithm, but a very rough estimate for quantum simulation
applications could consist of hundreds of qubits and tens of thousands of quantum gates [98].
A related approach is the quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) [99], an
algorithm for preparing a variational guess of a wave function that satisfies an optimization problem, such
as the satisfiability problem. The algorithm follows a similar procedure as the VQE algorithm—namely, a
series of preparation and measurement experiments followed by optimization by a classical computer.
The resulting quantum state, when sampled, provides approximate or exact solutions to the computational
problem.
3.3.2

Analog Quantum Algorithms

In addition to algorithms that require a gate-based quantum computer, there are set of approaches
that work by directly representing the task in terms of a Hamiltonian, which may or may not vary with
time. The desired result is encoded in the system state at the end of the simulation run. “Direct quantum
simulation,” where the Hamiltonian created is analogous to that of the quantum system being explored, is
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one example of this type of approach, and a type of analog quantum computation. Examples of direct
quantum simulation include the realization of spin Hamiltonians [100] or the study of quantum phase
transitions [101-103].
Quantum annealing and, more specifically, adiabatic quantum optimization, also take this
“analog” approach and provide a general-purpose schema for designing quantum algorithms without
requiring the abstraction layer of logical operations, or gates. These two approaches are closely related:
adiabatic quantum optimization is simply quantum annealing at zero temperature. Adiabatic quantum
computation is interesting because one can in principle convert any gate-based quantum computation to
an equivalent adiabatic quantum computation (although it might not be an efficient solution method)
[104]. These methods require mapping an optimization problem of interest into a Hamiltonian, Hf, such
that finding the lowest energy, or ground state, of a system defined by that Hamiltonian is equivalent to
solving the problem.
The algorithm for quantum adiabatic optimization is implemented as follows: a set of qubits
begins with a Hamiltonian Hi for which the ground state is known, and Hi is then slowly transformed into
Hf. Since a quantum system will remain in its ground state if the Hamiltonian is changed slowly enough
(adiabatically), this procedure drags the system from the ground state of Hi to the ground state of Hf.
Measurement of the final state provides the answer sought with a high probability [105,106].
There was a great deal of excitement about the prospects of such algorithms following work by
Farhi et al. [107], giving evidence suggesting that these algorithms could be fast on random instances of
3SAT, a logic satisfiability problem that is equivalent to many other hard problems. The theoretical
analysis of this algorithm was quite challenging, since its running time was governed by the spectral gap
(the difference in energy of states near the ground state), of the time evolving Hamiltonian. A sequence of
papers analyzed this gap in a number of cases, establishing there are classes of 3SAT formulae and other
NP-complete problems for which the spectral gap for an adiabatic algorithm is exponentially small, which
means for these problems this approach will take time exponential in the size of the problem [108,109].
As a result, the formal power of this type of computing is still not known. Thus, the approach to
establishing the speedup of quantum annealing algorithms is largely empirical; researchers literally
compare the time required to complete a given task on a quantum annealer with the best times of optimal
classical computer systems for arriving at the same result.
All real quantum computers operate at a finite temperature. When that temperature corresponds to
an energy greater than the spectral gap, an analog quantum computer can only implement quantum
annealing rather than quantum adiabatic computation. Quantum annealing is particularly attractive from
the viewpoint of experimental realization, with the caveat that theoretical analysis of these algorithms is
difficult, and there is no clear theory of fault-tolerance for this model. Adiabatic optimization devices, in
particular the D-Wave machines, have overcome significant engineering challenges and scaled rapidly to
thousands of qubits, albeit with some trade-offs in qubit fidelity. While it initially looked like these
devices demonstrated promising speedups for some applications, further work on new classical
algorithms for these specific problems have erased these speedups [110]. Recent work suggests that this
reflects the relatively high temperature at which the D-Wave processors operate [111] and the presence of
certain analog errors in these devices [112], although this does not rule out the possibility that there could
be other fundamental limitations of quantum annealers.
3.4

APPLICATIONS OF A QUANTUM COMPUTER

As is apparent from the preceding discussions, many quantum algorithms have been developed,
both for gate-based quantum computers and for quantum annealers. A comprehensive online catalogue of
quantum algorithms is maintained by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
[113]. While this collection includes a host of algorithms that theoretically offer quantum speedup, this
speedup is often the result of a few basic techniques at their core—in particular, quantum Fourier
transform, quantum random walks, and Hamiltonian simulation. Furthermore, most algorithms require a
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large number of high-quality qubits in order to be useful, most likely requiring quantum error
correction—far beyond the quantum resources available in known prototypical devices. In addition, the
current inability to load large quantities of input data efficiently suggest that many of these would be
difficult to implement in practice.
Furthermore, algorithms are generally not in and of themselves applications; rather, they are
building blocks that must be combined in order to perform a useful task. As experimental efforts at
realizing quantum computers gain momentum, the near-term challenge is to identify or create quantum
applications and the algorithms they require—preferably useful ones which provide dramatic speedup
over classical approaches—that can be deployed on non-error-corrected devices.
3.4.1

Near-Term Applications of a Quantum Computer

The potential near-term utility of a quantum computer is currently an active area of research. It is
expected that such applications are likely to be those that require few qubits, can be implemented with a
relatively shallow code (that is, they require relatively short sequences of gates), and can work on NISQ
computers. The approximate algorithms discussed in Section 3.3 are considered to be leading prospects
for implementation on near-term analog or digital NISQ machines. While there are many potential
commercial10 applications for this class of machine, as of the time of publication of this report (2018),
none are certain to provide an advantage over classical approaches when run on a NISQ computer. All of
the researchers who spoke to the committee, including those from startups, agreed this was a critical area
for research.
Finding: There is no publicly known application of commercial interest based upon quantum algorithms
that could be run on a near-term analog or digital NISQ computer that would provide an advantage over
classical approaches.
3.4.2

Quantum Supremacy

A necessary milestone on the path to useful quantum computers is quantum supremacy—a
demonstration of any quantum computation that is prohibitively hard for classical computers, whether or
not the computation is useful. In essence, quantum supremacy is an experimental demonstration that
quantum computers violate the extended Church-Turing thesis. Quantum supremacy would also address
skepticism about the viability of quantum computers, as well as provide a test of quantum theory in the
realm of high complexity. To achieve this, one would need both to create a quantum computer large
enough to demonstrate supremacy and to find a simple problem that it can perform but that is hard for a
classical machine to compute. A common type of such problems is those where operations are performed
on qubits to generate an entangled quantum state, and then to sample that state to estimate its probability
distribution [114].
The first proposal for a good test problem is owing to Aaronson and Arkhipov in 2010, in their
Boson Sampling proposal [115], building on earlier work on the classical complexity of sampling
problems [116,117].11 They were able to prove that computing the output probabilities of a random system
of noninteracting bosons was in a complexity class (#P-hard) corresponding to computations thought to
be difficult for classical computers to run. Moreover, under the plausible conjecture that these
probabilities remain #P-hard to approximate, it would follow that classical computers cannot even sample
10
A commercial application is one where someone is willing to pay money for the answer it can provide. It is
an application that will bring revenue into quantum computing.
11

The term “quantum supremacy” was coined by John Preskill in 2012, although work in this area began

earlier.
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a random output of a typical linear-optical network. For a quantum computer, providing such a sample
(referred to as “qubit sampling”) could amount to demonstration of quantum supremacy. While boson
sampling has been popular with experimentalists, and small-scale implementations have already been
achieved in a number of labs, including a 6-photon experiment [118], it remains challenging to push these
experiments to the roughly 50 photons necessary to establish quantum supremacy [119].
A different approach for demonstrating quantum supremacy in superconducting qubits was
proposed by the Google theory group in 2016 [120]. It was experimentally inspired, with quantum
supremacy playing the role of a milestone on the way to building superconducting NISQ computers.
Concretely, the proposal—Random Circuit Sampling (RCS)—called for implementing a random quantum
circuit and measuring the output of the circuit. They conjectured that sampling from the output
distribution of such random circuits is a hard problem classically. Recently, strong complexity-theoretic
evidence for the classical hardness of RCS, on par with that for boson sampling, was given by Bouland et
al. [121].
There are two main parts to a quantum supremacy proposal: the first is the definition of a
computational task that could be experimentally realized in the near term, but which is prohibitively
difficult for any algorithm running on a classical computer. The second is an efficient method for
verifying that the quantum device actually carried out the computational task. This is particularly
complicated, since the proposed algorithms are computing samples from a certain probability distribution
(namely, the output distribution of the chosen quantum circuit). The first simplification to get around this
validation problem is to choose n, the number of qubits, to be small enough (n ~ 50) so that a classical
supercomputer can actually calculate the output distribution of the chosen quantum circuit. This still
leaves the challenge of verifying that the outputs of the quantum device are actually drawn from this (or a
close-by) distribution. This too can be difficult to prove.
For this, the RCS supremacy model [122] proposes the computation of a score in the form of the
cross-entropy between the distribution sampled from the device and the true output distribution of the
chosen quantum circuit. It turns out that the cross-entropy score verifies that the two distributions are
close, provided a simple condition is met—namely, that the entropy of the distribution sampled from the
device is at least as large as the entropy of the true output distribution of the chosen quantum circuit.
[123]. Unfortunately, it is not possible to verify this entropy condition using any reasonable number of
samples—although it holds for many noise models, such as local depolarizing noise. A different proposal
for verification uses the concept of heavy output generation (or HOG)[124] and can be provably shown to
verify supremacy under a (nonstandard) complexity assumption. Last, a third verification proposal,
binned output generation (BOG), simultaneously verifies HOG and cross-entropy, and is information
theoretically optimal in some formal model [125].
A proof-of-concept test for this quantum supremacy algorithm was performed in 2017 on a 9qubit device [126]. The error rate was shown to be proportional to the number of operations multiplied by
the number of qubits, with an average error per 2-qubit gate of about 0.3 percent. Simple extrapolation to
a qubit device with around 50 qubits indicates that a quantum supremacy result should be possible with
this architecture, and the Google hardware team (and others) are working hard to achieve this goal.
The approaches leave two questions unanswered. The first is how to perform verification without
the entropy assumption (or a nonstandard complexity assumption). The second is the possibility of
establishing quantum supremacy beyond the limit of the computing power of classical supercomputers,
currently understood12 to correspond to on the order of about 50 qubits. A recent proposal shows how to
provably carry out quantum supremacy based on post-quantum cryptography. Specifically, based on the
12
While the exact number depends upon the specifications and approximations of the particular simulation,
and this number will increase as classical methods improve, it is expected to remain at this order of magnitude for a
significant amount of time. Recently, researchers have used a new classical approach to perform a single instance of
the quantum supremacy task that would be achievable by a 70-qubit quantum device; however, this does not
correspond to the full 100,000-instance quantum supremacy experiment proposed for a 50-qubit device, which has
not yet proven achievable on a classical computer.
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hardness of the learning with errors (LWE) problem, the proposal gives a way of provably testing
quantum supremacy for quantum computers with arbitrarily large numbers of qubits [127].
Finding: While several teams have been working to demonstrate quantum supremacy, this milestone has
not yet been demonstrated (as of the time of publication of this report). Its achievement will difficult to
establish definitively, and this target may continue to move as improvements are made to classical
approaches for solving the chosen benchmark problem.
In summary, the pursuit of quantum supremacy has already achieved an interesting goal: the
development of theoretical tools useful for rigorously analyzing the computational hardness of certain
quantum problems that may soon be experimentally implementable. However, owing both to the
uncertain nature of the hardness results (i.e., the reliance on nonstandard hardness conjectures) and to the
restrictive nature of the noise models addressed by these results, there is much work remaining to be
done.
3.4.3

Applications for an Ideal Quantum Computer

In the event of development of a robust, large-scale error-corrected quantum computer, the
existing algorithms with known speedup are likely to be useful for solving any number of practical
problems, or parts of problems. Perhaps the best-understood application of quantum algorithms is in the
field of cryptography (specifically, defeating it), an application based directly on mathematics; these
applications will be discussed in the next chapter. Quantum simulation, for both foundational and applied
science, is also commonly raised as a potential “killer app,” especially in the field of quantum chemistry
[128].
The electronic structure problem has received much attention, owing to its centrality to the fields
of chemistry and materials science. This problem requires solving for the ground state energies and wave
functions of electrons interacting in the presence of some external field, usually arising from atomic
nuclei. Electronic structure defines chemical properties and the rates and products of chemical reactions.
While classical computing approaches to this problem (such as density functional theory) are quite
effective in many contexts (such as predicting molecular geometries), they often fail to reach the level of
accuracy required to predict chemical reaction rates or distinguish between competing phases of
correlated materials. This is especially true when the system involves transition metal elements (which are
present in most catalysts). Quantum computers could enable efficient solutions to this problem in the
classically intractable regime. In fact, one early quantum algorithm offers exponential speedup over
classical approaches to calculation of chemical reaction rate constants [129]. This and other algorithms
could open the door to significant insights about chemical reactions and phases of matter that have long
eluded description by a systematic and predictive theory. Such results could also have commercial
applications in areas such as energy storage, device displays, industrial catalysts, and pharmaceutical
development.
3.5

THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF QUANTUM COMPUTERS IN THE COMPUTING
ECOSYSTEM

While quantum chemistry, optimization (including machine learning), and defeating
cryptography are the best-understood potential applications of an ideal quantum computer, the field is still
in early stages— in terms of both algorithms, as discussed in this chapter, and devices, as will be
discussed in Chapter 5. Existing algorithms may be modified or implemented in ways not yet anticipated;
new algorithms will likely emerge as research continues. As a result, except for cryptography, it is not
possible to predict the implications of quantum computers on various commercial sectors—the field is so
young that these changes are not even on the horizon. For cryptography, the potential of a future quantum
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computer running Shor’s algorithm is sufficient to affect action today. These issues are described in
Chapter 4.
As is clear from this chapter’s discussions, the ability to deploy known quantum algorithms could
render some previously intractable problems efficiently solvable. However, even a large error-corrected
quantum computer would not be generally superior to a classical computer. In fact, quantum computers
do not speed up many classes of problems, and the maturity of the classical computing ecosystem
(including hardware, software, and algorithms) means that for these classes of problem, classical
computing will remain the dominant computing platform. Even applications accelerated by a quantum
computer, the parts accelerated are likely to comprise only a small component of the broader task in
question. For the foreseeable future, a quantum processor is thus likely to be useful for performing only
certain parts of certain tasks, with the remaining operations more efficiently carried out on a classical
computer. Thus, a quantum computer is expected to serve as a co-processor to, rather than a replacement
for, a classical computer. Furthermore, as will be discussed in Chapter 5, the physical implementation of
any quantum computation will require a host of complex gating operations to be performed upon qubits
maintained in a controlled environment, which will require the use of classical computers.
Finding: Quantum computers are unlikely to be useful as a direct replacement for conventional
computers, or for all applications; rather, they are currently expected to be special-purpose devices
operating in a complementary fashion with conventional processors, analogous to a co-processor or
accelerator.
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4
Quantum Computing’s Implications for Cryptography
Increases in computational power are desirable, except for applications that rely upon the
computational complexity of certain operations in order to function, which is the case in cryptography.
Cryptography is an indispensable tool used to protect information in computer systems and it is used
widely to protect communications on the Internet. Practical quantum computing at scale would have a
significant impact on several cryptographic algorithms currently in wide use. This section explains what
these algorithms are for and how they will be affected by the advent of large-scale quantum computers.
Given the computing power that such a quantum computer is expected to have, the cryptography research
community has developed and is continuing to develop post-quantum (or “quantum-safe”) cryptographic
algorithms. These are candidate cryptographic algorithms that run on a classical computer and are
designed to remain secure even against an adversary who has access to a scalable, fault-tolerant quantum
computer.
While it may not be obvious to the general public, cryptography underlies many interactions and
transactions on the World Wide Web. As one example, most connections to Web sites use “https,” a Web
protocol that encrypts both the information a user sends to a Web site, and the information that the Web
site sends back—for example, credit card information, bank statements, and e-mail. Another example is
protecting stored passwords in a computer system. Passwords are stored in a form that allows the
computer system to check that a user-entered password is correct, without storing the actual password.
Protecting stored passwords in this way prevents passwords from being “stolen” from the computer
system in case of a security breach.
In today’s Web-based world, it is relatively easy for a large company like Google to experiment
with new types of cryptography. A company like Google can make changes to its browser and its servers
to add support for a new protocol: when a Google browser connects to a Google server, it can elect to use
the new protocol. However, removing an existing protocol is much harder, since before this can be done,
all of the machines in the world that rely upon the old protocol must be updated to use the alternative
protocol. This type of replacement has already had to be done when a widely deployed hash function,
called MD5, was found to be vulnerable to attack. While alternatives were deployed rapidly, it took over a
decade for the vulnerable hash function to be completely removed from use.1
This chapter explains the key cryptographic tools deployed throughout today’s conventional
computing systems, what is known about their susceptibility to attack via a quantum computer, alternative
classical cryptographic ciphers expected to be resilient against quantum attack, and the challenges and
constraints at play in changing a widely deployed cryptographic regime.
4.1

CRYPTOGRAPHIC ALGORITHMS IN CURRENT USE

Creating a secure communication channel between two people is usually done as a two-step
process: two people are given a “shared secret key” in a process called “key exchange,” and then this
shared secret key is used to encrypt their communication so it cannot be understood (decrypted) by
1

The attack on MD5 was discovered by Wang in 2005. Only in 2014 did Microsoft release a patch to disable
MD5: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security-updates/SecurityAdvisories/2014/2862973.
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anyone without the secret key. The message encryption is called “symmetric encryption,” since both
parties used the same shared secret key to encrypt and decrypt the communications traffic.
4.1.1

Key Exchange and Asymmetric Encryption

The first step in encrypting communications between two parties—in this example, called Alice
and Bob—is for them to obtain a shared (symmetric) key that is known to them but to no one else. To
establish this shared key, the two parties engage in a key exchange protocol. The most widely used key
exchange protocol, called the Transport Layer Security (TLS) handshake, is used to protect Internet
traffic. During a key exchange protocol, the parties send a sequence of messages to each other. At the end
of the protocol, they obtain a shared secret key that both of them know, but that no one else knows,
including any adversary. This key can then be used for exchanging data securely using a symmetric
encryption algorithm, which is discussed in Section 4.1.2.
Key exchange protocols rely upon the assumption that certain algebraic problems are intractable.
One such problem that is widely used in practice is called the “discrete-log problem on elliptic curves.”
For the purpose of this discussion, it suffices to say that an instance of this problem of size n bits can be
solved classically in exponential time in n, or more precisely in time 2n/2. No better classical algorithm is
known (although it has not been proven that none exists). In practice, one typically sets the key size as
256, meaning that the best-known classical attack on the key exchange protocol runs in time 2256/2 =
2128—the same as the time required to attack 128-bit AES-GCM. This way, security of key exchange and
security of symmetric encryption are comparable.
The impact of a quantum computer: Asymmetric cryptographic algorithms used in key
exchange protocols appear to be the most vulnerable to compromise by known quantum algorithms,
specifically by Shor’s algorithm. Because Shor’s algorithm provides an exponentially faster method for
solving the discrete-log problem and for the problem of factoring large integers, an adversary able to
deploy it on a quantum computer could break all the key exchange methods currently used in practice.
Specifically, key exchange protocols based on variants of the Diffie-Hellman and the RSA protocols
would be insecure. To break RSA 1024 would require a quantum computer that has around 2,300 logical
qubits, and even with the overhead associated with logical qubits, this algorithm could likely be carried
out in under a day (see Table 4.1). Because of the seriousness of this potential compromise, the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2016 began a process that is expected to last six to eight
years [1] to select and standardize replacement asymmetric cryptographic algorithms that are quantum
secure. Potential replacements to currently deployed key exchange systems are discussed later in this
chapter.
4.1.2

Symmetric Encryption

Once Alice and Bob have established their shared secret key, they can use it in a “symmetric
cipher” to ensure that their communication stays private. A widely used encryption method called the
Advanced Encryption Standard-Galois Counter Mode (AES-GCM) has been standardized for this purpose
by NIST. In its simplest form, this encryption method is based on a pair of algorithms: an “encryption
algorithm” and a “decryption algorithm” that encode and decode a message. The encryption algorithm
takes as input a key and a message, scrambles the bits of the message in a very precise way, and outputs a
“ciphertext,” an encoded form of the message that looks like random bits. The decryption algorithm takes
as input a key and a ciphertext, uses the key to reverse the scrambling and output a message. AES-GCM
is designed so that analysis of the ciphertext provides no information about the message.
AES-GCM supports three key sizes: 128 bits, 192 bits, and 256 bits. Suppose that an adversary,
Eve, intercepts a ciphertext that she wants to decrypt. Furthermore, suppose Eve knows the first few
characters in the decrypted message, as is common in Internet protocols where the first few characters are
a fixed message header. When using a 128-bit key in AES-GCM, Eve can try all 2128 possible keys by
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exhaustive search until she finds a key that maps the first bytes of the given ciphertext to the known
message prefix. Eve can then use this key to decrypt the remainder of the intercepted ciphertext. For a
128-bit key, this attack takes 2128 trials, which even at a rate of a 1018 (one quintillion) trials per second—
which is faster than even a very large custom-built AES computer would run—will still take 1013 (ten
trillion) years. For this reason, AES-GCM is frequently used with a 128-bit key. Longer keys, 192-bits
and 256-bits, are primarily used for high-security applications where users are concerned about
preprocessing attacks or potential undiscovered weaknesses in the AES-GCM algorithm that would
enable a faster attack.
The impact of a quantum computer: AES is a perfect fit for Grover’s algorithm, which was
discussed in the previous chapter. The algorithm can identify the secret key over the entire 128-bit key
space of AES-GCM in time proportional to the square root of 2128—namely, time 264. Running the
algorithm on a quantum computer is likely to require around 3,000 logical qubits and extremely long
decoherence times.
How long would a quantum computer take to run the 264 steps of Grover’s algorithm, called
Grover steps, to break AES-GCM? That is hard to answer today, since it depends on how long a quantum
computer takes to execute each Grover step. Each Grover step must be decomposed into a number of
primitive operations to be implemented reversibly. The actual construction of the quantum circuit for each
Grover step can substantially increase the number of qubits and coherence times required for physical
implementation. Using classical hardware, one can build a special purpose circuit that tries 109 keys per
second. Assuming a quantum computer can operate at the same speed, it would need about 600 years to
run Grover’s algorithm for the necessary 264 steps. It would therefore take a large cluster of such quantum
computers to crack a 128-bit key in a month. In fact, this is an overly optimistic estimate, because this
type of quantum computer requires logical qubits; this not only greatly increases the number of physical
qubits required, but, as described in Section 3.2, operations on logical qubits require many physical qubit
operations to complete. This overhead is high for “non-Clifford” quantum gates, which are common in
this algorithm. As Table 4.1 shows, assuming 100-nanosecond gate times and current algorithms for error
correction, a single quantum computer would require more than 1012 years to crack AES-GCM.
Even if a computer existed that could run Grover’s algorithm to attack AES-GCM, the solution is
quite simple: increase the key size of AES-GCM from 128-bit to 256-bit keys. Running Grover’s attack
on a 256-bit key is effectively impossible, since it requires as many steps as a classical attack on a 128-bit
key. Transitioning to a 256-bit key is very practical and can be put to use at any time. Hence, AES-GCM
can be easily made secure against an attack based on Grover’s algorithm.
However, AES-GCM was designed to withstand known sophisticated classical attacks, such as
linear and differential cryptanalysis. It was not designed to withstand a sophisticated quantum attack.
More precisely, it is possible that there is some currently unknown clever quantum attack on AES-GEM
that that is far more efficient than Grover’s algorithm. Whether such an attack exists is currently an open
problem, and further research is needed on this important question. If a sophisticated quantum attack
exists—one that is faster than exhaustive search using Grover’s algorithm—then increasing the AESGCM key size to 256 bits will not ensure post-quantum security and a replacement algorithm for AESGCM will need to be designed.
4.1.3

Certificates and Digital Signatures

Digital signatures are an important cryptographic mechanism used to verify data integrity. In a
digital signature system, the signer has a secret signing key, and the signature verifier has a corresponding
public key, another example of asymmetric encryption. The signer signs a message using its secret key.
Anyone can verify the signature using the corresponding public key. If a message-signature pair is valid,
then the verifier has some confidence that the message was authorized by the signer. Digital signatures
are used widely, as illustrated in the following three examples.
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First, digital signatures are necessary for establishing identity on the Internet using a digital
certificate. Here, a certificate authority (CA) uses its secret signing key to issue an identity certificate to
an individual or an organization. A certificate is a statement that binds an identity, such as nas.edu, to a
cryptographic key. Anyone can verify a certificate, but only the CA can issue a certificate, by digitally
signing it using a secret signing key. An adversary who can forge the CA’s signature can, in principle,
masquerade as any entity.
A second application for digital signatures is in payment systems, such as credit card payments or
a cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin. With these systems, a payer who wants to make payments holds a secret
signing key. When making a payment, the payer signs the transaction details. The signature can be
verified by anyone, including the payee and all relevant financial institutions. An attacker who can forge
signatures can effectively spend other people’s funds.
For a third example, consider the verification of software authenticity. Here, a software vendor
uses its secret signing key to sign software and software updates that it ships. Every client verifies these
signatures before installing the software, as they do with subsequent software updates. This ensures that
clients know the software provenance and do not install software that has been tampered with or malware
created and distributed by malicious actors. An attacker who could forge signatures could distribute
malicious software to unsuspecting clients, who might install it thinking that it is authentic.
The two most widely used signature algorithms are called RSA and ECDSA.2 Roughly speaking,
one algorithm is based on the difficulty of factoring large integers, and the other is based on the same
discrete log problem used for key exchange. The parameters for both systems are chosen so that the bestknown classical attacks run in time 2128.
The impact of a quantum computer: An adversary who has access to a quantum computer
capable of executing Shor’s algorithm would have the ability to forge both RSA and ECDSA signatures.
This adversary would be able to issue fake certificates, properly sign malicious software, and potentially
spend funds on behalf of others. The attack is worse than just forging signatures; Shor’s algorithm allows
attackers to recover private keys, which facilitates forging signatures but also eliminates the security of all
other uses of the keys. Fortunately, there are several good candidate signature schemes that are currently
believed to be post-quantum secure, as discussed at the end of this chapter.
4.1.4

Cryptographic Hash Functions and Password Hashing

The final cryptographic primitive discussed here enables one to compute a short message digest,
called a hash, from an arbitrarily long message. The hash function can take gigabytes of data as input and
output a short 256-bit hash value. There are many desirable properties that we might want hash functions
to satisfy. The simplest is called “one-wayness,” or “collision-resistance,” which means that for any given
hash output value T, it should be difficult to find an input message that would yield that hash.
Hash functions are used in many contexts; a simple example is their use in password management
systems. A server that authenticates user passwords usually stores in its database a one-way hash of those
user passwords. This way, if an attacker steals the database, it may be difficult for the attacker to recover
the cleartext passwords. Currently, the most commonly used hash function is called SHA256. It outputs a
256-bit hash value no matter how large the input is. This hash function is the basis of many password
authentication systems. To be precise, the actual hash function used to hash passwords is derived from
SHA256 via a construction called PBKDF2 [2].
The impact of a quantum computer: A hash function that produces 256-bit outputs is not
expected to be threatened by quantum computing. Even using Grover’s algorithm, it is currently believed
to be essentially impossible (with a depth on the order of 2144 T gates on 2400 logical qubits) to break a
hash function like SHA256. However, “password hashing” is at a higher risk because the space of user
passwords is not very large. The set of all 10-character passwords is only about 266 passwords. An
2

The former is named after its inventors, Rivest, Shamir, and Adelman. The latter stands for “elliptic curve
digital signature algorithm.”
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exhaustive search over a space of this size using a cluster of classical processors is possible, but very
costly. Using Grover’s algorithm, the running time shrinks to only 233 (about 10 billion) steps, which at
the speed of a modern classical processor takes only a few seconds. However, the need for QEC for
deploying Grover’s algorithm again suggests that, with current error correction algorithms (and
reasonable assumptions about error rates and architectures), the time required for this attack is still too
long to be practical, at more than 107 years, although the time frame could be reduced through reduction
of QEC overheads.
If QEC is improved to the point where Grover’s algorithm becomes a threat to password systems,
then there will be a need to move away from password authentication. Other authentication methods,
which do not rely on passwords or other static values that need to be stored in hashed form, have been
developed and are being adopted in some applications. These methods include biometric authentication,
cryptographic one-time values, device identification, and others. The development of quantum computers
may further motivate the deployment of such systems. Another defense is to harden password
management systems using secure hardware [3], as already implemented by major Web sites.
Another popular application of hash functions is called proof-of-work, used in many crypto
currencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. Blocks of Bitcoin transactions are validated every 10 minutes
by a process in which “miners” solve a certain computation challenge; the first miner to solve the problem
is paid by the cryptocurrency system. Grover’s algorithm would be suited to solving a Bitcoin challenge.
However, as the second to last row in Table 4.1 shows, the overhead of implementing Grover’s algorithm
using physical qubits to solve the proof-of-work challenge is currently estimated to require well over 10
minutes, which would make the attack a nonthreat to the current Bitcoin ecosystem. If the overheads
required for this implementation were significantly reduced, there could be some risk if or when faulttolerant quantum computers become available; Bitcoin would thus also need to transition to a postquantum secure digital signature system to avoid bitcoin theft.
4.2

SIZING ESTIMATES

A critical question for understanding the vulnerability of cryptographic tools is: What scale of a
quantum computer would be required to defeat the cipher? The answer to this question is expected to
vary with the details of how the quantum algorithm is deployed. Nonetheless, a rough approximation of
the number of qubits required for defeating various protocols for a given key size is provided in Table 4.1.
This table also estimates the number of physical qubits required (assuming an effective error rate of 10-5),
and the time required for the algorithm’s execution, using a surface code for quantum error correction and
a surface code measurement cycle time of 100 nanoseconds. These assumptions for gate fidelity and gate
speed are well beyond the capabilities of multiqubit systems in 2018. The table clearly shows that the
major threats posed by a sophisticated quantum computer are breaking key exchange and digital
signatures. While these figures reflect the current state of knowledge, the committee cautions the reader
that these assessments are based upon quantum algorithms that are currently known, as well as implicit
assumptions about the architecture and error rates of a quantum computer. Advances in either area have
the potential to change timings by orders of magnitude. For example, if physical gate error rates of 10-6
were to be achieved (e.g., by topological qubits), and the other assumptions remain the same, then the
number of physical qubits required to break RSA-4096 would drop to 6.7 × 106, and the time would
drop to 190 hours. Similarly, if the assumptions are not achieved, then implementing these
algorithms might not be possible or might come at a greater cost—for example, if physical gate error
rates of only 10-4 are achieved, then the number of physical qubits required to break RSA-4096
would increase to 1.58 × 108 and the time required would increase to 280 hours [4]. It is also possible
that new algorithms could be developed (or could already have been developed outside of the public
sphere) that would present different attack vectors—for that matter, the same can also be said about
potential alternative classical attacks.
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TABLE 4.1 Literature-Reported Estimates of Quantum Resilience for Current Cryptosystems, under
Various Assumptions of Error Rates and Error-Correcting Codes
Quantum
Algorithm
Expected to
Defeat
Cryptosystem
Grover’s
algorithm

#
Logical
Qubits
Required
2,953
4,449
6,681

# Physical
Qubits
Requireda
4.61 × 106
1.68 × 107
3.36 × 107

RSA [6]

Asymmetric
encryption

1024
2048
4096

80
112
128

Shor’s
algorithm

2,290
4,338
8,434

2.56 × 106
6.2 × 106
1.47 × 107

Time
Required to
Break
Systemb
2.61 × 1012
yrs
1.97 × 1022
yrs
2.29 × 1032
yrs
3.58 hours
28.63 hours
229 hours

ECC
Discrete
-log
problemc
[7,8]

Asymmetric
encryption

256
386
512

128
192
256

Shor’s
algorithm

2,330
3,484
4,719

3.21 × 106
5.01 × 106
7.81 × 106

10.5 hours
37.67 hours
95 hours

SHA256
[9]

Bitcoin
mining

N/A

72

Grover’s
Algorithm

2,403

2.23 × 106

1.8 × 104
years

PBKDF
2 with
10,000
iteration
sd

Password
hashing

N/A

66

Grover’s
algorithm

2,403

2.23 × 106

2.3 × 107
years

Cryptos
ystem
AESGCM
[5]

Category
Symmetric
encryption

Key
Size
128
192
256

Security
Parameter
128
192
256

QuantumResilient
Replacement
Strategies

Move to
NIST-selected
PQC
algorithm
when
available
Move to
NIST-selected
PQC
algorithm
when
available

Move away
from
passwordbased
authentication

a

These are rough estimates. The number of physical qubits required depends on several assumptions, including the
underlying architecture and error rates. For these calculations, assumptions include a two-dimensional (2D) lattice of
qubits with nearest neighbour interactions, an effective error rate of 10-5, and implementing the surface code.
b
These are rough estimates. In addition to the assumptions associated with estimation of the number of physical
qubits required, a quantum computer with gates operating at a 10 MHz frequency was assumed.
c
The values given are for the NIST P-256, NIST P-386, and NIST P-521 curves.
d
The time estimate for password hashing is based upon the time estimate (as it appears in the preceding row of the
table) for SHA256, which is often used iteratively in PBKDF2, a password hashing algorithm. Assuming 10,000
iterations of SHA256 (a common deployment practice) would take 10,000 times as long as a single iteration. The
classical search space of one cycle is 266, which implies a running time for Grover of 233, or one-eighth that required
for breaking SHA256 in Bitcoin. Thus, the current estimate of 2.3 × 107 years is obtained by multiplying the value
obtained for SHA256 by 10,000 and dividing by 8.
NOTE: These estimates are highly dependent on the underlying assumptions,and are subject to update in the final
report.

4.3

POST-QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY

The cryptographic research community has been working to develop replacement algorithms that
are expected to be secure against an adversary with access to a large-scale quantum computer. These
replacement algorithms, when standardized, will be executable on off-the-shelf classical processors. Their
security relies on mathematical problems that are believed to be intractable even for a large-scale
quantum computer. These algorithms, currently being evaluated by NIST, are thus expected to remain
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secure even after large-scale quantum computers are widely available. Like all cryptography, the hardness
of these problem cannot be proved, and must continue to be evaluated over time to ensure that new
algorithmic approaches do not weaken the cypher.
4.3.1

Symmetric Encryption and Hashing

Post-quantum secure symmetric encryption and hash functions are obtained by simply increasing
the encryption key size or hash output size. Adequate solutions already exist, and the primary remaining
challenge is to verify, through additional research to identify possible quantum attacks, that the
standardized schemes, such as 256-bit AES-GCM and SHA256, are indeed secure against an adversary
who has access to a quantum computer.
Problems where an increase in the size of the hashed data is not possible (or where the hashed
data’s entropy does not increase much even if its size is increased), like password systems, would be
difficult to secure in a world with fast quantum computers. If a quantum computer was as fast as a modern
classical processor in logical operations per second, thanks to Grover’s algorithm, a quantum computer
would likely be able to identify the 10-character password in a few seconds. While the need for extensive
error correction would make this attack much slower in practice, the availability of low-overhead
approaches would place passwords at risk. Defending against this threat requires either moving away
from password authentication or using a hardware-based password hardening scheme, as mentioned
earlier.
4.3.2

Key Exchange and Signatures

The most significant challenges are post-quantum key-exchange and post-quantum digital
signatures. For quantum resilience, existing schemes such as RSA and ECDSA will need to be abandoned
and new systems will need to be designed. NIST has already initiated a Post-Quantum Cryptography
project to facilitate this process, seeking proposals for new cryptographic algorithms [10]. In the first
round of submissions, which ended in November 2017, NIST received over 70 submissions. The NIST
process is scheduled to conclude by 2022-2024; its selections are likely to become frontrunners for
broader standardization—for example, through the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO), and the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU). Internet systems will likely begin incorporating post-quantum resistant cryptography once the
NIST process concludes, if not sooner. Boxes 4.1 to 4.4 provide brief descriptions of a few candidate
post-quantum key-exchange and signature systems, as well as pointing out some early experiments done
with some of these systems.
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BOX 4.1
Post-Quantum Candidates: Lattice Systems
A “lattice” is a discrete set of points in space that has the property that the sum of two points
on the lattice is also on the lattice. Lattices come up naturally in several branches of mathematics and
physics. One of the most well-known computational problems on lattices is to find a “short” vector in a
given lattice. All current classical algorithms for this problem take exponential time in the dimension of
the lattice, and there is some evidence to suggest that the problem also takes exponential time on a
quantum computer.1 Over the past two decades, cryptographers constructed many cryptosystems that
are secure assuming that this shortest vector problem (SVP) is hard. In particular, there are good
candidate key-exchange and signature algorithms based on SVP. If indeed SVP is difficult to solve on a
quantum computer, then these systems are expected to be post-quantum secure.
To experiment with lattice-based systems, cryptographers developed several concrete schemes,
such as New-Hope2 and Frodo.3 Google recently experimented with deploying the New-Hope system
in the Chrome browser.4 They report that the system adds less than 20 milliseconds per key exchange
for 95 percent of Chrome users. While this additional delay is undesirable, the experiment shows that
there is no significant impediment to deploying post-quantum key exchange based on lattice systems.
1

O. Regev, 2009, “On lattices, learning with errors, random linear codes, and cryptography,” Journal of the
ACM (JACM) 56(6):34.
2
E. Alkim, T. Pöppelmann, and P. Schwabe, 2016, “Post-Quantum Key Exchange—A New Hope,” USENIX
Security Symposium on August 10-12, 2016, in Austin, TX.
3
J. Bos, C. Coestello, L. Ducas, I. Mironov, M. Naehrig, V. Nikolaenko, A. Raghunathan, and D. Stebila,
2016, “Frodo: Take Off the Ring! Practical, Quantum-Secure Key Exchange from LWE,” Proceedings of the
2016 ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and Communications Security, October 24-28, 2016, in Vienna,
Austria.
4
M. Braithwaite, 2016, “Experimenting with Post-Quantum Cryptography,” Google Security Blog,
https://security.googleblog.com/2016/07/experimenting-with-post-quantum.html.

BOX 4.2
Post-Quantum Candidates: Coding-Based Systems
Coding theory is the science of designing encoding schemes that let two parties communicate
over a noisy channel. The sender encodes a message so that the receiver can decode even if bounded
noise has been added by the channel. Over the years it has become apparent that certain encoding
schemes are difficult to decode efficiently. In fact, for certain encoding schemes, the best decoding
algorithm takes exponential time on a classical computer. Moreover, the decoding problem appears to
be difficult even for a quantum computer. Cryptographers have been able to use this hard problem to
construct secure cryptosystems, assuming that decoding the relevant codes is difficult. The most well
studied system, called the McEliece cryptosystem, 1 can be used for post-quantum key exchange.
Recently, practical variants of this system, such as CAKE,2 have emerged.
1
D.J. Bernstein, T. Lange, and C. Peters, 2008, Attacking and defending the McEliece cryptosystem, PostQuantum Cryptography, vol. 5299:31-46.
2
P.S.L.M. Barreto, S. Gueron, T. Gueneysu, R. Misoczki, E. Persichetti, N. Sendrier, and J.-P. Tillich, 2017,
“CAKE: Code-Based Algorithm for Key Encapsulation,” in M. O’Neill (eds) Cryptography and Coding: 16th
IMA International Conference, IMACC 2017, Oxford, UK, December 12-14, 2017, Proceedings: 207-226.
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BOX 4.3
Post-Quantum Candidates: Supersingular Isogenies
The Google experiment with the New-Hope lattice-based key exchange suggests that the
primary reason for the 20 millisecond delay is due to the extra traffic generated by the key exchange
protocol. Building on this observation, a recent post-quantum key exchange candidate1 generates far
less traffic than any other candidate, but it requires more computing time at both ends. Since the
additional traffic is the primary reason for the delay, this candidate may outperform other candidates in
real-world Internet settings. This key exchange mechanism is based on beautiful mathematical tools
developed to study elliptic curves. While there is no known quantum attack on the system, it is based
on a computational problem whose quantum difficulty has only begun to be explored recently. More
research is needed to gain confidence in the post-quantum security of this candidate.
1

C. Costello, P. Longa, and M. Naehrig, 2016, “Efficient Algorithms for Supersingular Isogeny DiffieHellman,” in M. Robshaw and J. Katz (eds.), Advances in Cryptology—CRYPTO 2016. CRYPTO 2016, Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, vol. 9814, Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.

BOX 4.4
Post-Quantum Candidates: Hash-Based Signatures
Post-quantum secure digital signatures have been around since the 1980s. These systems are
based on standard hash functions, and there is little doubt about their post-quantum security, when
using a secure hash function. The downside of these schemes is that they generate relatively long
signatures, and therefore can be used only in certain settings. One such setting is signing a software
package or a software update. Because software packages tend to be large, the added length of the
signature is of little consequence. Given the high confidence in the post-quantum security of these
systems, it is likely that software vendors will transition away from RSA and elliptic curve digital
signature algorithm (ECDSA) to hash-based signatures for software signing. Several concrete
proposals and drafts for standardization already exist, such as the Leighton-Micali signature scheme
(LMSS). 1
1

T. Leighton and S. Micali, 1995, “Large Provably Fast and Secure Digital Signature Schemes from Secure
Hash Functions,” U.S. Patent 5,432,852.

Finding: While the potential utility of Shor’s algorithm for cracking deployed cryptographic algorithms
was a major driver of early enthusiasm in quantum computing research, the existence of cryptographic
algorithms that are believed to be quantum-resistant will reduce the usefulness of a quantum computer for
cryptanalysis and thus will reduce the extent to which this application will drive quantum computing
R&D in the long term.
4.4

PRACTICAL DEPLOYMENT CHALLENGES

It is important to remember that today’s encrypted Internet traffic is vulnerable to an adversary
who has a sufficiently large quantum computer running quantum error correction. In particular, all
encrypted data that is recorded today and stored for future use, will be cracked once a large-scale quantum
computer is developed.
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Finding: There is strong commercial interest in deploying post-quantum cryptography even before such a
quantum computer has been built. Companies and governments cannot afford to have their private
communications decrypted in the future, even if that future is 30 years away. For this reason, there is a
need to begin the transition to post-quantum cryptography as soon as possible.
Realistically, completing the transition to Internet-wide post-quantum cryptography will be a long
and difficult process. Some computer systems remain operational for a very long time. For example,
computer systems in cars sold today will still be on the road in 15, and perhaps even 20 years. A
quantum-vulnerable algorithm can be deprecated only once the vast majority of Internet systems are
updated to support new algorithms. Once a major site like Google deprecates an algorithm, old devices
that support only that algorithm can no longer connect to Google. A good example of this timeline is the
long process of deprecating the SHA1 hash function and the transition to SHA256. The SHA1 function
was considered to be insecure since 2004. However, it took many years to disable it. Even as of 2018, it is
still not universally decommissioned—some old browsers and servers still do not support SHA256.
The transition from SHA1 to SHA256 provides a map for the steps required to transition to postquantum cryptography. First, post-quantum cryptographic algorithm standards for key-exchange and
signatures will need to be developed and ratified. After adoption as an official standard, the new standard
algorithms must be implemented in a wide variety of computer languages, popular programming libraries,
and hardware cryptographic chips and modules. Then the new standard algorithms will need to be
incorporated into encryption format and protocol standards such as PKCS#1, TLS, and IPSEC. These
revised format and protocol standards will need to be reviewed and adopted by their respective standards
committees. Then vendors will need to implement the new standards in hardware and software product
updates. From there, it will likely take many years until the majority of Internet systems are upgraded to
support the new standards—and quantum-vulnerable algorithms cannot be disabled until their
replacements are widely deployed. After this is done, sensitive data in corporate and government
repositories must be reencrypted, and any copies encrypted under the previous paradigm need to be
destroyed—especially given that some organizations rely upon merely deleting encryption keys as a
substitute for destroying files, which will not help against an attack by a quantum computer. Vulnerable
public-key certificates must be reissued and redistributed, and any documents that must be certified from
official sources must be re-signed. Last, the signing and verification processes for all software code must
be updated, and the new code must be re-signed and redistributed. This process probably cannot be
completed in less than 20 years; the sooner it is begun, the sooner it will conclude [11].
Since the invention of a scalable general-purpose quantum computer would constitute a total,
simultaneous, instantaneous, worldwide compromise of all of today’s public-key cryptographic
algorithms, quantum-resistant cryptographic algorithms would need to be designed, standardized,
implemented, and deployed before the first quantum computer goes online. But in fact, the quantumresistant infrastructure must be in place even before a quantum computer goes live, because encrypted (or
signed) data needs to be protected for longer than an instant.
For example, consider a company’s 10Q filing. This quarterly tax document contains information
that is sensitive until it is published; people who come into possession of a 10Q before it is public
information know things about the company’s financial condition that they could use to profit from
insider trading (because the stock value will change once the 10Q information becomes public, and
people who know the information in advance can predict the magnitude and direction of the change and
buy or sell shares accordingly). A 10Q filing needs to stay secret for no more than three months; after the
end of the quarter, it is filed and published, and the information is no longer sensitive—so it does not need
to be secret. So for a 10Q filing, the required “protection interval” is three months.
Now, consider a government classified document. Under the 50-year rule, the contents should not
be made public for at least 50 years. Hence, the document must be encrypted with an encryption scheme
that is expected to remain secure for at least 50 years. The required “protection interval” is 50 years.
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Three pieces of information are necessary to determine when a quantum-resistant cryptographic
infrastructure should be put in place:

1. When will the current cryptographic infrastructure fail? (That is, when would a quantum
computer of sufficient sophistication to deploy Shor’s or Grover’s algorithms go live?)

2. How long does it take to design, build, and deploy the new quantum-resistant infrastructure?
3. What’s the longest protection interval of concern?
Once these three things have been identified, the required timing can be computed using a simple
formula3 illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, where:




X is the “security shelf life” (the longest protection interval we care about, assuming that the
data is protected starting today)
Y is the “migration time” (the time it takes to design build, and deploy the new infrastructure)
Z is the “collapse time” (the time it takes for a sufficiently large quantum computer to
become operational, starting from today)

FIGURE 4.1 Illustration of Mosca’s model for a safe transition to post-quantum cryptography, for one
example with hypothetical time frames. SOURCE: Adapted from M. Mosca, 2015, “Cybersecurity in an
Era with Quantum Computers: Will We Be Ready?” IACR Cryptology ePrint Archive 2015:1075.
The example in Figure 4.1 assumes that no quantum computer will exist for 15 years, that a
quantum-resistant infrastructure can be designed, built, and deployed in only 3 years, and that the longest
security shelf-life of concern is only 5 years. This optimistic scenario yields a safety margin of 7 years,
suggesting that the start of earnest working on replacing our public-key cryptographic infrastructure could
be delayed for several years.
A less optimistic scenario would set migration time at 10 years (the pessimistic estimate for
completion of NIST’s planned standardization interval of 2022-2024 plus up to 3 years for
implementation and deployment), and security shelf life at 7 years (a common legally required retention
interval for many kinds of business records). In this gloomier scenario, illustrated in Figure 4.2, there is
no safety margin; if a large quantum computer goes online 15 years from today, sensitive data will remain
at risk of compromise, with no effective protection technology available, for 3 years—even if the work to
replace our public-key cryptographic infrastructure begins today.

3

This formula was introduced by committee member Michele Mosca: M. Mosca, 2015, “Cybersecurity in an
Era with Quantum Computers: Will We Be Ready?” IACR Cryptology ePrint Archive 2015:1075.
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FIGURE 4.2 Example illustration of Mosca’s model of a cryptographic transition timeline that is too long
to ensure the desired level of security in deployed protocols. SOURCE: Adapted from M. Mosca, 2015,
“Cybersecurity in an Era with Quantum Computers: Will We Be Ready?” IACR Cryptology ePrint
Archive 2015:1075.
The most realistic scenario is even more pessimistic. As noted in the preceding section, NIST’s
current schedule will result in the selection of a quantum-safe cryptographic algorithm suite around 20222024. Past experience with replacing the data encryption standard (DES) symmetric cryptosystem and
various hash functions (SHA-1, MD5) suggests that the minimum time required to replace a widely
deployed cryptographic algorithm, including retiring most consequential implementations of the broken
algorithm, is about 10 years after design and standardization of the new algorithms are complete.
Assuming a security shelf life of 7 years as in the previous scenario, the earliest safe date for the
introduction of a quantum computer capable of breaking RSA 2048 is about 2040—if the work of
replacing today’s cryptographic libraries and crypto-dependent applications is begun as soon as NIST
finishes its selection process. To put this another way, if a fault-tolerant quantum computer with 2,500
logical qubits is built any time in the next 25 years, some data will likely be compromised—even if work
on the cryptographic fallout is begun today and continued diligently during the entire interval.
Much depends upon when such a device will come on the scene. The following two chapters
provide a closer view of the current status of efforts to build a large-scale, fault-tolerant quantum
computer. Chapter 5 describes progress in constructing quantum computing hardware and control
systems, and Chapter 6 examines the software and architecture—including the classical co-processing—
that will be required to implement algorithms on a mature device.
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5
Essential Hardware Components of a Quantum Computer
Having shown in the prior chapters the potential of quantum computing, this chapter focuses on
the hardware, and Chapter 6 explores the software needed to implement these computational processes
and capabilities in practice. Quantum hardware is an active area of research. More than 100 academic
groups and government-affiliate laboratories worldwide are researching how to design, build, and control
qubit systems, and numerous established and start-up companies are now working to commercialize
quantum computers built from superconducting and trapped ion qubits.
Even although reports in the popular press tend to focus on development of qubits and the number
of qubits in the current prototypical quantum computing chip, any quantum computer requires an
integrated hardware approach using significant conventional hardware to enable qubits to be controlled,
programmed, and read out. The next section divides this hardware by its functions, creating the four
hardware layers every quantum computer contains, and describes the expected relationship between
classical and quantum computing resources.
Finding: While much progress has been made in the development of small-scale quantum computers, a
design for a quantum computer that can scale to the size needed to break current cryptography has not
been demonstrated, nor can it be achieved by straightforward scaling of any of the current
implementations.
As a result, it is not clear whether the current leading quantum technologies will be used to create
this class of machines. To provide a sense of the capability and challenges of different approaches, this
chapter describes the quantum technologies currently being used to create early demonstration systems—
that is, trapped ion and superconducting qubits—and their scaling issues, while also highlighting other
promising qubit technologies that are currently less developed.
5.1 HARDWARE STRUCTURE OF A QUANTUM COMPUTER
Since a quantum computer must eventually interface with users, data, and networks—tasks that
conventional computing excels at—a quantum computer can leverage a conventional computer for these
tasks whenever it is most efficient to do so. Furthermore, qubit systems require carefully orchestrated
control in order to function in a useful way; this control can be managed using conventional computers.
To assist in conceptualizing the necessary hardware components for an analog or gate-based
quantum computer, the hardware can be modeled in four abstract layers: the “quantum data plane,” where
the qubits reside; the “control and measurement plane,” responsible for carrying out operations and
measurements on the qubits as required; the “control processor plane,” which determines the sequence of
operations and measurements that the algorithm requires, potentially using measurement outcomes to
inform subsequent quantum operations; and the “host processor,” a classical computer that handles access
to networks, large storage arrays, and user interfaces. This host processor runs a conventional operating
system/user interface, which facilitates user interactions, and has a high bandwidth connection to the
control processor.
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5.1.1 Quantum Data Plane
The quantum data plane is the “heart” of a QC. It includes the physical qubits and the structures
needed to hold them in place. It also must contain any support circuitry needed to measure the qubits’
state and perform gate operations on the physical qubits for a gate-based system or control the
Hamiltonian for an analog computer. Control signals routed to the selected qubit(s) set the Hamiltonian it
sees, which control the gate operation for a digital quantum computer. For gate-based systems, since some
qubit operations require two qubits, the quantum data plane must provide a programmable “wiring”
network that enables two or more qubits to interact. Analog systems often require richer communication
between the qubits, which must be supported by this layer. As discussed in Chapter 2, high qubit fidelity
requires strong isolation from the environment, which has the effect of limiting connectivity—it may not
be possible for every qubit to interact directly with every other qubit—so the computation needs to be
mapped to the specific architectural constraints of this layer. These constraints mean that both the
operation fidelity and connectivity are important metrics of the quantum data layer.1
Unlike a classical computer, where both the control plane and the data plane components use the
same silicon technology and are integrated on the same device, control of the quantum data plane requires
technology different from that of the qubits,2 and is done externally by a separate control and
measurement layer (described next). Control information for the qubits, which is analog in nature, must
be sent to the correct qubit (or qubits). In some systems, this control information is transmitted
electrically using wires, so these wires are part of the quantum data plane; in others, it is transmitted with
optical or microwave radiation. Transmission must be implemented in a manner that has high specificity,
so it affects only the desired qubit(s), without disrupting the other qubits in the system. This becomes
increasingly difficult as the number of qubits grows; the number of qubits in a single module is therefore
another important parameter of a quantum data layer.
Finding: The key properties that define the quality of a quantum data plane are the error rate of the
single-qubit and two-qubit gates, the inter-qubit connectivity, qubit coherence times, and the number of
qubits that may be contained within a single module.
5.1.2 Control and Measurement Plane
The control and measurement plane converts the control processor’s digital signals, which
indicates what quantum operations are to be performed, to the analog control signals needed to perform
the operations on the qubits in the quantum data plane. It also converts the analog output of measurements
of qubits in the data plane to classical binary data that the control processor can handle. The generation
and transmission of control signals is challenging because of the analog nature of quantum gates; small

1

In some ways, the quantum data plane looks similar to a field programmable gate array, or FPGA. These are
classical computing devices that contain a large number of flexible logic blocks. Each logic block can be
configured—at program run time—to perform a logical function. In addition to these logic blocks, there is a
configurable set of wires on the integrated circuit (IC), and one can configure the wires to interconnect the logic
blocks to each other. This ability to program both the function of each logic block and their interconnection allows
one to “program” the FPGA to implement the logic circuit needed to compute the desired result. Like an FPGA,
“programming” of the quantum data plane also sets the function and the connections of the quantum computation.
2
One potential qubit technology, semiconductor electrically gated qubits (see Section D.3.2) could be built
using silicon, but even here it is not clear whether the processing for classical logic would be compatible with that
required for qubit fabrication.
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errors in control signals, or irregularities in the physical design of the qubit, will affect the results of
operations.3 The errors associated with each gate operation accumulate as the machine runs.
Any imperfection in the isolation of these signals (so-called signal crosstalk) will cause small
control signals to appear for qubits that should not otherwise be addressed during an operation, leading to
small errors in their qubit state.4 Proper shielding of the control signals is complicated by the fact that they
must be fed through the apparatus which isolates the quantum date plane from its environment by
vacuum, cooling, or both; this requirement constrains the type of isolation methods which are possible.
Fortunately, both qubit manufacturing errors and signal crosstalk errors are systematic, and
change slowly with the mechanical configuration of the system. Effects of these slowly changing errors
can be minimized by using control pulse shapes that reduce dependence of the qubit on these factors (see
Section 3.2.1), and through periodic5 system calibration, provided there is a mechanism to measure these
errors and software to adjust the control signals to drive these errors to zero (system calibration). Since
every control signal can potentially interact with every other control signal, the number of measurements
and computation required to achieve this calibration more than doubles as the number of qubits in the
system doubles.
The nature of a QC’s control signals depends on the underlying qubit technology. For example,
systems using trapped ion qubits usually rely upon microwave or optical signals (forms of
electromagnetic radiation) transmitted through free space or waveguides and delivered to the location of
the qubits. Superconducting qubit systems are controlled using microwave and low-frequency electrical
signals, both of which are communicated through wires that run into a cooling apparatus (including a
“dilution refrigerator” and a “cryostat”) to reach the qubits inside the controlled environment.
Unlike classical gates, which have noise immunity and negligible error rates, quantum operations
depend upon the precision with which control signals are delivered, and have nonnegligible error rates.
Obtaining this precision currently requires sophisticated generators built using classical technologies.
Since no quantum gate can be faster than the control pulse that implements it, even if the quantum
system in principle allows ultrafast operation, the gate speed will be limited by the time required to
construct and transmit an exquisitely precise control pulse. Fortunately, the speed of today’s silicon
technology is fast enough that gate speed is limited by the quantum data plane, and not the control and
measurement plane. This gate speed is currently tens to hundreds of nanoseconds for superconducting
qubits and one to a hundred microseconds for trapped ion qubits.
Finding: The speed of a quantum computer can never be faster than the time required to create the
precise control signals needed to perform quantum operations.
5.1.3 Control Processor Plane and Host Processor
The control processor plane identifies and triggers the proper Hamiltonian or sequence of
quantum gate operations and measurements (which are subsequently carried out by the control and
measurement plane on the quantum data plane). These sequences execute the program, provided by the
host processor, for implementing a quantum algorithm. Programs must be customized for the specific
capabilities of the quantum layer by the software tool stack, as discussed in Chapter 6.
One of the most important and challenging tasks of the control processor plane will be to run the
quantum error correction algorithm (if the QC is error corrected). Significant classical information
processing is required to compute the quantum operations needed to correct errors based upon the
3
Qubits that leverage basic atomic structure are not themselves subject to manufacturing variations. Instead,
variations in the manufactured structures that hold these atoms, or in the manufactured systems generating the
control signals, may lead to errors.
4
It is worth noting that crosstalk can occur directly between the qubits themselves in the quantum data plane.
5
The frequency of the calibration depends on the stability of both the quantum data plane and the control and
measurement layer.
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measured syndrome results, and the time required for this processing may slow the operation of the
quantum computer. This overhead is minimized if the error correction operations can be computed in a
time comparable to that required for the quantum operations and measurements. Since this computational
task grows with the size of the machine (the inputs and outputs of the function scale with the number of
qubits, and the complexity scales with the “distance” of the error-correcting code), it is likely that this
control processor plane will consist of multiple interconnected processing elements to handle the
computational load.
Building a control processor plane for large quantum machines is challenging, and an active area
of research. One approach splits the plane into two parts. The first part is simply a classical processor,
which “runs” the quantum program. The second part is a scalable custom hardware block6 that directly
interfaces with the control and measurement plane, and combines the higher level “instructions” output by
the main controller with the syndrome measurements to compute the next operations to be performed on
the qubits. The challenge is in creating scalable custom hardware that is fast enough and can scale with
machine size, and in creating the right high-level instruction abstraction.
The control processor plane operates at a low level of abstraction: it converts compiled code to
commands for the control and measurement layer. As a result, a user will not interact with (or need to
understand) the control processor plane directly. Rather, the user will interact with a host computer. This
plane will attach to that computer and act to accelerate the execution of some applications. This type of
architecture is widely used in today’s computers, with “accelerators” for everything from graphics to
machine learning to networking. Such accelerators generally have a high-bandwidth connection to the
host processor, usually through shared access to part of the host processor’s memory, which can be used
to transfer both the program the control processor should run, and the data it should use during the run.
The host processor is a classical computer, running a conventional operating system with standard
supporting libraries for its own operation. This computing system provides all of the software
development tools and services users expect from a computer system. It will run the software
development tools necessary to create applications to be run on the control processor, which are different
from those used to control today’s classical computers, as well as provide storage and networking services
that a quantum application might require while running. Attaching a quantum processor to a classical
computer allows it to utilize all of its features without needing to start entirely from scratch.
5.1.4 Qubit Technologies
After the discovery of Shor’s algorithm in 1994, serious efforts were launched to find an adequate
physical system in which to implement quantum logic operations. The rest of this chapter reviews the
current candidate qubit technology choices upon which to base a quantum computer. For the two furthest
developed quantum technologies, superconducting and trapped ion qubits, this discussion includes details
of the qubit and control planes in use in prototypical computers at the time of publication of this report
(2018), the current challenges that must be overcome for each technology, and an assessment of the
prospects for scale-up to very large processor sizes in the long term. The review of other emerging
technologies provides a sense of their current status, and potential advantages if they are developed
further.
5.2 TRAPPED ION QUBITS
The first quantum logic gate was demonstrated in 1995 using trapped atomic ions [1], following a
theoretical proposal earlier in the same year [2]. Since the original demonstration, technical advances in

6

This layer could be built using FPGAs initially, and move to a custom integrated circuit later, if additional
performance is required.
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qubit control have enabled experimental demonstration of fully functional processors at small scale and
implementation of a wide range of simple quantum algorithms.
Despite success in small-scale demonstrations, the task of constructing scalable and quantum
computers considered viable by current computing industry standards out of trapped ions remains a
significant challenge. Unlike the very large scale integration (VLSI) of transistors enabled by the
integrated circuit (IC), building a quantum computer based upon trapped ion qubits requires integration of
technologies from a wide range of domains, including vacuum, laser, and optical systems, radio frequency
(RF) and microwave technology, and coherent electronic controllers [3-5]. A path to a viable quantum
computer must address these integration challenges.
A trapped ion quantum data plane comprises the ions that serve as qubits and a trap that holds
them in specific locations. The control and measurement plane includes a very precise laser (or
microwave) source that can be directed at a specific ion to affect its quantum state, another laser to “cool”
and enable measurement of the ions, and a set of photon detectors to “measure” the state of the ions by
detecting the photons that they scatter. Appendix B provides a technical overview of current strategies for
constructing a trapped ion quantum data plane and its associated control and measurement plane.
5.2.1 Current Trapped Ion Quantum “Computers”
Based on the high-fidelity component operations demonstrated to date, small-scale ion trap
systems have been assembled where a universal set of quantum logic operations can be implemented on a
5-20 qubit system in a programmable manner [6-9], forming the basis of a general-purpose quantum
computer. Not surprisingly, at 2-5 percent for two-qubit gates, the error rates of individual quantum logic
operations in these fully functional 5-20 qubit systems lag behind the 10-2 to 10-3 range [10,11] for stateof-the-art demonstrations of two-qubit systems, pointing to the challenge of maintaining the high fidelity
across all qubits as the system grows in size. Nonetheless, the versatility of these prototype systems has
enabled a variety of quantum algorithms and tasks to be implemented on them. Fully programmable
small-scale (three to seven qubit) trapped ion systems have been used to implement Grover’s search
algorithm [12,13], Shor’s factoring algorithm [14], quantum Fourier transform [15,16], and others.
All of the prototype general-purpose trapped-ion quantum computer systems demonstrated to date
consist of a chain of 5 to 20 static ions in a single potential well. In these machines, each single qubit gate
operation takes 0.1-5 s, and a multiqubit gate operation takes 50-3,000 s depending on the nature of the
gates used. Each ion in the chain interacts with every other ion in the chain due to the strong Coulomb
interaction in a tight trap through motional degree of freedom that is shared among the ions. This
interaction can be leveraged to realize quantum logic gates between nonadjacent ions, leading to dense
connectivity among the qubits in a single ion chain. In one approach, a global entangling gate is applied to
all qubits in the chain, where a subset of qubits are “hidden” from the others by changing their internal
states, rendering them insensitive to the motion [17,18]. An alternative approach is to induce a two-qubit
gate between an arbitrary pair of ions in the chain by illuminating specific ions with tightly focused and
carefully tailored control signals, such that only the desired ions move—many control signals are used to
make the force on all the other ions cancel out [19]. Using either approach, one can realize a generalpurpose quantum processor with fully connected qubits [20], meaning that two-qubit gates may be
implemented between arbitrary pairs of qubits in the system [21]; these capabilities are expected to scale
to over 50 qubits in a relatively straightforward way [22].
5.2.2 Challenges and Opportunities for Creating a Scalable Ion Trap Quantum Computer
It is likely that some early, small-scale quantum computers (20-100 qubits) based on ion traps
will become available by the early 2020s. Like current machines, these early demonstration systems are
likely to consist of a single chain of ions and feature unique all-to-all connectivity among the qubits in the
chain, efficiently implementing any quantum circuit with arbitrary circuit structures. However, many
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conceptual and technical challenges remain toward a creating a truly scalable, fault-tolerant ion trap
quantum computer. Examples of such challenges include the difficulty of isolating individual ion motions
as chain length increases, the number of ions one can individually address with gate laser beams, and
measuring individual qubits. Further scaling of trapped ion quantum computers to well beyond the sizes
necessary for demonstrating quantum supremacy toward implementing small instances of useful quantum
algorithms will require strategies beyond the single ion chain approach.
A first strategy for scaling beyond a single chain is to trap multiple chains of ions in a single chip
with the capability to separate, move or “shuttle,” and remerge one or more ions from one chain to
another [23]. Such shuttling requires a complex trap with multiple controllable electrodes. Because the
quantum information is stored in the internal states of the ion, which have been shown to be unaffected by
shuttling between chains in small experiments, this approach does not contribute to any detectable
decoherence [24]. Recent adoption of semiconductor microfabrication techniques has enabled the design
and construction of highly complex ion traps, which are now routinely used for sophisticated shuttling
procedures. This technology could potentially be used to connect multiple ion chains on a single chip,
enabling for an increase in scale—provided that the controllers necessary to manipulate these qubits can
be integrated accordingly. Even if this ion shuttling is successful on a single chip, eventually the system
will need to be scaled up further. Two approaches are currently being explored: photonic
interconnections, and tiling chips.
A strategy for connecting multiple qubit subsystems into a much larger system is to use quantum
communication channels. One viable approach involves preparing one of the ions in a subsystem in a
particular excited state and inducing it to emit a photon in such a way that the quantum state of the photon
(for example, its polarization or frequency) is entangled with the ion qubit [25,26]. Two identical setups
are used in the two subsystems to generate one photon from each ion, and the two photons can be
interfered on a 50/50 beamsplitter and detected on the output ports of the beamsplitter. When both output
ports simultaneously record detection of a photon [27], it signals that the two ions that generated the
photons have been prepared in a maximally entangled state [28,29]. This protocol entangles a pair of ion
qubits across two chips, without the ion qubits ever directly interacting with each other. Although the
protocol must be attempted many times until it succeeds, its successful execution is heralded by an
unmistakable signature (both detectors registering photons), and can be used deterministically in ensuing
computational tasks—for example, to execute a two-qubit gate acting across chips [30]. This protocol was
indeed demonstrated first in trapped ions [31] followed by other physical platforms [32-34]. Although the
success rate of generating cross-chip entangled pairs in the early experiments was very low due the
inefficiency of collecting and detecting the emitted photons (one successful event every ~1,000 seconds),
dramatic improvements in the generation rate have been accomplished over the last few years (one
successful event every ~200 ms) [35]. Given the continued improvement of this technology, it might be
possible that a cross-subsystem two-qubit gates could match the time scale of local two-qubit gates in a
single chain (one event every ~100 μs) [36], making this a viable path to connecting ion trap chips using
photonic networks. This approach opens up the possibility of using existing photonic networking
technology, such as large optical cross-connect switches [37], to connect hundreds of ion trap subsystems
into a network of modular, parallel quantum computers [38-40].
An alternative approach to the scaling beyond a single-ion trap chip is to tile all-electrical trap
subsystems to create a system where ions from one ion trap chip can be transferred to another chip [41].
This shuttling across different integrated circuits requires careful alignment of shuttling channels and
special preparation of the boundaries of these integrated circuits, which has not yet been demonstrated. In
this proposal, all qubit gates are carried out by microwave fields and magnetic field gradients, free from
the off-resonant spontaneous scattering and stability challenges associated with the use of laser beams
[42]. While this integration approach remains entirely speculative at this point, this approach has the
potential benefit of relying only on mature microwave technology and electrical control for the critical
quantum logic gates, rather than using lasers and optics, which require much higher precision
components.
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For trapped ions, necessary technology developments toward scalable quantum computer systems
include the ability to fabricate ion traps with higher levels of functionality, assemble stabilized laser
systems with adequate control, deliver electromagnetic (EM) fields that drive the quantum gates (either
microwave or optical) to the ions with sufficient levels of precision to affect only the qubit being targeted
(preferably allowing multiple operations at a time), detect the qubit states in parallel without disturbing
the data qubits, and program the control EM fields that manipulate the ion qubits so that the overall
system achieves sufficient fidelity for the practical application needs. If these challenges are met, one will
be able to take advantage of the strengths in trapped ions: some of the best performances of all physical
systems in representing a single qubit, thanks to the fact that these qubits are fundamentally identical (as
opposed to those which are manufactured), and the high fidelity of qubit operations at small experimental
scales.
5.3 SUPERCONDUCTING QUBITS
Like current silicon integrated circuits, superconducting qubits are lithographically defined
electronic circuits. When cooled to milli-Kelvin temperatures, they exhibit quantized energy levels (due
to quantized states of electronic charge or magnetic flux, for example), and are thus sometimes called
“artificial atoms” [43]. Their compatibility with microwave control electronics, ability to operate at
nanosecond time scales, continually improving coherence times, and potential to leverage lithographic
scaling, all converge to place superconducting qubits among the forefront of the qubit modalities being
considered for both digital quantum computation and quantum annealing. Appendix C provides a
technical overview of current strategies for constructing a superconductor quantum data plane and its
associated control and measurement plane.
5.3.1 Current Superconducting Quantum “Computers”
In the context of digital quantum computation and quantum simulations, the present state-of-art
for operational gate error rate is better than (below) 0.1 percent for single-qubit gates [44-46] and 1
percent for two-qubit gates [47], below the error threshold for the most lenient error detection protocols—
for example, the surface code. Based on these developments, superconducting qubit circuits with around
10 qubits have been engineered to demonstrate prototype quantum algorithms [48,49] and quantum
simulations [50,51], prototype quantum error detection [52-55], and quantum memories [56], and, as of
2018, cloud-based 5-, 16-, and 20-qubit circuits are available to users worldwide. However, the error rates
are higher in these larger machines—for example, the 5-qubit machines available on the Web in 2018
have gate error rates of around 5 percent [57,58].
In the context of quantum annealing, commercial systems exist with over 2,000 qubits and
integrated cryogenic control based on classical superconducting circuitry [59,60]. These are the largest
qubit-based systems currently available, with two orders of magnitude (100×) more qubits than current
gate-based QCs. To achieve this scale machine required careful design trade-offs and significant
engineering effort. The decision to integrate the control electronics with the qubits enabled D-Wave to
rapidly scale the number of qubits in their system, but also results in the qubits being built in a more lossy
material. They purposely traded off qubit fidelity for an easier scaling path. Thus, the coherence times of
the qubits in these machines are over 3 orders of magnitude worse than those in current gate-based
machines, although this is expected to be less of a limitation for quantum annealers than for gate-based
machines.
Progress in gate-based machines has emphasized the optimization of qubit and gate fidelities, at
sizes limited to on the order of tens of qubits. Since the first demonstration of a superconducting qubit in
1999, the qubit coherence time T2 in gate-level machines has improved more than five orders-ofmagnitude, standing at around 100 microseconds today. This remarkable improvement in coherence arose
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from reducing energy losses in the qubit through advances in materials science, fabrication engineering,
and qubit design by groups worldwide.
5.3.2 Challenges and Opportunities for Creating a Scalable Quantum Computer
The current approach, using room temperature control and measurement planes, with multiple
wires per qubit, should scale to around 1,000 physical qubits [61]. This section reviews the factors that
cause this limit, and then discusses what is currently known about the path to even larger machines.
Reaching Many Hundreds of Qubits
Many factors will limit the size of machine that can be achieved by simply scaling up the number
of qubits placed on a single integrated circuit. These include the following:







Maintaining qubit quality while scaling up the number of bits. Superconducting qubits are
lithographically scalable and compatible with semiconductor fabrication tools [62]. Highcoherence qubits have been demonstrated on 200-mm wafers in a research foundry
environment. In scaling to larger numbers of qubits, one needs to at least maintain qubit
coherence and, ideally, increase it, as larger systems will likely aim to solve larger problems
that require additional time, and higher fidelity enables more operations to be performed
during the coherence time of the quantum processor. Of course, the fabrication variation that
a number of qubits spans gets worse as the number of qubits increases, since a larger number
of cells will include more improbable variations. The current approach to fabricating highfidelity tunable qubits—shadow evaporation—will likely scale to the level of thousands of
qubits, based on the process monitoring of device yield and variations currently being
implemented at places like the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory.
Today’s nominally identical qubits vary in frequency with a sigma of around 150 MHz,
corresponding to a sigma in the Josephson junction critical current of 2-3 percent. While
sufficient for scaling tunable qubits to the 1,000-qubit level, certain fixed-frequency qubit
schemes will not be able to handle this larger variation.
Refrigeration, wiring, and packaging. Present dilution refrigerator technology can handle up
to several thousand DC wires and coaxial cables, which should support around 1,000 qubits.
Achieving this level of wiring requires proper materials to reduce thermal loads, in particular
from 300 K to the 3 K stage, and miniaturized coaxes and connectors. While the bandwidth
required for control is generally limited to around 12 GHz for qubits being designed today,
controlling the out-of-band impedance out to higher frequencies can be important to
minimize decoherence, and becomes more difficult as the physical size increases.
Building a large-scale quantum computer will require two dimensional (2D) arrays of
qubits, and areal connection from the qubits to their housing, or “package,” and from the
package to the wires fed through the cryostat. This areal connection will need threedimensional (3D) integration schemes using flip-chip bump-bonding and superconducting
through-silicon vias, technologies that are being developed to connect high-coherence qubit
chips with multilayer interconnect routing wafers [63,64].
Control and measurement. As mentioned earlier, present designs require per qubit control
signal generation. While in many current machines, these signals are generated by standard
lab equipment, several companies now provide rack-mounted card designs that should scale
to a few thousand qubits. Using rack-mounted electronics means that any time the next
operation depends on a prior measurement, a common operation in error correction
algorithms, there will be a delay in the machine’s operation. Sending a signal down, getting a
signal back, inferring the next signal to send, and triggering it to be sent takes 500-1,000 ns
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using current equipment, and limits the ultimate clock speed of the quantum computer. While
this should be sufficient for 1,000 qubit circuits, reducing the clock period is advantageous, as
it translates directly to lower error rates.
Scaling to Larger-Size Machines
First, qubit fidelities need to be improved to provide the lower error rates needed to support
practical quantum error correction. Materials, fabrication and circuit-design advances will be key to
achieving 10-3 to 10-4 qubit error rates. In addition, as the size of the computer increases to millions of
qubits and beyond, advanced process monitoring, statistical process control, and new methods for
reducing defects relevant to high-coherence devices will be required to assess and improve qubit yield.
Just as fabrication tools have been specialized to target specific, advanced complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) processes, it is likely that specialized tools that target specific qubit-fabrication
processes will need to be developed to enhance yield and minimize fabrication-induced defects that cause
decoherence.
Wafer real estate is another consideration for larger machines. Assuming qubit unit cells with
repeat distance critical dimensions of 50 microns (state-of-the-art today) [65], a large integrated circuit of
20 mm by 20 mm could contain around 1,600 qubits. If one used an entire 300 mm wafer for one
processor, the wafer could hold around 250,000 qubits. While that is sufficient for the near future,
reducing the qubit unit cell critical dimension while retaining coherence and controllability will increase
qubit density and enable larger numbers of qubits on a single 300 mm wafer.
Moving to wafer-size integrated circuits requires creating a new package. Today’s highcoherence qubits operate in pristine microwave environments. The qubits are generally around 5 GHz,
which corresponds to a free-space wavelength of around 60 mm. The wavelength is further reduced in the
presence of dielectrics like the silicon wafer. Using the rule of thumb that a clean microwave environment
requires dimensions less than one-quarter of a wavelength, it is clear that further research is needed before
large high-quality packages can be built.
Controlling more than a thousand qubits will require a new strategy for the control and
measurement plane. Instead of externally driving each control signal, some logic/control closer to the
qubit will drive these signals, and a smaller number of external signals will be used to control this logic.
This control logic will need to be introduced using either 3D integration to connect the qubit plane with
this local control plane or fabricated monolithically (but must be done so without compromising qubit
coherence and gate fidelity). Of course, this means that this logic will operate at very cold temperatures,
either at tens of mK, or at 4 K. Operating at 4 K is much easier, since the capacity for heat dissipation is
larger, and it saves on the wire count from room temperature to 4 K, but it still requires extensive control
wiring to continue down to the base-temperature stage in the cryostat. While there are technologies that
could operate at these temperatures, including cryogenic CMOS, single-flux quantum (SFQ), reciprocal
quantum logic (RQL), and adiabatic quantum flux parametrons, significant research will be needed to be
create these designs at scale, and then determine which approaches are able to create a local control and
measurement layer that supports the needed high-fidelity qubit operations.
Even if one is able to scale to 300 mm wafers, a large quantum computer will need to use a
number of these subsystems, and with high probability, the optimal size of the subsystem will be modules
smaller than that. Thus, there will be a need to connect these subsystems to each other with some kind of
quantum interconnect. There are two general approaches that are currently being pursued. One assumes
that the interconnection between the modules is at milli-Kelvin temperatures, so one can use microwave
photons to communicate. This involves creating guided channels for these photons, interconverting
quantum information between a qubit and a microwave photon, and then converting the quantum
information back from that photon to a second, distant qubit. The other option is to couple the qubit state
to a higher energy optical photon, which requires a high-fidelity microwave-to-optical conversion
technique. This is an area of active research today.
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5.4 OTHER TECHNOLOGIES
Since many technical challenges remain in scaling either trapped ion or superconducting quantum
computers, a number of research groups are continuing to explore other approaches for creating qubits
and quantum computers. These technologies are much less developed, and are still focused on creating
single qubit and two qubit gates. Appendix D provides an introduction to these approaches, which is
summarized in this section.
Photons have a number of properties that make them an attractive technology for quantum
computers: they are quantum particles that interact weakly with their environment and with each other.
This natural isolation from the environment makes them an obvious approach to quantum
communication, as was mentioned in Section 5.2.6. This base communication utility, combined with
excellent single-qubit gates with high fidelity means that many early quantum experiments were done
using photons. One key challenge with photonic quantum computers is how to create robust two-qubit
gates. Researchers are currently working on two approaches for this issue. In linear optics quantum
computing, an effective strong interaction is created by a combination of single-photon operations and
measurements, which can be used to implement a probabilistic two-qubit gate, which heralds when it was
successful. A second approach uses small structures in semiconductor crystals for photon interaction, and
can also be considered a type of semiconductor quantum computer. These structures can be naturally
occurring, called “optically active defects,” or man-made, which are often a structure called a “quantum
dot.”
Work on building small-scale linear photon computers has been successful, and there are a
number of groups trying to scale up the size of these machines. One key scaling issue for these machines
is the “size” of a photonic qubit. Because the photons used in photonic quantum computing typically have
wavelengths that are around a micron, and because the photons move at the speed of light and are
typically routed along one dimension of the optical chip, increasing the number of photons, and hence the
number of qubits, to extremely large numbers in a photonic device is even more challenging than it is in
systems with qubits that can be localized in space. However, arrays with many thousands of qubits are
expected to be possible [66].
Neutral atoms are another approach for qubits that is very similar to trapped ions, but instead of
using ionized atoms and exploiting their charge to hold the qubits in place, neutral atoms and laser
tweezers are used. Like trapped ion qubits, optical and microwave pulses are used for qubit manipulation,
with lasers also being used to cool the atoms before computation. In 2018, systems with 50 atoms have
been demonstrated with relatively compact spacing between the atoms [67]. These systems have been
used as analog quantum computers, where the interactions between qubits can be controlled by adjusting
the spacing between the atoms. Building gate-based quantum computers using this technology requires
creating high-quality two-qubit operations and isolating these operations from other neighboring qubits.
As of mid-2018, entanglement error rates of 3 percent have been achieved in isolated two-qubit systems
[68]. Scaling up a gate-based neutral atom system requires addressing many of the same issues that arise
when scaling a trapped ion computer, since the control and measurement layers are the same. Its unique
feature compared to trapped ions is its potential for building multidimensional arrays.
Semiconductor qubits can be divided into two types depending on whether they use photons or
electrical signals to control qubits and their interactions. Optically gated semiconductor qubits typically
use optically active defects or quantum dots that induce strong effective couplings between photons,
while electrically gated semiconductor qubits use voltages applied to lithographically defined metal gates
to confine and manipulate the electrons that form the qubits. While less developed than other quantum
technologies, this approach is more similar to that used for current classical electronics, potentially
enabling the large investments that have enabled the tremendous scalability of classical electronics to
facilitate the scaling of quantum information processors. Scaling optically gated qubits requires improved
uniformity and requires accommodation of the need to individually address optically each qubit.
Electrically gated qubits are potentially very dense, but material issues have limited the quality of even
single-qubit gates until recently [69]. While high density may enable a very large number of qubits to be
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integrated on the chip, it exacerbates the problem of building a control and measurement plane for these
types of qubits: providing the needed wiring while avoiding interference and crosstalk between control
signals will be extremely challenging.
The final approach to quantum computing discussed here uses topological qubits. In this system,
operations on the physical qubits have extremely high fidelities because the qubit operations are protected
by topological symmetry implemented at the microscopic level: error correction is done by the qubit
itself. This will reduce and possibly eliminate the overhead of performing explicit quantum error
correction. While this would be an amazing advance, topological qubits are the least developed
technology platform. In mid-2018, there are many nontrivial steps that need to be done to demonstrate the
existence of a topological qubit, including experimentally observing the basic structure that underlies
these qubits. Once/if these structures are built and controlled in the lab, the error resilience properties of
this approach might enable it to scale faster than the other approaches.
5.5 FUTURE OUTLOOK
Many qubit technologies have significantly improved over the past decade, leading to the small
gate-based quantum computers available today. For all qubit technologies, the first major challenge is to
lower qubit error rates in large systems while enabling measurements to be interspersed with qubit
operations. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the surface code is currently the primary approach to error
correction for systems with high error rates. Current systems are limited by two-qubit gate error rates,
which is still above the surface code threshold for the larger systems available today; error rates of at least
an order of magnitude better than threshold are required if quantum error correction is to be practical.
At ~1,000 physical qubits—used for both data qubits and syndrome measurement qubits—one
can implement a distance ~16 quantum error correcting code for a single logical qubit. Assuming a
physical-qubit error rate of 10-3 (an arbitrary but reasonable estimate, more than 10× better than currently
reported for 10-20 qubit machines), one can achieve a logical error rate of approximately 10-10. Improving
the physical error rate to 10-4 would decrease the logical error rate to 10-18. This example illustrates the
substantial win in overall logical error rate (from 10-10 to 10-18, eight orders of magnitude) by a relatively
modest improvement in physical qubit error rate (from 10-3 to 10-4, only one order of magnitude). Clearly,
improving physical qubit fidelity—through improvements to fabrication and control—is paramount to
demonstrating logical qubits or even a machine with physical qubits that can cascade an interesting
number of qubit operations before losing coherence.
The next challenge is to increase the number of qubits in the quantum computer. It seems clear
that one will be able to build ICs with hundreds of superconductor qubits in the near future using
procedures very similar to the methods used for today’s 20-qubit ICs. In fact, by mid-2018 a number of
companies have announced ICs that contained order of 50 qubits, but as of this writing there are no
published results benchmarking the functionality/error rates of these systems. Unlike conventional silicon
scaling, where creating the manufacturing process for the more complex integrated circuit set the pace of
scaling, for quantum computing, scaling will be dictated by the degree of difficulty in obtaining low error
rates with these larger qubit systems, a task that requires joint optimization of the IC, package, control and
measurement plane, and the calibration method used.
Scaling trapped ion computing requires the design of new trap systems and the control and
measurement plane optics/electronics for these new traps. The next generation are likely to use linear ion
traps, which will scale to the order of 100 qubits. Further scaling will require another change to the trap
design to enable shuttling of ions between different groups, which should also allow more flexible qubit
measurements.
At some point in increasing the number of qubits in a quantum processor or chip, the scaling will
become easier using a modular approach, where a number of chips are linked together to create a larger
machine rather than creating a larger chip. A modular design will require the development of a fast, low
error rate quantum interconnection between the modules; with photonic connections the most promising
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due to their speed and fidelity. While the component technologies and baseline protocols for realizing
some of these integration strategies have already been demonstrated, system-scale demonstration with
practical levels of performance remains a major challenge.
As a result of the challenges facing superconducting and trapped ion quantum data planes, it is
not yet clear if or when either of these technologies can scale to the level needed for a large error
corrected quantum computer. Thus, at this time, the viability of other, currently less-developed quantum
data plane technologies cannot be ruled out, nor can the possibility that hybrid systems making use of
multiple technologies might prevail.
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6
Essential Software Components of a Scalable Quantum Computer
In addition to creating the hardware functionality to support quantum computing, a functional QC
will also require extensive software components. This is analogous to the operation of classical
computers, but new and different tools are required to support quantum operations, including
programming languages that enable programmers to describe QC algorithms, compilers to analyze them
and map them onto quantum hardware, and additional support to analyze, optimize, debug, and test
programs for implementation on specific quantum hardware. Preliminary versions of some of these tools
have been developed to support the QCs currently available on the web [1]. Ideally, these tools should be
accessible to software developers without a background in quantum mechanics. They should offer
abstractions that allow programmers to think at an algorithmic level with less concern for details like
control pulse generation. Last, they should ideally enable programming of any quantum algorithm in a
code that can translate to any target quantum architecture.
For the results described in Chapter 5, hardware controls and software implementation routines
were deployed in an implementation-specific manner, with significant manual optimization. These
approaches will not scale efficiently to large devices. Given the different, and emerging, approaches to
building a quantum data plane, early-stage high-level software tools must be particularly flexible if they
are to remain useful in the event of changes in hardware and algorithms. This requirement complicates the
task of developing a complete software architecture for quantum computing. The rest of this chapter
explores these issues in more detail, providing a look at the current state of progress in development of
software tools for QC, and what needs to be accomplished to create a scalable QC.
The software ecosystem for any computer—classical or quantum—includes the programming
languages and compilers used to map algorithms onto the machine, but also much more than that.
Simulation and debugging tools are needed to debug the hardware and software (especially in situations
where the hardware and software are being co-developed); optimization tools are required to help
implement algorithms efficiently; and verification tools are needed to help work toward both software and
hardware correctness.
For quantum computers, simulation tools, such as a so-called universal simulator, can provide a
programmer with the ability to model each quantum operation and to track the quantum state that would
results, along with its evolution in time. This capability is essential for debugging both programs and
newly developed hardware. Optimization tools such as resource estimators would enable rapid estimation
of the performance and qubit resources needed to perform different quantum algorithms. This enables a
compiler to transform the desired computation into an efficient form, minimizing the number of qubits or
qubit operations required for the hardware in question.
6.1 CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
The QC software ecosystem is fundamental to QC systems design for several reasons. First, and
most fundamentally, the compiler tool flows that map algorithms down to a QC hardware system are
crucial for enabling its design and use. Even before the QC hardware is available, a compiler system
coupled with resource estimators and simulation tools can be developed; these are critical for algorithm
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design and optimization. A good example of the power of this type of tool set can be found in the work by
Reiher et al. on optimizing QC operations required to computationally model the biochemical process of
nitrogen fixation [2]. By using feedback from resource estimators, and improved compiler optimizations,
they were able to reduce the estimated run time of their quantum algorithm from a high-degree
polynomial to a low-degree polynomial, bringing the expected time to solution using a quantum computer
from billions of years down to hours or days.
This example shows how languages and compilers (the software “toolchain”) can have a
dramatic effect on the resources required to execute a quantum computation. Compilers—for both
classical and quantum computing—perform many resource optimizations as they analyze and translate the
algorithms to machine-executable code. Successful QC toolchain resource optimizations offer significant
savings in terms of the number of qubits and the amount of time required to execute an algorithm, in turn
helping accelerate the arrival of the QC versus classical “tipping point.” In essence, high-performing
synthesis and optimization offers the potential for implementing an algorithm in a much smaller QC
system than would be required for an unoptimized version; while software development traditionally
tends to come after hardware development, making good on the potential for concurrent hardware and
software development could move forward the time quantum computing is practical by years.
Finally, digital noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) systems under current development are
particularly sensitive to the quality and efficacy of the software ecosystem. By definition, NISQ systems
are very resource constrained, with limited numbers of qubits and low gate fidelities. Therefore, making
effective use of NISQ machines will require careful algorithm optimization, probably requiring nearly full
stack information flow to identify tractable mappings from algorithms designed for these size devices to
the specific NISQ implementation. In particular, information such as noise or error characteristics can
usefully percolate up the stack to influence algorithm and mapping choices. Likewise, information about
algorithm characteristics (e.g., parallelism) can usefully flow down the stack to inform mapping choices.
Put another way, a digital NISQ may require communications between nearly every layer of the stack,
meaning that there are fewer opportunities simplify the system design. These challenges will drive
specific aspects of toolchain design—for example, limiting cross-layer abstraction or encouraging the use
of libraries of “hand-tuned” modules.
Finding: To create a useful quantum computer, research and development on the software toolchain must
be done concurrently with the hardware and algorithm development. In fact, insight gained from these
tools will help drive research in algorithms, device technologies, and other areas, toward designs with the
best chance for overall success.
Several challenges must be solved to create a complete QC software tool flow. Simulation,
debugging, and validation are particularly problematic. The following sections describe these issues in
more detail.
6.2 QUANTUM PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
Algorithm design, including for QC algorithms, usually starts with a mathematical formulation of
an approach for solving a problem. Programming and compilation are the nontrivial tasks of converting
an algorithm’s abstract mathematical description to an implementation that is executable on a physical
computer. Programming languages support this process by offering syntax to support the natural
expression of key concepts and operations. Programming QC systems requires very different concepts
and operations than programming for classical computers, and as such requires new languages and a
distinct set of tools. For example, designing a language that enables a programmer to exploit quantum
interference in a quantum algorithm is a unique and nontrivial challenge.
There are several levels of abstraction in software and algorithms, so several layers of languages
are required. At the highest level, a programming language should enable a user to easily and rapidly
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program an algorithm, while ideally shielding the programmer from detailed underlying hardware
specifications. This abstraction of detail is helpful both because it can help mitigate the massive
complexity of these systems and also because it can lead to more device-independent and portable
software. This device independence can allow the same QC program to be recompiled to target different
QC hardware implementations. Current prototype languages enable developers and programmers to
interact with quantum hardware through a high-level language that is at least somewhat device
independent.
At the lowest level, a language must be able to interact seamlessly with the hardware components
and give a complete specification of the physical instructions necessary to execute a program at speed.
While some low-level languages are used at present to program devices directly, the long-term vision and
goal for quantum computing is to absorb such languages into automated tool flows; as in classical
computers, the goal is to have lower-level QC device orchestration be automatically generated, and to
abstract such low-level information away from the programmer.
Similar to early stages of a classical computing ecosystem, the current state of play in QC
software includes many languages and tools, a number of them open-source efforts,1 in development both
commercially and academically. With the recent industry push toward larger quantum hardware
prototypes (including availability on public clouds for broad use), there is an increased awareness of the
need for full-stack QC software and hardware in order to encourage usage and nurture a developer
community around quantum software and hardware. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that quantum
programming languages and software ecosystems will receive considerable attention and may see
significant changes in coming years.
6.2.1 Programmer-Facing (High-Level) Programming Languages
An initial generation of QC programming languages has been developed, and continued attention
is leading to the evolution of new languages and language constructs over time. From the nascent
experiences so far, several programming language attributes seem likely to offer useful leverage in overall
system design and success.
First, a high-level quantum programming language should strike a balance between abstraction
and detail. On one hand, it should be capable of concisely expressing quantum algorithms and
applications. On the other hand, it must allow the programmer to specify sufficient algorithmic detail to
be used within the software tool flow that maps the quantum algorithm to the hardware-level primitive
operations. High-level quantum programming languages are themselves domain-specific languages
(DSLs), and in some cases there have been proposals for further specialization for given QC subdomains
such as the variational quantum eigensolver, quantum approximate optimization algorithm, and others.
In some quantum programming languages, the approach is to describe an algorithm as a quantum
circuit. Software toolchain systems then analyze this circuit in terms of both circuit width and circuit
depth to optimize it for a particular quantum data plane. Somewhat in contrast to these approaches, other
languages emphasize higher-level algorithm definition over circuit definition. To support good mappings
to hardware despite this higher-level approach, some languages support extensive use of function
libraries; these contain subroutines and high-level functions implemented as module mappings handtuned for particular hardware and are discussed in Section 6.2.3.
Programming languages fall generally into two categories: functional and imperative. QC
programming languages of both types have been developed, and there is no consensus yet on whether one
is better suited than the other for programming QC applications. Functional languages align well with
more abstract or mathematical implementation of algorithms. This approach tends to lead to more
compact− and, some programming language researchers argue, less error prone− codes. Examples of QC
functional programming languages include Q#, Quipper, Quafl, and LIQuI|> (“Liquid”). Imperative
1

See, for example, https://github.com/markf94/os_quantum_software.
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languages, in contrast, allow direct modification of variables and are often viewed as supportive of the
resource-efficient system design that QC systems, particularly NISQ systems, will need to be practical
[3]. Examples of imperative QC languages are Scaffold [4] and ProjectQ [5].
Another design decision pertains to whether the language is “embedded” off a base language.
Embedded languages are formally defined extensions of a base language, an approach that allows the
language developer to use the base language’s software stack to speed initial implementation. These
languages are practically constructed through modest additions to the base language’s compiler and
related software, as opposed to writing an entire software ecosystem from scratch. To exploit
commonality in this way, some current QC programming languages are embedded in widely used nonQC languages.2 Others are not formally embedded but instead are very close in style to a non-QC base
language.3 Given the fast rate of change in QC hardware and systems design at present, a language that is
either formally embedded or at least stylistically related to a widely used base language can allow
compilers and other tools to be built quickly and modified more easily than “from-scratch” language
design.
Another important design issue for QC programming languages is the language’s approach to
data typing. “Data typing” refers to programming language constructs that label the kind (or type) of data
that a program or function expects, and allows the function to use the type of the data to determine how to
perform a specific operation. All languages use some forms of data types. For example, in most
programming languages, base data types are provided for integers, floating point numbers, characters, and
other commonly used entities; the definition of addition is different for integers than it is for floating point
numbers. Some more recent QC languages support a much richer data type system and have stronger type
checking rules. These “strongly typed” languages yield even stricter guarantees on type safety that can be
helpful in generating reliable software. In particular, compilers can perform type checking regarding
whether the program being compiled manipulates variables of a particular data type correctly and abides
by the corresponding rules when variables of one type are assigned to another variable. (By analogy,
integer values may be assigned to a floating point variable without loss of precision, but an assignment of
a floating point value to an integer variable would either be illegal or would result in a loss of precision
depending on the language.)
Last, a discussion of programmer-facing software would not be complete without some mention
of the user “command-line” interface. Because quantum computers are expected to be large, expensive,
custom-built pieces of instrumentation in the near term, it is likely that such systems will be housed at a
few designated locations, such as major data centers or manufacturers’ facilities, and accessed by users
through the Web over a cloud service.4 Under these circumstances, various levels of service can be
provided to the users—for example, at an application level, as a programming environment, or at an
application programming interface (API) level. The future user interface to QCs will continue to evolve,
as the physical hardware, relevant applications, and the manufacturer/service provider/user community all
develop.
6.2.2 Control Processing (Low-Level) Languages
In addition to high-level programmer-facing languages for algorithm development, lower-level
languages are also necessary in order to generate instructions for the control processor (Section 5.1.3) of a
specific quantum data plane (Section 5.1.1). These languages correspond to the assembly language
programming or “instruction set architecture” of classical computers. As such, they must be designed to
express central aspects of QC execution, such as the fundamental low-level operations or “gates.” They
2

This includes Quipper, Quafl, Quil, ProjectQ and LIQuI|>.
For example, the Scaffold language and ScaffCC toolchain are based on the C programming language.
Scaffold uses a very widely used classical compiler infrastructure, LLVM (https://llvm.org/).
4
Indeed, this is currently the case for D-Wave pilot systems installed at National Labs and with IBM’s open
superconducting qubit-based processors.
3
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can also have constructs to express operation parallelism, qubit state motion, and control sequencing.
They are sometimes referred to as a quantum intermediate representation (QIR).
For efficiency reasons, in the foreseeable future, lower-level QC programs and tools likely will
need to be more hardware specific than the tools used with classical computers. Given the severe resource
constraints facing quantum computers, compilation of quantum programs is likely to be tightly
specialized to a particular program input—that is, compilation will likely need to be conducted before
every task. For example, a QC running Shor’s factoring algorithm would have a program compiled to
factor a specific large number provided as a constant. Or a QC for chemistry simulations would have a
program compiled to model a specific molecular structure. This is in contrast to classical computers where
ample resources allow more generality. Classical computers compile programs such that they can be run
with many different inputs: for example, a spreadsheet program accepts and calculates any numbers typed
in by a user, rather than compiling a unique program for each new input. Until QC resource constraints
relax considerably, a QC program compilation will much more closely resemble the tight optimization
processes used in designing computer hardware (i.e., “hardware synthesis”) than classical software
compilation.
An early low-level language called QASM [6] provided very basic operational constructs, but
was tied to the early QC practices of simple circuits expressed as linear sequences of gates. Subsequent
variations of QASM have provided additional features to improve expressive power and scalability. For
example, in conventional classical assembly code for classical computers, it would be common to have
constructs for iteration (repeatedly executing a portion of code) and for subroutine calls (jumping to
another module of code). Currently, some convergence is being seen on the OpenQASM [7] quantum
assembly-level language, which combines elements of assembly languages and C with the original
QASM constructs.
In the final phases of compilation, a program represented in a QIR like OpenQASM is translated
into appropriate control instructions, producing code for the control processor. The control processor
drives signals to the control and measurement plane. Languages and frameworks can help support the
creation of the software for control generation and measurement equipment used in this plane. One
example of this type of system is QCoDeS [8], a Python-based data acquisition framework and toolset to
interact with physical devices. Other examples often correspond with particular hardware
implementations; these include the OpenQASM backend for IBM Q, an open-source system called
ARTIQ driven by the ion trap research community [9], and others.
Current NISQ systems are tightly resource constrained both in terms of circuit width (qubits) and
depth (time steps or operation counts). This has placed a challenge on QC languages and compilers:
mapping algorithms onto NISQ systems requires extensive, aggressive resource optimizations. This
includes both algorithm-level resource reductions that are relatively hardware independent, and also
lower-level optimizations that are more specific to a particular hardware instance or technology category.
Some of the higher-level optimizations are applied using widely known transformations first developed
for software compilers for classical computers, such as loop unrolling and constant propagation. Other
high-level optimizations might be specific to QC, such as the QC gate operator selection discussed in
Section 6.5.1.
Lower-level hardware-dependent optimizations more naturally focus on device specifics. These
include optimizations to account for qubit layout and optimize for data communication. There are also
approaches that optimize for very specific device characteristics including observed coherence intervals
or device error rates [10]. As NISQ systems become more broadly available for public use, toolchains that
are tightly tailored to real-machine characteristics are likely to be more widely used. Such tight tailoring
in compiler tool flows can allow algorithms to most efficiently use the limited qubit counts available in
the NISQ era.
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6.2.3 Software Library Support
In classical computers, function libraries help programmers mitigate complexity by using
prewritten subroutines for programs. In some cases, the library provides implementations for basic
functions like fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) in order to ease programming and enable code reuse. In
other cases, the library functions have been specifically tuned for a particular implementation, and thereby
help programmers arrive at a more resource-efficient program than they otherwise would. Library
approaches are similarly expected to be essential for efficient quantum computing.
One critical set of libraries arises from the need to evaluate commonly used functions within a
quantum algorithm. Some quantum algorithms will require simple mathematical functions such as
addition, or other, more complex functions such as modular arithmetic, implementation of block ciphers,
and hash functions. A comprehensive set of library functions can save programmers time and help to
reduce the likelihood of program errors. In addition, library functions can also be heavily tuned for
specific implementations. This shields algorithm-level programmers from the burden of fully
familiarizing themselves with hardware details while optimizing for circuit width or depth.
While optimized library functions are often a useful resource, it may be difficult for them to be
fully optimized to each of the range of possible underlying hardware implementations. Programmers may
find that their algorithm-level expression is—when compiled—more efficient than the library option. To
address these trade-offs, there are QC libraries [11-13] that contain a number of options for how to
construct the desired functionality—some hardware independent and others tailored for a particular
implementation. The compiler tool flow can then use a resource estimate tool to choose the best option for
the targeted hardware. Furthermore, if a given user’s implementation remains superior to the library
options, then in some cases (e.g., open-source scenarios) it too can be incorporated into the library for
future use.
Creation and use of QC function libraries is a practical and effective approach to offering welloptimized solutions for commonly used functions, but their interplay with higher-level programming and
compiling remains an area where further research and development are needed. Library development
would benefit from further improvements in high-level compiler optimizations, to further support the
compiler’s ability to optimize the tradeoff between circuit depth and circuit width. Specific areas of need
include better ways to perform ancilla management, and techniques to manage both “dirty” and “clean”
ancilla qubits.5 Another area of future research lies in being able to express and analyze what level of
numerical precision is required in a quantum algorithm, and how to automatically determine such
precisions within a compiler. Such precision analysis can be supportive of aggressive resource
optimizations that reduce qubit or operator counts by doing the calculation only to the minimally required
precision [14].
6.2.4 Algorithm Resource Analysis
A key to developing commercially or practically useful quantum applications and programs will
be the ability to understand the cost and performance of that algorithm. Given the challenges of executing
on real QC hardware or simulating QC systems at scale, other forms of early-stage resource estimation
become especially critical. Fortunately, resource analysis is more tractable than QC simulation or realmachine execution because it needs to determine only the time and resources that would be required to
compute the answer; it does not compute the answer itself. As such, it does not need to compute the full
quantum state information, which is the intractable challenge in other approaches. Thus, resource
estimation can be made efficient and scalable to very large qubit input sizes, and this allows one to
analyze the performance of algorithms that are too large to simulate on a classical computer or run on
5

An “ancilla qubit” is a qubit used for scratch space during a quantum computation or circuit implementation.
It is allocated temporarily and must be returned to either its identical starting state (if allocated in a nonzero state) or
the clean zero state (if allocated in the zero state) when returned.
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current quantum computers. Resource estimators have been run for Shor’s algorithm and other similarly
scaled benchmarks, for up to hundreds of thousands of qubits and millions of quantum operations or
execution timesteps [15].
The results of resource estimation analysis can be used by other software tools to guide
optimization eﬀorts, especially when mapping to the quantum data plane, and by programmers to identify
realistic applications of quantum computers. This detailed analysis of the application is needed since the
theoretical analysis gives only the asymptotic scaling of a quantum algorithm. On a particular QC system,
the actual resource usage trade-offs may be heavily influenced by implementation choices such as qubit
connectivity or communication approaches. Such implementation specifics can be accounted for by
resource estimators, in order to get better understanding of what are promising design choices, rather than
relying solely on asymptotic scaling estimates.
Resource analysis can be done at various abstraction levels in the compilation of the algorithm to
the hardware, with varying trade-offs of detail versus accuracy. Each stage uses a model of the quantum
hardware appropriate to the optimization issues at that stage. For example, one can analyze circuit width
and depth after the algorithm has been mapped to a discrete set of single- and two-qubit operations to
understand how best to minimize the logical resources necessary to run an application. Another level of
analysis can be performed again after quantum error correction has been applied and the resulting code
has been mapped to the actual operations the hardware supports. This allows the estimate to account for
QEC and communication overheads. Likewise, such estimates allow compiler analyses making use of the
estimates to perform optimizations to reduce these overheads.
6.3 SIMULATION
Simulators serve a critical role in the development of quantum computers and their algorithms,
and their implementation faces fundamental challenges in scalability and tractability. At the lowest level,
a simulator can be used to simulate the operation of the native quantum hardware gates to provide the
expected outputs of a quantum computer, and in turn can be used to help check the hardware. At the
highest level, a simulator can track the logical algorithmic computation and the state of the logical qubits.
Simulators can model the effect of noise for diﬀerent hardware technologies. This helps algorithm
designers to predict the eﬀects of noise on the performance of quantum algorithms before there are
machines capable of running them. Such simulation capabilities will be particularly important for NISQ
systems whose lack of QEC support means that noise effects will fundamentally impact algorithm
performance and success.
The fundamental challenge of QC simulation is how quickly the state space scales. Since a gate
operation can be implemented on a classical computer by a sparse matrix-vector multiplication, a
simulation of a quantum computer is a sequence of matrix-vector multiplications. However, the size of
the complex-valued wave function representing the state of a quantum computer with N qubits grows as
2N. This means that QC hardware with just a single additional qubit has double the state space. Very
quickly, the space becomes too large to be simulated tractably on even the largest classical
supercomputer. Current supercomputers are capable of simulating on the order of 50-qubit systems.6
To work around the intractability of full-system QC simulation, QC simulators can be built to
model subsets of quantum operations. For example, to evaluate the behavior of a particular QEC code,
one may want to simulate just the relevant Clifford operations. (They do not constitute a “universal gate
6

While recent progress toward modeling larger systems has been reported, the exact number is currently up for
debate, and depends upon the specifics of the method. See, for example, C. Neill, P. Roushan, K. Kechedzhi, S.
Boixo, S.V. Isakov, V. Smelyanskiy, R. Barends, et al., 2018, A blueprint for demonstrating quantum supremacy
with superconducting qubits, Science 360(6385):195-199; E. Pednault, J.A. Gunnels, G. Nannicini, L. Horesh, T.
Magerlein, E. Solomonik, and R. Wisnieff, 2017, “Breaking the 49-Qubit Barrier in the Simulation of Quantum
Circuits,” arXiv:1710.05867; and J. Chen, F. Zhang, C. Huang, M. Newman, and Y. Shi, 2018, “Classical
Simulation of Intermediate-Size Quantum Circuits,” arXiv:1805.01450.
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set,” but they do comprise the gates of interest for certain QEC approaches.) In this case, QC simulation is
tractable [16] and error correction can be studied on upward of thousands of qubits. Simulation of the
Toffoli, CNOT, and NOT gates is also efficient and enables studying and debugging large-scale
arithmetic quantum circuits, for example. Another example is the simulation of Toffoli circuits, which
contain only NOT (Pauli X), controlled-NOT, and doubly controlled-NOT (Toffoli) operations. Such
circuits can be efficiently simulated on classical inputs.
For the universal gate scenarios that are most challenging to simulate, simulation speed can be
improved by simulating some of the operations in the quantum algorithm at a higher level of abstraction
[17]. For example, in a case in which the quantum program wants to execute the quantum Fourier
transform, the simulator would invoke the fast Fourier transform on the wave function and evaluate that
on the classical computer running the simulation. For a mathematical function such as modular addition,
which is used in Shor’s algorithm, the simulator again simply implements modular addition on each of the
computational basis states rather than applying the sequence of quantum operations required for
reversible modular addition. While creating these higher-level abstract functions is difficult in general,
any existing options could be linked into the functional library. This approach is particularly useful for
quantum algorithms that use “oracle functions,” functions for which the quantum implementation is not
known—in this case, the programmer can provide a classical implementation of the oracle function.
6.4 SPECIFICATION, VERIFICATION, AND DEBUGGING
The specification, verification, and debugging of quantum programs is an extremely difficult
problem. First, the complexity of QC software and hardware makes their correct design extremely
difficult. Second, the intractability of QC simulation limits the amount of predesign testing and simulation
available to developers. Third, the nature of QC systems is that measurement collapses the state;
therefore, conventional debugging methods based on measuring program variables during program
execution would disrupt execution and so cannot be used.
At its heart, the verification problem asks the question is it possible for a classical client to verify
the answer provided by a quantum computer? The difficulties in answering this question stem from
fundamental principles of quantum mechanics and may seem inherently insurmountable: (1) direct
simulation of quantum devices, even of moderate size, by classical computers is all but impossible, due to
the exponential power of quantum systems, and (2) the laws of quantum mechanics severely limit the
amount of information about the quantum state that can be accessed via measurement. Three avenues
have been explored to answer this challenge. Each builds on results from the theory of interactive proof
systems, exploring further the deep interaction of that theory with classical cryptography that has led to an
amazing wealth of results over the past three decades.
In the first, the experimentalist or verifier is “slightly quantum,” has the ability to manipulate a
constant number of qubits, and has access to a quantum channel to the quantum computer [18,19]. The
use of quantum authentication techniques helps keep the quantum computer honest. Security proofs for
such protocols are extremely delicate and have only been obtained in recent years [20,21].
A second model considers a classical verifier interacting with multiple quantum devices sharing
entanglement, and describes a scheme for efficiently characterizing the quantum devices, and verifying
their answers [22-24]. In the context of quantum cryptography, this model, where the quantum devices are
adversarial, has been studied under the name of device independence. Efficient protocols for certified
random number generation in this have been obtained [25,26]. These have further led to protocols for
fully device independent quantum key distribution [27-29].
A third model considers a classical verifier interacting with a single quantum device, where the
verifier uses post-quantum cryptography to keep the device honest. Recent work shows how to carry out
efficiently verifiable quantum supremacy based on trapdoor claw-free functions (which can be
implemented based on learning with errors [LWE]) [30]. The paper also shows how to generate certifiable
random numbers from a single quantum device. Recent work has shown how a classical client can use
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trapdoor claw-free functions to delegate a computation to a quantum computer in the cloud, without
compromising the privacy of its data—a task known as “quantum fully homomorphic encryption” [31]. In
a further development, it was shown [32] that an ingenious protocol based on trapdoor claw-free functions
can be used to efficiently verify the output of a quantum computer.
As a result of the fact that measurement changes the system state, and provides limited
information about that state, measuring the state of a quantum computer to better understand the source of
errors is a complex task. Since each measurement returns only a single index of the overall quantum state,
reconstructing the state itself requires repeatedly preparing and measuring it a large number of times to
generate the probability distribution of quantum state being measured. This measurement method, called
“quantum state tomography,” provides an estimate of the underlying quantum state, but requires a large
number of repeated preparations and measurements—for n qubits, 22n measurements are used to ensure
adequate number of samples in each possible output state. If one is trying to debug a quantum circuit, then
one needs to apply quantum process tomography, where quantum state tomography is performed on a
number of different input sets, to characterize how the circuit transforms the quantum state of its input
state to its output state. Process tomography represents a complete description of the errors during a
circuit’s operation, but it also requires an extremely large number of steps to implement.
Given the difficulty of developing quantum algorithms and tool flows, designers need methods to
help validate both the initial algorithm and the low-level output that the compiler generates (to check the
optimizations done in the compiler). QC developers will always be implementing some programs for QC
machines before they have been built, making this task especially problematic. This situation will lead to
programs that cannot be validated by direct execution.
There are several limited options for QC debugging today. For example, one can use classical or
hybrid classical-quantum simulation to partially test an application, but this runs into the simulator
limitations previously discussed in Section 6.3. Another option is to use programming language
constructs such as data types or assertions to make errors easier to find. Assertions are inserted as lines
into a program to state (“assert”) some characteristic that should be true at that point in the execution. For
example, a QC program might include assertions about the expected eigenstates or correlations at
particular points in the algorithm progression. Compiler and run time analysis can then be used to check
these types or assertions. However, since measurement of variables collapses their state, these assertion
checks must either be limited to measurement of ancillary variables not central to the computation or must
otherwise be structured such that their measurement ends the program at useful points.
Since full-state simulation is not practical for all but the smallest systems, users can use tools
such as the resource estimators described in Section 6.2.3 to debug aspects of quantum programs. Tools
also exist to test branches of the quantum program, subject to programmer specified expectations about
branching probabilities or other statistics. In addition, QC tools can be integrated into conventional
software development packages, to enable conventional software debugging strategies such as setting
program breakpoints.
In general, however, the above techniques represent small and inadequate inroads into a largely
unmapped space of challenges. The challenges of debugging QC systems—and more specifically the
near-intractability of approaches like simulations or assertions—means that there remains a critical need
to continue development of tools to verify and debug quantum software and hardware.
Finding: Development of methods to debug and analyze larger quantum systems and programs is a
critical need in the development of large-scale quantum computers.
6.5 COMPILING FROM A HIGH-LEVEL PROGRAM TO HARDWARE
Classical computers manage the massive complexity of today’s hardware and software systems
(comprised of billions of transistors and lines of code, respectively) by layering many abstractions and
tools. In contrast, QC systems, particularly near-term NISQ systems, will be too resource constrained to
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have that luxury. While the prior sections lay out categories of software, the stringent resource constraints
have slowed the acceptance of well-defined abstraction layers, because the information-hiding aspect of
traditional abstraction layers translates to higher circuit widths or depths in QC systems. Nonetheless, QC
program compilation thus far typically follows stages somewhat similar to classical counterparts, as
depicted in Figure 6.1 [33].

FIGURE 6.1 A generic tool flow for quantum programming. A quantum program is implemented in a
domain-specific language (DSL) and then translated into hardware instructions after undergoing a series
of compiler transformations and optimizations. A quantum intermediate representation (QIR) of the
program can serve as a logical-level analog to conventional assembly code. For programs running on
error-corrected qubits, the compiler would link in low-level QEC libraries into the code, transforming the
logical qubit operations, to the physical operations on a number of qubits. The qubits of this “expanded”
quantum program are then mapped onto a specific hardware implementation accounting for the specific
gate operations and connectivity available. At the lowest level, the operations on physical qubits will be
generated as instructions of the quantum control processor that orchestrate the specific control pulses
(e.g., microwave or optical) required. For more detailed discussion of quantum computer software
architectures see [Chong, Frederic T., Diana Franklin, and Margaret Martonosi. "Programming languages
and compiler design for realistic quantum hardware." Nature 549, no. 7671 (2017): 180.] and [Häner,
Thomas, Damian S. Steiger, Krysta Svore, and Matthias Troyer. "A software methodology for compiling
quantum programs." Quantum Science and Technology 3, no. 2 (2018): 020501.].
Figure 6.1 offers a general sketch of a compiler tool flow from high-level applications through
compiler optimizations and down to the actual control pulses that create the quantum operations
themselves. Given the unique requirements and operations of quantum algorithms, the programmer would
use a domain specific language (DSL) created for quantum computing or perhaps even for algorithmic
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subdomains within QC. DSLs are programming languages designed with features specific to a particular
problem domain. Programmers may also have access to libraries of useful routines written by others.
The first stage of the DSL compiler converts the program into a quantum intermediate
representation (QIR) that represents the same program but in a lower-level form that is easier for the
compiler to analyze and manipulate. This QIR then goes through a number of optimization passes to
make it more efficient to run on the control processor and ultimately execute on the quantum computer.
The final stages of this compiler map the qubits to physical locations on the quantum data plane, and then
generate the sequence of operations that execute the desired quantum circuit on this data plane.
For QC compilers, appropriate layering approaches and abstractions are still being refined. For
example, in classical computers, the instruction set architecture (ISA) forms a durable long-term
abstraction of possible hardware targets. Namely, software can run on different implementations of the
same ISA without recompiling. Current QC systems, in contrast, often expose details of the hardware all
the way up to the programmer. The lack of abstractions is partly forced by extreme resource constraints,
and partly due to simple conventions from early QC implementations that are expected to mature into
more principled abstraction layers as QC implementations become more complex. Nonetheless, it is
instructive to consider compilation as occurring in the illustrated phases. Some of the above steps have
either already been discussed or are quite similar to compilation for classical computers, and need not be
discussed further. The subsections that follow offer more details on two aspects of particular interest: gate
synthesis and layout/QEC.
6.5.1 Gate Synthesis
One role of the physical-level (hardware-specific) compilation stage is to select and synthesize
the particular gate functions needed for the computation. These gate functions are akin to the instruction
set architecture or hardware functional units of a conventional computer. For example, multiqubit gates
will be synthesized from one-qubit gates and a two-qubit gate specific to the qubit technology. Further
hardware-specific rewriting rules are then applied, which include the decomposition of single-qubit
operations into sequences of gates drawn from a technology-dependent set [34].
As mentioned earlier, arbitrary single-qubit rotations cannot be expressed exactly using a
Clifford + T gate set; thus, these rotations must be decomposed (also called “synthesized”) into a series of
gate operations. Decomposition enables a general circuit expressed in arbitrary unitaries to be synthesized
into an approximate circuit composed of a sequence of elementary gates, where the gates are drawn from
a given universal, discrete set. The typical universal gate set employed is the Clifford + T gate set;
however, other gates are also possible (e.g., Clifford and Toffoli, V basis gate set, etc.). Choice of a
particular universal gate set is driven by hardware considerations as well as requirements for fault
tolerance and quantum error correction. In general, state-of-the-art synthesis methods [35-40] have been
developed that enable a quantum single-qubit rotation to be synthesized in roughly
1/ gates, where
is the accuracy of the sequence. This means that the number of required gates grows slowly with
increased accuracy.
6.5.2 Quantum Error Correction
Given the high error rates of quantum gates, once quantum error correction can be deployed, one
of the key jobs of the tool flow is to map the needed logical qubits into a set of the physical qubits, and
the logical qubit operations into operations on the physical qubits. Until qubit gate error probabilities fall
precipitously, the fault-tolerant architectures adopted will have complex structures (both in terms of the
number of physical qubits and the sequence of gate operations among them necessary to accomplish fault
tolerance). These quantum computers will therefore benefit from being designed with the fault-tolerance
architecture for the system in mind. As described in Chapter 3, feasible architectures include surface
codes implemented on a two-dimensional (2D) array of qubits with nearest neighbor gates [41,42] and
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concatenated Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes implemented on a densely connected quantum register
with modules connected in a network [43,44]. Many alternative fault-tolerant architectures are being
actively investigated and developed in order to identify architectures requiring fewer resources and better
error correction properties.
Given the large number of qubits and operations required for error correction, it is essential that
the error correction operations be accomplished as efficiently as possible. Since these operations will be
created by the software tool chain, achieving this efficiency requires that the tool chain be tightly
configured for the hardware it is targeting.
6.6 SUMMARY
The software tools needed to create and debug quantum programs are as essential to all scales of
quantum computer as the underlying quantum data plane. While good progress has been made in this
area, a number of challenging problems remain to be solved before a practical machine could become
operational. One challenge is in simulation—both higher-level algorithmic simulation and lower-level
physics simulation. A typical computer design cycle often involves simulating designs that have not yet
been built using current-generation already-built systems. They allow us to estimate run time performance
and hardware resource requirements, and they allow some degree of correctness testing. Both types of
simulation are important for planning and debugging next-stage QC hardware and software systems
designs, and both represent fundamental challenges. At the algorithm level, the state-space of QC systems
is so large that even simulating the QC algorithmic behavior of around 60 or more qubits cannot be done
in reasonable time or space on today’s classical machines. The same capability to represent complex state
spaces that makes QC compellingly attractive also makes it fundamentally difficult or intractable to
simulate on classical hardware.
Lower-level simulations accounting for noise and other environmental and hardware
specifications have even more limited performance, because the detail they attempt to account for can be
vastly beyond the abilities of classical computers to represent. As a result, the QC community is
developing methods in which smaller quantum systems may be used to simulate specific aspects of larger
ones, analogous to the so-called “bootstrapping methods” employed in the classical computer hardware
design community where a current-generation machine is used to simulate newly proposed nextgeneration machines to be built. In addition, approximate simulations of the full system can have value
for early design assessments and may be performed on high-end classical machines.
Debugging and verification of quantum programs are also major challenges. Most classical
computers provide programmers the ability to stop execution at an arbitrary point in the program, and
examine the machine state—that is, the values of program variables and other items stored in memory.
Programmers can determine whether the state is correct or not, and if not, find the program bug. In
contrast, a QC program has an exponentially large state-space that is collapsed by physical qubit
measurements, and QC execution cannot be restarted after a mid-run measurement. Thus, design of
debugging and verification techniques for quantum programs is an essential and fundamentally
challenging requirement to enable progress in QC development.
While QC simulation and debugging are truly grand challenge research endeavors, other aspects
of the software toolchain such as languages and compilers have seen greater progress, but also remain
important.
The NISQ era may prove to be one of significant change in software compilation and tools. In
particular, the ability to rapidly develop and test quantum programs on real hardware will be critical in
developing a deeper understanding of the power of quantum computers for concrete applications, as well
as enabling fast feedback and progress in hardware development. Coordinating the advancement of
software techniques in addition to hardware ones will help spur progress for the field overall.
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7
Feasibility and Time Frames of Quantum Computing
A large-scale, fault-tolerant, gate-based quantum computer capable of carrying out tasks of
practical interest has not yet been achieved in the open science enterprise. While a few researchers [1]
have argued that practical quantum computing is fundamentally impossible, the committee did not find
any fundamental reason that such a system could not be built—provided the current understanding of
quantum physics is accurate. Yet significant work remains, and many open questions need to be tackled to
achieve the goal of building a scalable quantum computer, both at the foundational research and device
engineering levels. This chapter assesses the progress (as of mid-2018) and possible future pathways
toward a universal, fault-tolerant quantum computer, provides a framework for assessing progress in the
future, and enumerates key milestones along these paths. It ends by examining some ramifications of
research and development in this area.
7.1

THE CURRENT STATE OF PROGRESS

Small demonstration gate-based quantum computing systems (on the order of tens of qubits) have
been achieved, with significant variation in qubit quality; however, device size increases are being
announced with increasing frequency. Significant efforts are under way to construct noisy intermediatescale quantum (NISQ) systems—with on the order of hundreds of higher-quality qubits that, while not
fault tolerant, are robust enough to conduct some computations before decohering [2].
A scalable, fully error-corrected machine (which can be thought of using the abstraction of
logical qubits) capable of a larger number of operations appears to be far off. While researchers have
successfully engineered individual qubits with high fidelities, it has been much more challenging to
achieve this for all qubits in a large device. The average error rate of qubits in today’s larger devices
would need to be reduced by a factor of 10 to 100 before a computation could be robust enough to support
error correction at scale, and at this error rate, the number of physical qubits that these devices hold would
need to increase by at least a factor of 105 in order to create a useful number of effective logical qubits.
The improvements required to enable logical computation are significant, so much so that any predictions
of time frames for achieving these requirements based upon extrapolation would exhibit significant
uncertainty.
In the course of gathering data for this study, the committee heard from several individuals with
experience directing different kinds of large-scale engineering efforts.1 Each described the minimum time
frame for funding, developing, building, and demonstrating a complex system as being approximately 8
1

These included the U.S. Department of Energy’s Excascale Computing project, the commercial development
of DRAM and 3DNAND technologies, and current efforts to build the world’s largest Tokamak (fusion reactor) at
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor site in France. While very different projects, all project
directors noted their empirical observations of similar time frames for completing very large engineering projects.
To provide context for this this estimate of 8 to 10 years, the committee notes that even the Manhattan Project,
arguably one of history’s most ambitious and resource-intensive science and engineering projects (with an estimated
cost of $22 billion, adjusted to 2016 inflation levels, and an all-hands-on-deck approach to manpower, with 130,000
dedicated staff) took 6 years from its inception in 1939 to successful demonstration in the Trinity Test of 1945.
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to 10 years from the time at which a concrete system design plan is finalized [3]. As of mid-2018, there
have been no publicly announced design plans for building a large-scale, fault-tolerant quantum
computer, although it is possible that such designs exist outside the public domain; the committee had no
access to classified or proprietary information.
Key Finding 1: Given the current state of quantum computing and recent rates of progress, it is highly
unexpected that a quantum computer that can compromise RSA 2048 or comparable discrete logarithmbased public key cryptosystems will be built within the next decade.
Given the long time horizon for achieving a scalable quantum computer, rather than attempting to
predict exactly when a certain kind of system will be built—a task fraught with unknowns—this chapter
proposes a framework for assessing progress. It presents a few scaling metrics for tracking growth of
quantum computers—which could be extrapolated to predict near-term trends— and a collection of key
milestones and known challenges that must be overcome along the path to a scalable, fault-tolerant
quantum computer.
7.1.1 Creating a Virtuous Cycle
As pointed out in Chapter 1, progress in any field that requires significant engineering effort is
very strongly related to the strength of the research and development effort on which it depends, which, in
turn, depends on available funding. This is clearly the case in quantum computing, where increased public
and private sector investment have enabled much of the recent progress. Recently, the private sector has
demonstrated significant engagement in quantum computing R&D, as has been broadly reported in
various media [4]. However, the current investments in quantum computing are largely speculative—
while there are potentially marketable near-term applications of qubits for quantum sensing and
metrology, the objective of R&D on quantum computing systems is to build technology that will create a
new market. A virtuous cycle, similar to that of the semiconductor industry, has not yet begun for
quantum computing technologies. As a technology, quantum computing is still in early stages.2
The current enthusiasm for quantum computing could lead to a virtuous cycle of progress, but
only if a near-term application emerges for the technologies under development—or if a major, disruptive
breakthrough is made which enables the development of more sophisticated machines. Reaching these
milestones would likely yield financial returns and stimulate companies to dedicate even more resources
to their R&D in quantum computing, which would further increase the likelihood that the technology will
scale to larger machines. In this scenario, one is likely to see sustained growth in the capacity of quantum
processors over time.
However, it is also possible that even with steady progress in QC R&D, the first commercially
useful application of a quantum computer will require a very large number of physical qubits—orders of
magnitude larger than currently demonstrated or expected in the near term. In this case, government or
other organizations with long time horizons can continue to fund this area, but this funding is less likely
to grow rapidly, leading to a Moore’s law-type of development curve. It is also possible that in the
absence of near-term commercial applications, funding levels could potentially flatten or decline. This
situation is common for startup technologies; surviving this phenomenon is referred to as crossing the
“valley of death” [5,6]. In severe cases, funding dries up, leading to the departure of talent from industry
and academia, and leaves behind a field where little progress can be made in an area for a long time in the
future, since the field has a bad reputation. Avoiding this scenario requires some funding to continue even
if commercial interest wanes.
2

In fact, QC has been on Gartner’s list of emerging technologies 11 times between 2000 and 2017, each time
listed in the earliest stage in the hype cycle, and each time with the categorization that commercialization is more
than 10 years away; see https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/the-cios-guide-to-quantum-computing/.
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Key Finding 2: If near-term quantum computers are not commercially successful, government funding
may be essential to prevent a significant decline in quantum computing research and development.
As the virtuous cycle that fueled Moore’s law shows, successful outcomes are critical, not only to
fund future development but also to bring in the talent needed to make future development successful. Of
course, the definition of a successful outcome varies among stakeholders. There is a core group of people
for whom advances in the theory and practice of quantum science is all the success they need. Others,
including those groups funded through companies or the venture capital (VC) community, are interested
in some combination of scientific progress, changing the world, and financial rewards. For the latter
group, commercial success will be required. Given the large number of technical challenges that need to
be resolved before a large, error-corrected quantum computer can be built, a vibrant ecosystem that can be
sustained over a long period of time will be critical to support quantum computing and enable it to reach
its full potential.
7.1.2 Criticality of Applications for a Near-Term Quantum Computer
In the committee’s assessment, the most critical period for the development of quantum
computing will begin around the early 2020s, when current and planned funding efforts are likely to
require renewal. The best machines that are likely to have been achieved by that time are NISQ
computers. If commercially attractive applications for these machines emerge within a reasonable period
of time after their introduction, private-market investors might begin to see revenues from the companies
they have invested in, and government program managers will begin to see results with important
scientific, commercial, and mission applications emerging from their programs. This utility would support
arguments in favor of further investments in quantum computing, including reinvestment of the capital
these early successes bring in. In addition, the ability of working quantum computers to solve problems of
real-world interest will create demand for expert staff capable of deploying them for that purpose, and
training staff in academic and other programs who can drive progress in the future. This training will be
facilitated by the availability of NISQ computers to program and improve. Commercial applications for a
NISQ computer—that is, some application that will create sufficient market interest to generate a return
on investment—will thus be a major step in starting a virtuous cycle, where success leads to increased
funding and talent, which enables improvements in quantum computing capacity, which in turn enables
further success.
NISQ computers are likely to have up to hundreds of physical (not error-corrected) qubits, and, as
described in Chapter 3, while there are promising research directions, there are at present no known
algorithms/applications that could make effective use of this class of machine. Thus, formulating an R&D
program with the aim of developing commercial applications for near-term quantum computing is critical
to the health of the field. Such a program would include the following:

1. Identification of algorithms with modest problem size and limited gate depth that show
quantum speedup, in application domains where algorithms for classical computers are
unlikely to improve much.
2. Identification of algorithms for which hybrid classical-quantum techniques using modest-size
quantum subsystems can provide significant speedup.
3. Identification of problem domains in which the best algorithms on classical computers are
currently running up against inherent scale limits of classical computation, and for which
modest increases in problem size can bring economically significant increases in solution
impact.
Key Finding 3: Research and development into practical commercial applications of noisy intermediatescale quantum (NISQ) computers is an issue of immediate urgency for the field. The results of this work
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will have a profound impact on the rate of development of large-scale quantum computers and on the size
and robustness of a commercial market for quantum computers.
Even in the case where near-term quantum computers have sufficient economic impact to
bootstrap a virtuous cycle of investment, there are many steps between a machine with hundreds of
physical qubits and a large-scale, error-corrected quantum computer, and these steps will likely require
significant time and effort. To provide insights into how to monitor the transition between these types of
machine, the next section proposes two strategies for tracking and assessing progress.
7.2 A FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSING PROGRESS IN QUANTUM COMPUTING
Given the difficulty of predicting future inventions or unforeseen problems, long-term technology
forecasting is usually inaccurate. Typically, technological progress is predicted by extrapolating future
trends from past performance data using some quantifiable metric of progress. Existing data on past
trends can be used to create short-term forecasts, which can be adjusted as new advances are documented
to update future predictions. This method works when there are stable metrics that are good surrogates for
progress in a technology. While this method does not work well for all fields, it has been successful in
several areas, including silicon computer chips (for which the metric is either the number of transistors
per computer chip, or the cost per transistor) and gene sequencing (for which the metric is cost per base
pair sequenced), for which progress proceeded at an exponential rate for many years.
For quantum computing, an obvious metric to track is the number of physical qubits operating in
a system. Since creating a scalable quantum computer that can implement Shor’s algorithm requires
improvements by many orders of magnitude in both qubit error rates and number of physical qubits,
reaching this number in any reasonable time period requires a collective ability of the R&D community to
improve qubit quantity per device exponentially over time. However, simply scaling the number of qubits
is not enough, as they must also be capable of gate operations with very low error rates. Ultimately, errorcorrected logical qubits will be required, and the number of physical qubits needed to create one logical
qubit for a given QECC depends strongly on the error rate of basic qubit operations, as discussed in
Chapter 3.
7.2.1 How to Track Physical and Logical Qubit Scaling
One can separate progress in quantum computing hardware into two regimes, each with its own
metric: the first tracks progress of machines in which physical qubits are used directly without quantum
error correction, and the second tracks progress toward systems where quantum error correction is
effective.3 The first metric (referred to as “Metric 1”) is the time required to double the number of
physical qubits in a system, where the average fidelity of all the qubits (and single and two-qubit gates) is
held constant. Tracking the size and doubling times for systems at different average physical qubit gate
error rates, for example, 5 percent, 1 percent, and 0.1 percent, provides a method to extrapolate progress
in both qubit quality and quantity.4 Since the committee is interested in the error rates that will occur
when the operations are used in a computation carried out in a real device, it notes that randomized
3

As previously mentioned, qubit connectivity is also an important parameter that changes the overhead for
carrying out a computation on a device; however, it is not as important as qubit number and error rate, and its
importance depends upon the specific context of a given system’s overall design. Connectivity is thus not included
in the metric proposed here.
4
Other metrics have been proposed—and new metrics may be proposed in the future—but most are based on
these parameters. For example, the metric of quantum volume (https://ibm.biz/BdYjtN ) combines qubit number and
effective error rate to create a single number. Quantum computer performance metrics are an active area of research.
The committee has chosen metric 1 for a simple and informative approach now.
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benchmark testing (RBM), is an effective method of determining this error rate. This method will ensure
that the reported error rates account for all system-level errors, including crosstalk.5
Even though several companies have announced superconducting chips comprised of more than
50 qubits [7], as of mid-2018, no concrete numbers on error rates for gate operations have been published
for these chips; the largest superconducting QC with a reported error rate is IBM’s 20 qubit system. Their
system’s average two-qubit gate error rate is around 5 percent [8]. During the early stages of QC, growth
will initially be seen at the higher gate error-rate levels that will preclude achieving error-free operations
using QEC; however, over time, this growth will move into higher quality qubit systems with lower error
rates such that fully error corrected operation is possible. Tracking the growth of physical qubits at
constant average gate error rate will provide a way to estimate the arrival time of future machines, which
is useful, especially if NISQ computers become commercially viable.
The second metric (referred to as “Metric 2”) comes into play once QC technology has improved
to the point where early quantum computers can run error-correcting codes and improve the fidelity of
qubit operations. At this point, it makes sense to start tracking the effective number of logical qubits6 on a
given machine, and the time needed to double this number. To estimate the effective number of logical
qubits in a small machine with error correction, one can extrapolate the number of physical qubits
required to reach a target logical gate error rate (e.g., <10-12) from the measured error rates using different
numbers of physical qubits. For concatenated codes, this comes from the number of levels of
concatenation needed, and for surface codes, it is the size (distance) of required code, as described in
Chapter 3. The number of logical qubits is simply the size (that is, the number of physical qubits) of the
QC that was fabricated divided by the calculated number required to create a logical qubit; in the nearterm, the value of this metric will be less than one.7 One way to envision this metric is shown in Figure
7.1, which plots the effective error probability (or infidelity) of the two-qubit gate operation (which is in
practice typically worse than that of the single-qubit operation) for physical qubits along the x-axis and
the number of physical qubits along the y-axis, with the goal of achieving a high-performance logical
qubit protected by QECC. The different lines show the requirements for achieving logical error
probabilities of 10-12 for two different QEC codes. The results of running QEC will allow one to extract
the overall qubit quality for this machine. The number of logical qubits is the ratio between the fabricated
number of qubits and the smallest size shown in Figure 7.1 for a logical qubit using qubits with the
measured physical error rate.

5

Unfortunately, this metric has not been published for many of the current machines. Thus, while the
committee recommends that RBM be used in determining metric 1, the examples used to illustrate determination of
metric 1 in this chapter often use the average two-qubit error rate of the machine as a placeholder. This data should
be updated when RBM data is available.
6
The number of physical qubits needed to create a logical qubit depends on the error rate of the physical
qubits, and the required error rate of the logical qubits, as was described in Section 3.2. This required error rate of
the logical qubits depends on the logical depth of the computation. For this metric, one would choose a large but
constant logical depth—for example, 1012—and use that to track technology scaling.
7
It should be noted that this calculation does not account for the cost of implementing a universal gate set; it
only tracks the number of physical qubits needed to hold the logical qubit state. For example, performing T gates on
logical qubits under the surface code requires many more physical qubits than other operations.
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FIGURE 7.1 Qubit error probability fidelity versus number of physical qubits for existing QCs and the
resource requirements for realizing a logical qubit with error probability of 10-12. Different lines
correspond to the requirements of specific QECs (surface code and concatenated Steane code shown
here). SOURCE: Data for logical qubit curves from A. Javadi-Abhari, Ph.D. thesis, Princeton University
(2017).
Tracking the number of logical qubits has clear advantages over tracking the number of physical
qubits in predicting timing of future error-corrected quantum computers. This metric assumes the
construction of error-corrected logical qubits with a target gate error rate, and naturally reflects progress
resulting from improvements in the physical qubit quality or QEC schemes which decrease the physical
qubit overhead and lead to more logical qubits for a given number of physical qubits. Thus, the number of
logical qubits can serve as a single representative metric to track scaling of quantum computers. This also
means that the scaling rates for physical and logical qubits are likely to be different; the doubling time for
logical qubits should be faster than physical qubits if qubit quality and QEC performance continue to
improve with time. While physical qubit scaling is important for near term applications, it is the scaling
trend for logical qubits that will determine when a large-scale, fault-tolerant quantum computer will be
built.
Key Finding 4: Given the information available to the committee, it is still too early to be able to predict
the time horizon for a scalable quantum computer. Instead, progress can be tracked in the near term by
monitoring the scaling rate of physical qubits at constant average gate error rate, as evaluated using
randomized benchmarking, and in the long term by monitoring the effective number of logical (errorcorrected) qubits that a system represents.
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As Chapter 5 discusses, while superconducting and trapped-ion qubits are at present the most
promising approaches for creating the quantum data plane, other technologies such as topological qubits
have advantages that might in the future allow them to scale at a faster rate and overtake the current
leaders. As a result, it makes sense to track both the scaling rate of the best QC of any technology and the
scaling rates of the different approaches to better predict future technology crossover points.
7.2.2 Current Status of Qubit Technologies
The characteristics of the various technologies that can be used to implement qubits have already
been discussed in detail in the body of this report. Of the technologies that the report discusses, only two,
superconducting and trapped ion qubits, have achieved sufficient quality and integration to try to extract
preliminary qubit scaling laws, but even for these, the historical data is limited. Figure 7.2 plots the
number of qubits versus time, using rainbow colors to group machines with different error rates, with red
points having highest and purple points the lowest error rate. Historically, it has taken more than 2 years
for the number of qubits to double, if one holds the error rate constant. After 2016, superconducting qubit
systems might have started a faster scaling path, doubling the number of qubits every year. If this scaling
continues, one should see a 40-50 qubit system with average error rates of less than 5 percent in 2019.
The ability to extract trends with which to make future predictions will improve as the number of data
points increases, most likely within the next few years.
Figure 7.3 plots these same data points, but now with error rate on the y-axis, and representing the
machine size by color. This data clearly shows the steady decrease in error rate for two-qubit systems,
halving roughly every 1.5 to 2 years. Larger qubit systems have higher error rates, with the current 20qubit systems at error rates that are 10× higher than two-qubit systems (a shift of 7 years).
It is again worth noting the limited number of data points that can be plotted in this way, in part
because those building prototypical QC devices do not necessarily report comparable data. More data
points—and, more importantly for Metric 1, consistent reporting on the effective error rate using RBM on
one-qubit and two-qubit gates within a device—would make it easier to examine these trends and
compare devices.
For the rest of this chapter, machine milestones mapping progress in QC will be measured in the
number of doublings in qubit number, or halving of the error rate required from the current state-of-theart functioning QC system, which is assumed to be the order of 24 physical qubits in mid-2018, with 5
percent error rates.
The performance of a quantum computer depends on the number and quality of its qubits, which
can be tracked by the metrics defined in this section, and the speed and connectivity of its gates. As with
classical computers, different quantum computers will operate at different clock rates, exploit different
levels of quantum gate parallelism, and support different primitive gate operations. Machines that can run
any application will support a “universal” set of primitive operations, of which there are many different
possible sets. The efficiency of an application’s execution will depend on the set of operations that the
quantum data plane supports, and the ability of the software compilation system to optimize the
application for that quantum machine.
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FIGURE 7.2 The number of qubits in superconductor (SC) and trapped ion (TI) quantum computers
versus year; note the logarithmic scaling of the vertical axis. Data for trapped ions are shown as squares
and for superconducting machines are shown as circles. Approximate average reported two-qubit gate
error rates are indicated by color; points with the same color have similar error rates. The dashed gray
lines show how the number of qubits would grow if they double every two years starting with one qubit in
2000 and 2009, respectively; the dashed black line indicates a doubling every year beginning with one
qubit in 2014. Recent superconductor growth has been close to doubling every year. If this rate continued,
50 qubit machines with less than 5 percent error rates would be reported in 2019. SOURCE: Plotted data
obtained from multiple sources [9].
To help track the quality of the software system and the underlying operations provided by the
quantum data layer, it will be useful to standardize a set of simple benchmark applications8 that can be
used to measure both the performance and the fidelity of computers of any size. However, because many
primitive operations may be required to complete a particular task,9 the speed or quality of a single
primitive may not be a reasonable measure of the system’s overall performance. Instead, benchmarking of
application performance will enable a more useful comparison between machines with different
fundamental operations.

8

These applications could include different quantum error-correcting codes, variational eigensolvers, and
“classic” quantum algorithms, and should be able to run on different-size “data sets” to enable then to be able to
measure different-size quantum computers.
9
For example, many of the superconducting data planes support only nearest neighbor communication, which
means that two-input gates must use adjacent qubits. Thus, a two-input gate requiring distant qubits would need to
be broken into a number of steps to move information to two adjacent qubits before the operation can be completed.
Similarly, some qubit rotations need to be decomposed into a number of operations to approximate a desired
rotation.
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FIGURE 7.3 The average error rate of two-qubit gates for trapped ion and superconductor quantum
computers. Trapped ion points are shown as squares, and superconducting machine points are shown as
circles. The color of the point indicates the size of the quantum computer. The error rates of two-qubit
machines have decreased by roughly a factor of two every 1.5 (trapped ion) to 2 (superconducting) years.
Large machines (around 20 qubits) have error rates that match two-qubit machines that are 7 to 8 years
older. Not enough data exist on these larger machines to estimate how rapidly their error rates will
improve. SOURCE: Same data as in Figure 7.2.
The benchmark applications would need to be periodically updated as the power and complexity
of quantum computers improves. Such a set of evolving benchmarks is analogous to the Standard
Performance Evaluation Corporation benchmark application suite [10] that has been used to compare
classical computer performance for many decades. This was originally a simple set of commonly used
programs and has changed over time to more accurately represent the compute loads of current
applications. Given the modest computing ability of near-term quantum computers, it seems clear that at
first these applications would be relatively simple, containing a set of common primitive routines,
including quantum error correction, which can be scaled for different-size machines.
Key Finding 5: The state of the field would be much easier to monitor if the research community adopted
clear reporting conventions to enable comparison between devices and translation into metrics such as
those proposed in this report. A set of benchmarking applications that enable comparison between
different machines would help drive improvements in the efficiency of quantum software and the
architecture of the underlying quantum hardware.
7.3 MILESTONES AND TIME ESTIMATES
A large-scale, fully error corrected quantum computer is expected to require logical (error
corrected) qubits in a design that can scale to many thousands, and a software infrastructure that can
efficiently help programmers use this machine to solve their problems. This capability will likely be
reached incrementally via a series of progressively more complex computers. These systems comprise a
set of milestones that can be used to track progress in quantum computing, and in turn depend on progress
in hardware, software and algorithms. As the previous section made clear, early work on algorithms is
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essential to help drive a growing quantum ecosystem, and work on hardware is needed to increase the
number of physical qubits and improve qubit fidelity. Software and QEC improvements will also help by
reducing the number of physical qubits needed for each application. These “milestone” computers are
illustrated in Figure 7.4, and the main technical challenges that must be overcome to create them are
described in the following sections.

FIGURE 7.4 An illustration of potential milestones of progress in quantum computing. The arrangement
of milestones corresponds to the order in which the committee thinks they are likely to be achieved;
however, it is possible that some will not be achieved, or that they will not be achieved in the order
indicated.
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7.3.1 Small (Tens of Qubits) Computer (G1)
The first benchmark machine is the class of digital (gate-based) quantum computers containing
around 24 qubits with average gate error rate better than 5 percent, which first became available in 2017.
At the time of this writing, the largest operational gate-based quantum computer is a 20-qubit system
from IBM Q [11] with an average two-qubit gate error rate of about 5 percent. Systems with similar
approach are also available from other university groups and commercial vendors [12]. In these systems,
the control plane and control processor are all placed at room temperature with the control signals flowing
through a cryostat to the quantum plane. Ion-trap QCs exist at a similar scale. Papers on a 7-qubit system
from the University of Maryland with two-qubit error rate of 1-2 percent [13], and a 20-qubit system from
Innsbruck [14] were published in 2017. The results from Innsbruck are not based on a conventional
quantum gate-based approach,10 so it is hard to extract gate error rates, but the results do indicate scaling
progress in trapped ion machines.
7.3.2 Gate-Based Quantum Supremacy (G2a)
The next benchmark system is a quantum computer that demonstrates quantum supremacy—that
is, one that can complete some task (which may or may not be of practical interest) that no existing
classical computer can. Current projections from the literature indicate that this would require a machine
with more than 50 qubits, and average gate error rate around 0.1 percent. However, this is necessarily a
moving target, as improvements continue to be made in the approaches for classical computers that the
quantum computers are trying to outperform. For a rough estimate of the limit of a classical computer,
researchers have benchmarked the size of the largest quantum computer that a classical computer can
simulate. Improvements in classical algorithms for simulating a quantum computer have recently been
reported, and such progress may raise the bar somewhat, but not by orders of magnitude [15].11
This class of machine represents two generations (about a factor of 4) of scaling from machines
available in 2017, and a decrease in average gate error rate of at least an order of magnitude. Several
companies are actively trying to design and demonstrate quantum processors that achieve this goal, and
some have already announced superconducting chips that surpass the threshold number of qubits
identified. However, as of the time of this writing, none have demonstrated quantum supremacy or even
published results from a working system using these quantum data planes [16].
Growing the number of qubits to meet this milestone does not require any new fabrication
technology. The manufacturing process for both superconducting and trapped ion qubit arrays can easily
accommodate the incorporation of additional qubits into the quantum data plane of a device. The
challenge is to maintain or improve the quality of the qubits and qubit operations as the number of qubits
and associated control signals scale. This challenge arises from two factors. First, since each
manufactured qubit (or, in the case of trapped ions, the electrodes and optical coupling that contain or
drive the qubits) is a little different than its neighbors, as the number of qubits increases, the expected
variance in qubits also increases. Second, these additional qubits require additional control signals,
increasing the potential for crosstalk noise. Thus, the main challenge is to mitigate these added “noise”
sources through careful design and calibration. This problem will get harder as the system size increases,
and the quality of calibration will likely define the qubit fidelity of the resulting system and determine
10

Instead of two-qubit gates, they use a “global” gate that entangles all the qubits in the chain, with the option
of pulling some qubits out of the gate (any qubit combination can be “pulled” from this gate). They also have
individually addressed single-qubit gates. While in principle these operations provide a complete gate set,
characterizing an error rate is problematic.
11
For example, researchers have taken advantage of the limitations of the machines being simulated to reduce
the problem space for the classical algorithm. See E. Pednault, J.A. Gunnels, G. Nannicini, L. Horesh, T. Magerlein,
E. Solomonik, and R. Wisnieff, 2017, “Breaking the 49-Qubit Barrier in the Simulation of Quantum Circuits,”
arXiv: 1710.05867v1.
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when quantum supremacy will be achieved. As noted in Chapter 3, several companies are trying to
demonstrate quantum supremacy in 2018.
Achieving supremacy requires a task which is difficult to perform on a classical computer but
easy to compute on the quantum data plane. Since there is no need for this task to be useful, the number
of possible tasks is quite large. Candidate applications have already been identified, as discussed in
Chapter 3, so the development of benchmark applications for this specific purpose are unlikely to delay
the time frame for achieving this milestone.
7.3.3 Annealer-Based Quantum Supremacy (A2)
While Chapters 5 and 6 focused on gate-based quantum computing, as Chapter 3 showed,
quantum computing need not be gate based. D-Wave has been producing and selling superconducting
qubit-based quantum annealers since 2011. While this family of systems has generated much interest and
produced papers that show performance gains for specific applications, recent results [17] have shown
that algorithms for classical computers can usually be optimized to the specifics of the given problem,
enabling classical systems to outperform the quantum annealer. It is unclear whether these results are
indicative of limitations in the current D-Wave architecture (how the qubits are connected) and qubit
fidelity, or are more fundamental to quantum annealing. It follows that a key benchmark of progress is a
quantum annealer that can demonstrate quantum supremacy.
Reaching this milestone is more challenging than simply scaling the number and improving the
fidelity of qubits: the desired problems to be solved must be matched to the annealer’s architecture. This
makes it challenging to estimate the time frame within which this milestone will likely be met. Since
theoretical analysis of these problems is difficult, designers must test different problems and architectures
in order to find an appropriate problem to attack. Even if a problem is found for which a quantum speedup
is apparent, there is no way to rule out the possibility that a better classical computing approach will be
found for the same class of problem. All initial D-Wave speedups were negated by demonstration of a
better classical approach. In one instance of a specific synthetic benchmark problem, D-Wave’s
performance roughly matched that of the best classical approach [18], but the use of faster classical CPUs
or GPUs leads to outperformance of the annealer. Given the challenge associated with formally
demonstrating supremacy on a quantum annealer, if this milestone is not met by the early 2020s,
researchers may choose instead to direct their efforts toward the better-defined problem of building a
quantum annealer that can perform a useful task—an attribute that is more straightforward to identify, and
may nonetheless lead to quantum supremacy.
7.3.4 Running QEC Successfully at Scale (G2b)
While both trapped ion and superconducting qubits have demonstrated qubit gate error rates
below the threshold required for error correction, these gate error-rate performances have not yet been
demonstrated in systems with tens of qubits, nor are these early machines able to measure individual
qubits in the middle of a computation. Thus, creation of a machine that successfully runs QEC, yielding
one or more logical qubits of better error rates than possible with physical qubits, is an important
milestone. It will demonstrate not only one’s ability to create a system where the worst gate of the system
still has an error rate below the threshold for error correction, but also that QEC codes are effective at
correcting the types of errors that occur on the quantum data plane used in that machine. These machines
will also provide opportunities for software and algorithm designers to further optimize the codes for the
types of errors that occur.
This milestone may occur around the time gate-based quantum supremacy is demonstrated, since
machines of that scale are expected to be large enough, and have low enough error rates, to employ QEC.
The time order of these events will depend on the exact error rates needed to achieve quantum supremacy,
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compared to the QEC requirement that the effective error rate determined by RBM testing is much less
than 1 percent [19].
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, this milestone is also important because, once it is
surpassed, the scaling rate for subsequent machines can be tracked in terms of the number of logical
qubits, rather than the number of physical qubits and their error rates. In the committee’s assessment,
machines of this scale are likely to be produced in academia or the private sector by the early 2020s.
The engineering process for scaling the number of logical qubits will likely proceed via two
related efforts. The first will take the current best qubit design and focus on scaling the number of
physical qubits in the system while maintaining or decreasing qubit error rates. The challenging aspect of
this task is to scale the control layer to provide sufficient control bandwidth and isolation between the
growing number of control signals and the quantum data plane, and to create the methodology for
calibrating these increasingly complex systems. Addressing these challenges will drive learning about
scale, and system design issues.
The other effort will explore ways of changing the qubit or system design to decrease its error
rates, and will focus on smaller systems to ease analysis. Successful approaches for decreasing error rates
can then be transferred to the larger system designs. For example, decoherence-free subspaces and
noiseless subsystem-based approaches to error mitigation could help to improve on qubit and gate error
rates. Another promising approach may be to consider systems with inherent error correction as these
technologies emerge or improve, such as topological qubits based on non-Abelian anyons, described in
Chapter 5. While achieving quality improvement through QEC shows that building a logical qubit is
possible, the overhead of QEC is strongly dependent on the error rates of the physical system, as shown
earlier in Figure 7.1. Improvement in both areas is required in order to achieve an error-corrected
quantum computer that can scale to thousands of logical qubits.
7.3.5 Commercially Useful Quantum Computer (A3/G3)
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, recent progress and the likelihood of demonstrating quantum
supremacy in the next few years will probably create enough interest to drive quantum computing
investment and scaling into the early 2020s. Further investment will be required for improvements to
continue through the end of the 2020s, and this investment will likely depend upon some demonstration
of commercial utility—that is, upon demonstration that quantum computers can perform some tasks of
commercial interest significantly more efficiently than classical computers. Thus, the next major
milestone is creation of a quantum computer that generates a commercial demand, to help launch a
virtuous cycle for quantum computation.
This successful machine could be either gate based or an analog quantum computer. As Chapter 3
described, both machines use the same basic quantum components—qubits and methods for these qubits
to interact—so increasing resources toward building any type of computer would likely have spillover
effects for the entire quantum computing ecosystem.
Many groups are working hard to address this issue, by providing Web-based access to existing
quantum computers to enable a larger group of people to explore different applications, creating better
software development environments, and exploring physics and chemistry problems that seem well
matched to these early machines. If digital quantum computers advance at an aggressive rate of doubling
qubits every year, they will likely have hundreds of physical qubits in roughly five years, which still may
be not be enough to support one full logical qubit. Therefore, a useful application would most likely need
to be found for a NISQ computer in order to stimulate a virtuous cycle. The timing of this milestone again
depends not only on device scaling but also on finding an application that can run on a NISQ computer;
thus, the time frame is more difficult to project.
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7.3.6 Large Modular Quantum Computer (G4)
At some point, the current approaches to scaling the number of qubits, discussed in Chapter 5,
will reach practical limits. For superconducting qubits in gate-based machines, this will likely manifest as
a practical inability to manage the control lines required to operate a device above a certain size
threshold—in particular, to pass them through the cryostat within which the device is contained.
Superconducting qubit-based annealers have already addressed this issue through the integration of the
control and qubit planes, albeit with a trade-off in qubit fidelity; some of these engineering strategies
could potentially inform those for gate-based systems. For trapped ions, this is likely to manifest as the
complexity in the optical systems used to deliver the control signals, or the practical challenge to control
the motional degree of freedom for the ions as the size of the ion crystal grows. These limits are likely to
be reached for both superconducting and trapped-ion gate-based technologies when the number of
physical qubits grows to around 1,000, or six doublings from now. Similar limitations arise for all large
engineered systems. As a result, many complex systems use a modular design approach: the final system
is created by connecting a number of separate, often identical modules, each in turn often built by
assembling a set of even smaller modules. This approach, which is shown in Figure 7.5, enables the
number of qubits in a computer to scale by increasing the number of quantum data plane modules it
contains.
There are a large number of system issues that would need to be solved before these large-scale
machines could be realized. First, owing to space constraints, it is likely that the control and measurement
layer will need to be integrated into a quantum module, as has been done in large quantum annealers to
achieve cold control electronics (at the cost of increased noise). Thought must also be given to strategies
for debugging and repairing individual modules, since in a large machine some modules are likely to
break; for systems that run at very cold temperatures, a faulty module would require warming, repair, and
recooling—a time- and energy-intensive process that would disrupt the entire machine. In addition to
these module- and system-level challenges, two key interconnection challenges must be addressed to
enable this type of modular design. The first is creating a robust mechanism for coupling quantum states
contained in different modules at low error rates, since gate operations must be supported between qubits
in different modules. The second is to create an interconnection architecture and module size that
maximizes the overall performance while minimizing the cost of building the machine, since these
module connections are difficult to create with sufficiently low error rates. Since the dominant algorithm
that will be run on any error-corrected quantum computer is QEC, efficient execution of QEC is expected
to drive many of these design trade-offs. Last, it is highly likely that such systems will be large and energy
intensive. Needless to say, it is too early to anticipate how these challenges might be overcome, as other
near-term challenges remain the immediate bottleneck to progress.

FIGURE 7.5 Schematic of a modular design approach to a large-scale, fault-tolerant quantum computer.
The diagram represents device abstractions and is not intended to imply any particular physical device
layout, which will depend on the specific technology and implementation. Each quantum module consists
of its own data plane and control and measurement layer and intersects with the control processor plane.
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7.3.7 Milestone Summary
The time to create a large fault-tolerant quantum computer that can run Shor’s algorithm to break
RSA 2048, run advanced quantum chemistry computations, or carry out other practical applications likely
is more than a decade away. These machines require roughly 16 doublings of the number of physical
qubits, and 9 halvings of qubit error rates. The qubit metrics and quantum computing milestones
introduced in this chapter can be used to help track progress toward this goal. As more experimental data
becomes available, the extracted metrics will allow for short-term predictions about the number and error
rates of future machines, and later, the number of logical qubits they will contain. The milestones are
useful for tracking some of the larger issues that affect this rate of progress, since they represent some of
the larger hurdles that need to be crossed to create a large fault tolerant quantum computer. Table 7.1
summarizes the milestone machines, the advances they required, and information on timing.
TABLE 7.1 Key Milestones along the Path to a Large-Scale, Universal, Fault-Tolerant Quantum
Computer
Milestone

Technical Advances Required

Expected Time Frames

A1—Experimental
quantum annealer

N/A

Systems of this type already exist.

G1—Small (tens of
qubits) computer

N/A

Systems of this scale already exist.

G2a—Gate-based
quantum computer that
demonstrates quantum
supremacy

● Create order of 100 qubit systems (scale up G1
machines by about 4×).
● Decrease average error rate to better than 0.5%
(10× better than G1 machines).
● Find a task that it can compute but that is
difficult for a classical computer.
● Verify accuracy of result, and to see if better
approaches for classical computers are developed.

There are active efforts to create
these machines in 2018. The
community expects these machines to
exist by the early 2020s, but their
exact timing is uncertain. The timing
depends on both hardware progress
and the ability of classic hardware to
simulate these machines.

A2—Quantum annealer
that demonstrates
quantum supremacy

● Identify benchmark problems suited to the
system architecture.
● Carry out a benchmark task that no classical
computer can.
● If that benchmark is new, encourage better
algorithms for classical computers to demonstrate
supremacy over the best classical approach.
● Verify accuracy of result

Unknown.

G2b—Implementation of
QEC for improved qubit
quality

● Use the same physical hardware as G2a,
perhaps with lower error rate.
● Create the software/control processor/control
and measurement layer that can implement QEC
in real time.
● Use information gain from the measurements
to improve QEC operation.
● Demonstrate error-corrected qubits.

Similar timing to G2a machines.
Might be available earlier, if
simulation techniques on classical
machines continue to improve.

A3/G3—Commercially
useful quantum computer

● Identify useful task that a NISQ computer can
carry out more efficiently than a classical
computer.

Funding of QC will likely be
impacted if this milestone is not
available in mid- to late 2020s. The
actual timing depends on the
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G4—Large (>1,000
qubits), fault-tolerant,
modular quantum
computer

● Hone the corresponding quantum algorithm
for efficiency on the physical device being used.

application, which is currently
unknown.

● Develop a modular construction approach that
overcomes the physical barriers of many-qubit
systems.
● Establish mechanisms for intermodule
communication and coupling.

Timing unknown, since current
research is focused on achieving
robust internal logic rather than on
linking modules.

7.4 QUANTUM COMPUTING R&D
Regardless of the exact time frame or prospects of a scalable QC, there are many compelling
reasons to invest in quantum computing R&D, and this investment is becoming increasingly global. QC is
one element (perhaps the most complex) of a larger field of quantum technology. Since the different areas
in quantum technology share common hardware components, analysis methods, and algorithms, and
advances in one field may often be leveraged in another, funding for all quantum technology is often
lumped together. Quantum technology generally includes quantum sensing, quantum communication, and
quantum computing. This section examines the funding for research in this area, and the benefits from
this research.
7.4.1 The Global Research Landscape
Publicly funded U.S. R&D efforts in quantum information science and technology are largely
comprised of basic research programs and proof-of-concept demonstrations of engineered quantum
devices.12 Recent initiatives launched by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Department of
Energy (DOE) add to the growing framework of research funded by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA), and the
Department of Defense (DOD). The latter agency’s efforts include the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research (AFOSR), the Office of Naval Research (ONR), the Army Research Office (ARO), and the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). There are now major efforts in quantum
computing at several national laboratories and nonprofit organizations in the United States [20]. These
publicly funded efforts are being amplified by growing interest from industry in quantum engineering and
technology, including significant efforts at major publicly traded companies [21]. A number of startup
companies, funded by private capital, have been created and are growing in this space [22].
While U.S. R&D in quantum science and technology are substantial, the true scale of such efforts
is global. A 2015 report from McKinsey corporation placed global nonclassified investment in R&D in
quantum technology at €1.5 billion ($US1.8 billion), distributed as indicated in Figure 7.6.

12

The funding efforts described in this section are for quantum information science and technology, which is
broader than QC; the data is aggregated such that levels for QC in particular cannot be extracted.
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FIGURE 7.6 Estimated annual spending as of 2015 on nonclassified quantum technology research by
nation, in millions of euros. Estimated investment levels due to more recently announced national R&D
initiatives (as of mid-2018) are provided in Table 7.2. SOURCE: Data from McKinsey, as reported by the
Economist.
This large international funding is likely to grow as a result of a number of several noteworthy
non-U.S. national-level programs and initiatives in quantum information science and technology (QIST)
that have been announced recently, which may reshape the research landscape in years to come. These
initiatives, summarized in Table 7.2, and described in Appendix E, illustrate the commitment of the
corresponding governments to leadership in QIST writ large. In general, they span a range of subfields,
and are not focused on quantum computing exclusively. As of the time of this writing, the United States
had released a National Strategic Overview for Quantum Information Science, emphasizing a science-first
approach to R&D, building a future workforce, deepening engagement with industry, providing critical
infrastructure, maintaining national security and economic growth, and advancing international
cooperation [23]. Several pieces of legislation for a national quantum initiative have been introduced and
advanced in the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives.
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TABLE 7.2 Publicly Announced National and International Initiatives in Quantum Science and
Technology R&D, as of Mid-2018
Year
Announced
2013

Investment, Time
Frame
£270 million
(US$358 million)
over 5 years,
beginning in 2014

Quantum
Technologies
Flagship

2016

Australian Centre for
Quantum
Computation and
Communication
Technology
Wallenberg Center for
Quantum Technology

2017

€1 billion
(US$1.1 billion)
over 10 years;
preparations
under way; launch
expected 2018
$33.7 million
(US$25.11
million) over
seven years

2017

SEK 1 billion
(US$110 million)

National Laboratory
for Quantum
Information Science

2017

76 billion Yuan
(US$11.4 billion);
construction over
2.5 years

Nation(s)
UK

Initiative
UK National
Quantum
Technologies
Program

EU

Australia

Sweden

China

Scope
Sensors and metrology,
quantum enhanced imaging
(QuantIC), networked quantum
information technologies
(NQIT), quantum
communications technologies
Quantum communication,
metrology and sensing,
simulation, computing, and
fundamental science
Quantum communication,
optical quantum computation,
silicon quantum computation,
and quantum resources and
integration
Quantum computers, quantum
simulators, quantum
communication, quantum
sensors; sponsored by industry
and private foundation
Centralized quantum research
facility

7.4.2 Importance of Quantum Computing R&D
The potential for building a quantum computer that could efficiently perform tasks that would
take lifetimes on a classical computer—even if far off, and even though not certain to be possible—is a
highly compelling prospect. Beyond potential practical applications, the pursuit of quantum computing
requires harnessing and controlling the quantum world to an as yet unprecedented degree to create state
spaces that humans have never had access to before, the so-called “entanglement frontier.” This work
requires extensive engineering to create, control, and operate low-noise entangled quantum systems, but it
also pushes at the boundaries of what we have known to be possible.
As QCs mature, they will be a direct test of the theoretical predictions of how they work, and of
what kind of quantum control is fundamentally possible. For example, the quantum supremacy
experiment is a fundamental test of the theory of quantum mechanics in the limit of highly complex
systems. It is likely that observations and experiments on the performance of quantum computers
throughout the course of QC R&D will help to elucidate the profound underpinnings of quantum theory
and feed back into development and refinement of quantum theory writ large, potentially leading to
unexpected discoveries.
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More fundamentally, development of elements of the theories of quantum information and
quantum computation have already begun to affect other areas of physics. For example, the theory of
quantum error correction, which must be implemented in order to achieve fault-tolerant QCs, has proven
essential to the study of quantum gravity and black holes [24]. Furthermore, quantum information theory
and quantum complexity theory are directly applicable to—and have become essential for—quantum
many-body physics, the study of the dynamics of systems of a large-number of quantum particles [25].
Advances in this field are critical for a precise understanding of most physical systems.
Advances in QC theory and devices will require contributions from many fields beyond physics,
including mathematics, computer science, materials science, chemistry, and multiple areas of engineering.
Integrating the knowledge required to build and make use of QCs will require collaboration across
traditional disciplinary boundaries; this cross-fertilization of ideas and perspectives could generate new
ideas and reveal additional open questions, stimulating new areas of research.
In particular, work on the design of quantum algorithms (required to make use of a quantum
computer) can help to advance foundational theories of computation. To date, there are numerous
examples of quantum computing research results leading directly to advances in classical computing via
several mechanisms. First, approaches used for developing quantum algorithms have in some cases turned
out to be translatable to classical algorithms, yielding improved classical methods [26-28].13 Second,
quantum algorithms research has yielded new fundamental proofs, answering previously open questions
in computer science [29-32].14 Last, progress in quantum computing can be a unique source of motivation
for classical algorithm researchers; discovery of efficient quantum algorithms has spurred the
development of new classical approaches that are even more efficient and would not otherwise have been
pursued [33-36].15 Fundamental research in quantum computing is thus expected to continue to spur
progress and inform strategies in classical computing, such as for assessing the safety of cryptosystems,
elucidating the boundaries of physical computation, or advancing methods for computational science.
Progress in technology has always gone hand-in-hand with foundational research, as the creation
of new cutting-edge tools and methods provides scientists access to regimes previously not accessible,
leading to new discoveries. For example, consider how advances in cooling technologies led to the
discovery of superconductivity; the engineering of high-end optical interferometers at LIGO enabled the
observation of gravitational waves; the engineering of higher-performance particle accelerators enabled
the discovery of quarks and leptons. Thus, QC R&D could lead to technologies—whether component
technologies or QCs themselves—that similarly enable new discoveries or advances in a host of scientific
disciplines, such as physics, chemistry, biochemistry, and materials science. These in turn enable future
advances in technology. As with all foundational science and engineering, the future impacts of this work
are not easily predictable, but they could potentially offer transformational change and significant
economic benefits.

13

See, for example, quantum-inspired improvements in classical machine learning (Wiebe et al., 2015) and
optimization algorithms (Zintchenko et al., 2015).
14
For example, the quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA), while no more efficient than
classical approaches, has a performance guarantee for a certain type of problem that researchers were able to prove
formally—something never achieved previously for any approach to this type of problem (Farhi et al., 2014). In
another instance, properties of quantum computers were critical to proving the power of certain types of classical
computers (Aaronson, 2005). In a third example, an argument based upon quantum computing was used to prove for
the first time that a classical coding algorithm called a “two-query locally decodable code” cannot be carried out
efficiently (Kerenidis et al., 2004).
15
For example, the discovery of an efficient quantum algorithm for a linear algebra problem called
MaxE3Lin2 [Farhi et al., 2014] spurred computer scientists to develop multiple new, more efficient classical
approaches to the same problem [Boaz Barak et al., 2015; Hastad, 2015]. These results in turn spurred improvement
of the quantum approach, although the classical approaches remain more efficient. In another example, an
undergraduate student discovered a classical algorithm whose performance matched that of an important quantum
algorithm, providing exponential speedup over all previous classical approaches. [Quanta Magazine, 2018]
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Key Finding 6: Quantum computing is valuable for driving foundational research that will help advance
humanity’s understanding of the universe. As with all foundational scientific research, discoveries in this
field could lead to transformative new knowledge and applications.
In addition to its strength as a foundational research area, quantum computing R&D is a key
driver of progress in the field of quantum information science (QIS) more broadly, and closely related to
progress in other areas of quantum technology. The same types of qubits currently being explored for
applications in quantum computing are being used to build precision clocks, magnetometers, and inertial
sensors—applications that are likely to be achievable in the near term. Quantum communication,
important both for intra- and intermodule communication in a quantum computer, is also a vibrant
research field of its own; recent advances include entanglement distribution between remote qubit nodes
mediated by photons, some over macroscopic distances for fundamental scientific tests, and others for
establishing quantum connections between multiple quantum computers.
Work toward larger-scale quantum computers will require improvements in methods for quantum
control and measurement, which will also likely have benefits for other quantum technologies. For
example, advanced quantum-limited parametric amplifiers in the microwave domain, developed recently
for measuring superconducting qubits in QC systems, are used to achieve unprecedented levels of
sensitivity for measuring nonclassical states of microwave fields (such as squeezed states), which have
been explored extensively for achieving sensitivities beyond the standard limit in sensing and metrology
[37,38]. In fact, results from quantum computing and quantum information science have already led to
techniques of value for other quantum technologies, such as quantum logic spectroscopy [39] and
magnetometry [40].
Key Finding 7: Although the feasibility of a large-scale quantum computer is not yet certain, the benefits
of the effort to develop a practical QC are likely to be large, and they may continue to spill over to other
nearer-term applications of quantum information technology, such as qubit-based sensing.
Quantum computing research has clear implications for national security. Even if the probability
of creating a working quantum computer was low, given the interest and progress in this area, it seems
likely this technology will be developed further by some nation-states. Thus, all nations must plan for a
future of increased QC capability. The threat to current asymmetric cryptography is obvious and is
driving efforts toward transitioning to post-quantum cryptography as described in Chapter 4.
Any entity in possession of a large-scale, practical quantum computer could break today’s
asymmetric cryptosystems and obtain a significant signals intelligence advantage. While deploying postquantum cryptography in government and civilian systems may help protect subsequent communications,
it will not protect communications or data that have already been intercepted or exfiltrated by an
adversary. Access to prequantum encrypted data in the post-quantum world could be of significant benefit
to intelligence operations, although its value would very likely decrease as the time horizon to building a
large-scale QC increases. Furthermore, new quantum algorithms or implementations could lead to new
cryptanalytic techniques; as with cybersecurity in general, post-quantum resilience will require ongoing
security research.
But the national security implications transcend these issues. A larger, strategic question is about
future economic and technological leadership. Quantum computing, like few other foundational research
areas, has a chance of causing dramatic changes in a number of different industries. The reason is simple:
advances in classical computers have made computation an essential part of almost every industry. This
dependence means that any advances in computing could have widespread impact that is hard to match.
While it is not certain when or whether such changes will be enabled, it is nonetheless of strategic
importance for the United States to be prepared to take advantage of these advances when they occur and
use them to drive the future in a responsible way. This capability requires strong local research
communities at the cutting edge of the field, to engage across disciplinary and institutional boundaries and
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to capitalize on advances in the field, regardless of where they originate. Thus, building and maintaining
strong QC research groups is essential for this goal.
Key Finding 8: While the United States has historically played a leading role in developing quantum
technologies, quantum information science and technology is now a global field. Given the large resource
commitment several non-U.S. nations have recently made, continued U.S. support is critical if the United
States wants to maintain its leadership position.
7.4.3 An Open Ecosystem
Historically, the unclassified quantum computing community has been collaborative, with results
openly shared. Recently, several user communities have formed to share prototypical gate-based and
annealing machines, including through remote or cloud access. For example, the USC-Lockheed-Martin
Quantum Computing Center was the first shared user facility, established in 2011 with a 128-qubit DWave One System, which currently operates a D-Wave 2X system. Another shared user facility, for a
512-qubit D-Wave Two quantum annealing system, was established at the Ames Research Center in
2013,16 and another was formed by the Quantum Institute at Los Alamos National Laboratory for a DWave 2X quantum annealing system.17 On the digital QC front, both Rigetti and IBM provide Web access
to their gate-based computers. Anyone (e.g., students, researchers, members of the public) interested in
implementing quantum logic on an actual device may create an account and remotely experiment with
one of these systems, under the condition that the results of their experimentation also be made available
to others to help advance the state of knowledge about and strategies for programming this hardware.
Dozens of research papers have already emerged as a result of these collaborations [41].
Open research and development in quantum computing is not limited to hardware. Many software
systems to support quantum computing are being developed and licensed using an open source model,
where users are free to use and help improve the code [42]. There are a number of emerging quantum
software development platforms pursuing an open source environment.18 Support for open quantum
computing R&D has helped to build a community and ecosystem of collaborators worldwide, the results
and advances of which can build upon each other. If this continues, this ecosystem will enable discoveries
in quantum science and engineering—and potentially in other areas of physics, mathematics, and
computation—advancing progress in foundational science and expanding humanity’s understanding of
the building blocks of the physical world.
At the same time, the field of quantum computing is becoming increasingly globally competitive.
As described in the previous section, several countries have announced large research initiatives or
programs to support this work, including China, the UK, the EU, and Australia, and many are aiming to
become leaders in this technology. This increased competition among nation-states or private sector
entities for leadership in quantum computing could drive the field to be less open in publishing and
sharing research results. While it is reasonable for companies to desire to retain some intellectual

16

This is a collaboration between Google, the USRA, and NASA Advanced Computing Division, currently in
use to study machine learning applications.
17
The machine is called “Ising.” One of the aims of the facility is to develop an open network for the exchange
of ideas, connecting users to enable collaboration and exploration of a range of applications of the system.
18
For example, Microsoft released the Quantum Development Kit and corresponding language Q# under an
open source license to encourage broad developer usage and advancement in quantum algorithms and libraries.
Other open source quantum software packages include ProjectQ developed at ETH Zurich, Quipper at Dalhousie
University, and QISKit developed at IBM.
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property, and thus not publish all results openly, reducing the open flow of ideas can have a dampening
effect on progress in development of practical technologies and human capital.19
Key Finding 9: An open ecosystem that enables cross-pollination of ideas and groups will accelerate
rapid technology advancement.
7.5 TARGETING A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE
Quantum computing provides an exciting potential future, but to make this future happen, a
number of challenges will need to be addressed. This section looks at the most important ramifications of
the potential ability to create a large fault-tolerant quantum computer and will end with a list of the key
challenges to achieve this goal.
7.5.1 Cybersecurity Implications of Building a Quantum Computer
The main risk arising from the construction of a large general-purpose quantum computer is the
collapse of the public-key cryptographic infrastructure that underpins much of the security of today’s
electronic and information infrastructure. Defeating 2048-bit RSA encryption using the best known
classical computing techniques on the best available hardware is utterly infeasible, as the task would
require quadrillions of years [43]. On the other hand, a general-purpose quantum computer with around
2,500 logical qubits could potentially perform this task in no more than a few hours.20 As mentioned in
Chapter 4, there are protocols for classical machines currently believed to be resistant to such attack—
however, they are not widely deployed; and any stored data or communications encrypted with
nonresilient protocols will be subject to compromise by any adversary with a sufficiently large quantum
computer. As Chapter 4 explained, deploying a new protocol is relatively easy but replacing an old one is
very hard, since it can be embedded in every computer, tablet, cell phone, automobile, Wi-Fi access point,
TV cable box, and DVD player (as well as hundreds of other kinds of devices, some quite small and
inexpensive). Since this process can take decades, it needs to be started well before the threat becomes
available.
Key Finding 10: Even if a quantum computer that can decrypt current cryptographic ciphers is more than
a decade off, the hazard of such a machine is high enough—and the time frame for transitioning to a new
security protocol is sufficiently long and uncertain—that prioritization of the development,
standardization, and deployment of post-quantum cryptography is critical for minimizing the chance of a
potential security and privacy disaster.
7.5.2 Future Outlook for Quantum Computing
Our understanding of the science and engineering of quantum systems has improved dramatically
over the past two decades, and with this understanding has come an improved ability to control the
quantum phenomena that underlie quantum computing. However, significant work remains before a
quantum computer with practical utility can be built. In the committee’s assessment, the key technical
advances needed are:

19
While it is difficult to provide evidence of cases where the lack of dissemination of research results caused a
technology to fail, there are cases that illustrate the contrapositive. For example, consider the wealth of applications
developed by the thriving open-source software community, or the rapid development of the Internet after the launch
of NSFNet (the original backbone of the civilian Internet) and subsequent commercial investments.
20
See estimates in Table 4.1.
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Decreased qubit error rates to better than 10-3 in many-qubit systems to enable QEC.
Interleaved qubit measurements and operations.
Scaling the number of qubits per processor while maintaining/improving qubit error rate.
Development of methods to simulate, verify, and debug quantum programs.
Creating more algorithms that can solve problems of interest, particularly at lower qubit
counts or shallow circuit depths to make use of NISQ computers.
Refining or developing QECCs that require low overhead; the problem is not just the number
of physical qubits per logical qubit, but to find approaches that reduce the large overheads
involved with implementing some operations on logical qubits (for example, T-gates or other
non-Clifford gates in a surface code) take a very large number of qubits and steps to
implement.
Identifying additional foundational algorithms that provide algorithmic speedup compared to
classical approaches.
Establishing intermodule quantum processor input and output (I/O).

While the committee expects that progress will be made, it is difficult to predict how and how
soon this future will unfold: it might grow slowly and incrementally, or in bursts from unexpected
innovation, analogous to the rapid improvement in gene sequencing that resulted from building “short
read” machines. The research community’s ability to do this work in turn depends on the state of the
overall quantum computing ecosystem, which will depend upon the following factors:






Interest and funding levels in the private sector, which may in turn depend on
o Achievement of commercial benchmarks, especially the development of a useful
near-term application for noisy intermediate-scale quantum computers that sustain
private-sector investments in the field; and
o Progress in the field of quantum computing algorithms and the presence of
marketable applications for QC devices of any scale.
Availability of a sufficient level of government investment in quantum technology and
quantum computing R&D, especially under the scenario that private-sector funding collapses.
Availability of a multidisciplinary pipeline of scientists and engineers with exposure to
systems thinking to drive the R&D enterprise.
The openness of collaboration and exchange of ideas within the research community.

Over time, the state of progress in meeting the open technical challenges and the above
nontechnical factors may be assessed while monitoring the status of the two doubling metrics defined
earlier in this chapter. Regardless of when—or whether—the milestones identified in this chapter are
achieved, continued R&D in quantum computing and quantum technologies promise to expand the
boundaries of humanity’s scientific knowledge and will almost certainly lead to interesting new scientific
discoveries. Even a negative result—such as proof that quantum supremacy cannot be achieved or that
today’s description of quantum mechanics is incomplete or inaccurate—would help elucidate the
limitations of quantum information technology and computing more generally, and would in itself be a
groundbreaking discovery. As with all foundational scientific research, the results yet to be gleaned could
transform our understanding of the universe.
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A
Statement of Task
A study will provide an independent assessment of the feasibility and implications of creating a
functional quantum computer capable of addressing real-world problems including but not limited to
deployment of Shor’s algorithm. The study will examine hardware and software requirements, quantum
algorithms, drivers of advances in quantum computing and quantum devices, benchmarks associated with
relevant use cases, the time and resources required, and how to assess the probability of success. The
committee will consider:
1. What are the technical risks associated with developing a quantum computer, and what are
realistic timelines to achieve a functionally useful machine? Who are the primary players capable of
producing and using a quantum computer?
2. What are the implications of having a quantum computer, for example on signals intelligence,
communications, banking, and commerce?
3. What is the future of public key cryptography? What are the prospects and time scales for
developing and deploying quantum-resistant encryption?
4. What are the costs and benefits from a national security perspective of quantum computing,
under various assumptions of time, cost, non-U.S. development, alternative technologies, etc.?
In its report, the committee will provide an assessment of prospects and implications but make no
recommendations.
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B
Trapped Ion Quantum Computers
This appendix reviews the technology used to create the quantum data plane and the control and
measurement plan for trapped ion quantum computers. Since individual ions serve as qubits, the qubits
themselves do not face the challenges of manufacturing defects; this approach has the potential of low
error rate gate operations.
B.1 ION TRAPS
Atomic ions are trapped in space using electromagnetic fields. A point charge (an ion) cannot be
stably trapped in free space using a static, or constant, electric field only, so either a combination of
electric and magnetic fields (Penning trap)[1] or a time-dependent electric field (Paul trap)[2] must be
used to trap arrays of atomic ions. These traps are operated in a vacuum to avoid interactions with
background molecules in the environment.
Most trapped ion quantum computing systems use a Paul trap, where a radio frequency (RF)
signal is applied to two electrodes arranged in parallel to ground electrodes, to form a quadrupole RF field
(Figure B.1b). At the quadrupole “null”—where the RF field vanishes— atomic ions feel a trapping
potential, which typically takes the shape of a line (Figure B.1a). Other electrodes carrying direct current
(DC) fields can be used to create a nonuniform trapping field profile along the length of this line, which
further confine and fine-tune the location of the trapped atomic chain [3]. Traditionally, these trap
structures were constructed by machining and assembling metal parts, similar to quadrupole ion mass
spectrometers. New designs map the electrodes of a Paul trap onto a planar geometry [4] and use
semiconductor microfabrication technologies, much like those used for classical computing hardware, to
construct the trap structures (Figure B.1c) [5,6]. The adoption of microfabrication technologies could
enable the creation of more complex trap structures and new mechanisms for manipulating the trapped
ions—for example, shuttling across junctions [7-10]—which, as will be shown later, is critical for scaling
up the number of qubits in these systems (Figure B.1d). These microfabricated traps have also accelerated
the development of advanced features of the ion traps by integrating various optical [11-13] and
microwave components [14-16]. Microfabricated ion traps within which high-performance qubit
manipulations are routinely carried out, made by various academic institutions, government laboratories,
and industry foundries today, have been adopted by research groups around the world.
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FIGURE B.1 Operating principle of RF Paul trap. (a) An example of a traditional RF Paul trap using four
rods. Two rods in the diagonal serve as RF grounds, while an RF voltage is applied to the remaining two.
This geometry creates a quadrupole electric field profile in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the rods
and forms a one-dimensional (1D) linear trapping potential, where a chain of ions can be readily trapped.
SOURCE: Image from D. Hayes, Ph.D. thesis, University of Maryland, 2012. (b) During the negative
cycle of the RF voltage (red arrows), the positively charged ion is pushed away from the ground
electrodes toward the RF electrodes, while during the positive cycle of the RF voltage (blue arrows), the
ions are pushed in the opposite direction. If the frequency of the RF voltage is much higher than the
natural motional frequency of the ion (called the “secular frequency”), then the ions feel confining
potential where the electric field forms a quadrupole null (“zero-field region”). (c) A linear trapping
potential can be created by electrodes fabricated on a planar surface of a substrate. The cross-sectional
view of the electric field forms the quadrupole null, and a linear trap is formed above the surface of the
trap. (d) An example of a microfabricated surface trap, designed to provide adequate optical access to the
ions trapped above the surface of the trapping electrodes. SOURCE: Image courtesy of Sandia National
Labs, 2015.
B.2 QUBIT CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT
Once ions are held within a trap inside a vacuum chamber, they are laser-cooled to near the
ground state of motion in order to remove random variations that can affect their multiqubit operations. It
is important to note that the motion of the ions does not directly impact the qubit stored in the internal
states of the atomic ions. Subsequently, electromagnetic radiation is used to operate on the qubit state.
There are two main types of trapped ion qubits, defined by the physical states used to represent the qubit
states: “optical qubits” and “hyperfine qubits.”
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An optical qubit (Figure B.2a) makes use of the ground electronic state and a metastable excited
electronic state of an ion, for which the energy difference between these levels is equal to the energy of a
photon from the right “color” optical laser, the “qubit laser.” Optical qubits can be prepared and detected
with efficiencies better than 99.9 percent, with coherence times in the range of 1 to 30 seconds. A
significant technical challenge in the operation of optical qubits is maintaining control of the qubit laser to
enable precise and coherent control of the qubits. This requires stabilization of (1) the laser’s output
frequency over the time frame of qubit coherence (to approximately one part in 1014 or 1015), and (2) the
overall optical path lengths that the laser beam traverses to within a fraction of the optical wavelength
over the duration of the quantum computation (or, that of quantum error correction that can recover from
the phase errors). This optical frequency precision is just achievable in 2018 with state-of-the art laser
sources.
A hyperfine qubit (Figure B.2b) uses a different pair of energy states that are called “hyperfine”
levels of the ground electronic state of an atomic ion with nonzero nuclear spin. The magnetic field can
often be designed such that the energy separation between the two qubit states (typically corresponding to
the microwave frequency range of 1 to 20 gigahertz [GHz]) is insensitive to the changes in the magnetic
field to first order, which lead to long coherence times (1 to 1,000 seconds) [17,18,19]. Coherent control
of hyperfine qubits also requires precise experimental control of the radiation—in this case, either
microwave frequencies and phases, or the frequency difference of two laser fields that correspond to the
qubit frequency. However, this is much more manageable at microwave than at optical frequencies
[20,21,22].

FIGURE B.2 Qubits in an atomic ion. (a) An optical qubit consists of one of the atomic ground states and
one of the metastable excited states, separated by ~1014 to 1015 Hz. (b) A hyperfine qubit consists of two
of the ground states, separated by ~109 to 1010 Hz. Usually some excited states are used to support qubit
manipulation operations. In both cases, there are other (auxiliary) states in the ground, excited, and
metastable excited states than those chosen to represent the qubit.
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Qubit measurement is carried out by “state-dependent fluorescence,” where the ion is illuminated
with a laser beam that causes only one of the two possible output states to scatter photons repeatedly,
which can be measured with an optical detector. The presence or absence of scattered photons indicates
which state the qubit is in. High-fidelity qubit state preparation and detection have been demonstrated for
both optical (with error rates, or probabilities, of ~10-4)[23] and hyperfine qubits (with error rates of ~103
) [24,25]. While reliable measurement is possible, as of 2018, the process affects other qubits in the
region where the qubit is being measured, and can leave the measured qubit in an excited state. So current
systems measure all qubits at the same time, and they need to be “cooled” before being used again.
Single-qubit gate operations are carried out by driving the atomic states with resonant optical (for
optical qubits) or microwave (for hyperfine qubits) fields. Hyperfine qubits can also be driven by a pair of
laser beams whose frequency difference is precisely tuned to the qubit microwave frequency, via a
process called “Raman transition” [26]. Hyperfine qubits driven by microwave fields have reached single
qubit gate error rates (defined as the probability that applying a gate yields an incorrect state) in the 10-4 to
10-6 range, limited purely by the inherent coherence time of the qubit rather than any systematic errors in
the control fields [27,28,29]. The key to achieving these error rates is to carefully shape the amplitude of
the microwave pulse so that small errors in the pulse width or amplitude cancel out to first order
[30,31,32]. Reaching similar limits with optical control signals had been hampered by the difficulty of
stabilizing the laser field experienced by the qubits; ultraviolet (UV) laser beam outputs often used to
drive gates can be distorted by mechanical, thermal, and air-density fluctuations in the laser beam path.
The availability of single-mode optical fibers that can withstand high levels of UV optical power [33] has
led to dramatic increases in the fidelity of microwave qubits using two Raman lasers in recent years. As
experimental techniques for controlling systematic errors in the gate-driving optical fields continue to
improve, single-qubit gates are reaching error rates of 10-4 to 10-5 [34,35].
To create two-qubit gates, these systems make use of charge interactions between trapped ions.
Using either optical or microwave fields, one can excite an ion to oscillate in space such that it induces
another ion to move as well. By carefully tuning the frequency of the driving fields, one can arrange the
external control field to “push” the ions only if the targeted ion is in a specific qubit state; this mechanism
is often called the “state-dependent force.” As long as the excited motion remains fully coherent, it can
serve as a “quantum bus” that mediates interaction between the qubits and realizes a two-qubit gate,
analogous to an interconnect bus connecting different parts of the chip in an integrated circuit. Novel gate
schemes have been developed to make such interactions robust against the exact details of the motion [3638]. The error rates of the two-qubit gates (characterized by the probability of resulting in the wrong
output state) have reached the 10-2 to 10-3 range using both optical [39,40] and microwave fields [41]. The
mechanisms that limit this fidelity are known, and researchers continue to work to improve the quality of
this operation.
B.3 CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT PLANE
The control system for a trapped ion quantum computer is made of four main subsystems: (1) the
RF and DC voltages that operate the trap; (2) the continuous wave (CW) lasers used for “incoherent”
operations such as cooling or reading out qubits; (3) the “coherent qubit control system” responsible for
enacting coherent quantum logic gates; and (4) the photon detectors used for measuring the qubit states.
The basic operation of a Paul trap requires an RF source, typically in the frequency range of 20200 MHz, with voltage amplitudes in the 30-400 V range. The DC voltages in the range of 0-30 V are
used to define the trapping potential in the axial direction. In modern microfabricated traps, up to a
hundred or more DC electrodes are used, requiring as many voltage sources to control them.
Programmable multichannel digital-to-analog converters (DACs) are used to control these traps, which
are capable of supporting several chains of ions, splitting and merging actions of ion chains, and
physically shuttling ions between different regions of the trap.
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The CW lasers are a set of lasers whose frequency is stabilized (typically to one part in 109) to the
energy required for qubit transitions. These laser sources typically go through several optical modulators
that are used to control the frequency and the amplitude of laser beams applied to the ions. The modulated
CW laser beams are used to cool the ions to close to their motional ground state in the trap, to initialize
the qubit state (by optical pumping), and for the readout of the qubit by inducing one of the qubit states to
scatter photons. Frequency stabilization of these lasers to an absolute frequency reference is routinely
accomplished using standard frequency locking setups.
The coherent qubit control system drives all the quantum logic gates in the system, and often
dictates the performance of the quantum circuit execution in the quantum processor. The implementation
of the coherent control system varies depending on the qubits used: for optical qubits, this tends to be an
“ultra-stable frequency” CW laser (typically stabilized to one part in 1013 to 1015), and for hyperfine
qubits, it is often two laser beams with the difference frequency locked to the energy difference between
the two qubit levels. One also needs a delivery system that can direct these laser beams to the target ions
to operate the logic gates. The coherent control is often carried out by modulating these lasers with optical
modulators, driven by programmable RF sources. There have been recent proposals where the coherent
qubit control can be performed entirely using microwave sources, rather than lasers. Designing and
constructing a high-quality coherent qubit control system is a challenging task that will determine the
performance of the trapped ion quantum computer, such as individual gate error rates and the ability to
run complex circuits.
The detection system often consists of imaging optics that collect photons scattered from the ions,
and photon-counting detectors (such as photomultiplier tubes) capable of measuring the collected
photons. The detected photons (counts, arrival time, etc.) can be used to reliably determine the state of the
qubits.
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C
Superconducting Quantum Computer
This appendix reviews the technology used to create the quantum data plane and the control and
measurement plan for superconducting qubits. In this design, a superconducting resonator is coupled with
a nonlinear inductor to form an artificial atom, and these “atoms” are used as the qubits for the computer.
C.1 FABRICATION
Low loss requires superconductors: a unique class of materials that exhibit no electrical resistance
at zero frequency (that is, for direct currents) when cooled to below a critical temperature, Tc. Qubits for
digital quantum computing and quantum simulation are most commonly fabricated from aluminum
wiring (Tc = 1.2 K) and aluminum-amorphous aluminum oxide-aluminum (Al-AlOx-Al) Josephson
junctions on either silicon or sapphire substrates. While superconducting qubits can be fabricated using
the same design tools and fabrication equipment used to build silicon chips, the premium placed on high
coherence necessitates that the specific fabrication steps be modified to eliminate defects that create
losses. As a result, the highest-coherence qubits fabricated today—with coherence times of around 100
microseconds—are generally very simple devices, using a single layer of metal, rather than the complex
processes of 10 metal layers used with the digital silicon or superconducting logic devices in today’s
classical computers.
In contrast, commercial quantum annealing computers that feature in excess of 2,000
superconducting qubits are fabricated using a more complex technology. This technology uses niobium
wiring (Tc = 9.2 K) and niobium-amorphous aluminum oxide-niobium (Nb/AlOx/Nb) Josephson junctions
[1,2] in a process that supports up to eight metal layers. This more complex fabrication process enables
the qubits and superconducting control electronics to be integrated together in a single niobium
fabrication process (an instance of “monolithic integration”). However, due to the fabrication complexity,
additional processing steps, and the need for an interwiring layer of dielectric materials like silicon
dioxide or silicon nitride that cause loss, qubits made in multilayer niobium processes generally have low
coherence times, typically in the 10-100 nanosecond range [3].
C.2 QUBIT DESIGN
Like a trapped ion qubit, a superconducting qubit can exist in a series of quantized energy states;
the two lowest states can be accessed selectively to realize the qubit. Rather than using an atom, this
design uses a simple inductor and capacitor circuit, which also has quantized energy at low temperatures.
To make the energy difference between its levels distinct, a nonlinear inductive element, the Josephson
junction (JJ) is added to the circuit. With a JJ, the difference between the ground state and the first excited
state may be uniquely addressed by a frequency f01. This means that the microwave radiation, typically
designed to be around 5 GHz, can be used to cause transitions between these two states without accessing
the higher-excited states. Thus, this structure can be used as a qubit: a two-level quantum system.
There are a number of ways the inductor, capacitor, and JJ can be arranged to create a qubit, and
how the qubits are connected to each other to enable two-qubit operations. These differences trade off
between simpler control and better isolation and control of qubit operations, as follows:
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Fixed-frequency versus tunable qubits. Frequency-tunable qubits can be calibrated and
corrected for qubit frequency variations that arise from variations in the fabrication process or
as a result of device aging. An advantage is that one microwave tone can control multiple
qubits, a savings in hardware. Gaining this advantage requires an additional control signal to
adjust the frequency and adds an additional path for noise to enter the qubit. The two most
common qubits in use today for digital superconducting quantum computing are the
“transmon qubit,”[4,5,6,7] which comes in single-junction nontunable and two-junction
tunable forms, and the “flux qubit” [8-11]. Both transmon designs are being used in leading
edge efforts.
Static versus tunable coupling. Static coupling between qubits—for example, by using a
capacitor or an inductor to mediate interaction—is an “always-on” coupling that is fixed by
design. The coupling is turned “on” by bringing two qubits into resonance, and it is turned off
by detuning the qubits. Yet even in the off state, there still is a small residual coupling. This
tuning can be further reduced by adding a third object—either another coupler qubit or a
resonator—between the two qubits. The two qubits are then coupled by adjusting the qubits
and the resonator to the proper frequency.

In addition to the qubits, the circuits include a simple mechanism to couple the qubit to its 5 GHz
microwave control signal and to a superconducting resonator, typically designed to operate at around 7-8
GHz, which reads out the qubit state using the circuit quantum electrodynamics architecture [12].
C.3 REFRIGERATION
Superconducting qubits require milli-Kelvin (mK) temperatures to operate. For digital quantum
computing, the qubit operation frequency is typically around 5 GHz, which corresponds to a thermal
energy of approximately 250 mK; the qubit must thus be operated at much lower temperatures in order to
avoid unwanted thermal excitation of the excited state. This is achieved using commercial 3He/4He
dilution refrigerators, which are capable of cooling to sub-10 mK temperatures. On the other hand, for
most practical potential uses of a quantum annealer, the qubits will at times operate at frequencies
corresponding to thermal temperatures much lower than those achievable with a dilution refrigerator,
which make it nearly certain that thermal noise will affect the annealing protocol and drive the system out
of its ground state.
Modern dilution refrigerators leverage electromechanical pulse-tube coolers to achieve cooling in
two stages, one at 50 K and one at 3 K. These are called “dry” refrigerators, as they do not require
consumable liquid helium coolant to reach these temperatures. Then, at 3 K, a closed-cycle mixture of
helium isotopes—3He and 4He—is condensed and circulated to achieve cooling through a series of stages
at temperatures of 700 mK, 50 mK, and the base temperature of approximately 10 mK. Cooling from
room temperature to base temperature generally takes about 36 to 48 hours, and the refrigerator can
remain cold indefinitely.
In contemporary commercial dilution refrigerators, the experimental volume at base temperature
is about (0.5 m)3 and the cooling power at base temperature / 20 mK / 100 mK is approximately 0 (by
definition) / 30 μW / 1000 W, respectively. These are not fundamental limits. Large objects in excess of
1 ton have been cooled to less than 10 mK using a dry dilution refrigerator for the CUORE neutrino
detection experiment [13]. Each temperature stage comprises a copper plate of approximately 0.5 m
diameter, and they are used to thermalize control wiring from room temperature to base temperature both
to cool the wires and to reduce thermal radiation from reaching the qubits [14]. Coaxial cables,
attenuators, filters, isolators/circulators, and microwave switches work at cryogenic temperatures and are
all used in state-of-art measurement systems.
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C.4 CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT PLANE
The control and measurement plane for a superconducting quantum computer needs to generate
the bias voltages/currents used to tune the qubits, create the microwave control signals, and reliably detect
qubit measurements, while dealing with the large temperature differences that exist between the circuits
that generate the control signals and the quantum plane that consumes them.
C.4.1 Control Wiring and Packaging
The delivery of electromagnetic control signals from the room-temperature region where they are
generated to the qubits inside the refrigerator at mK temperatures requires careful thermal and electrical
engineering. Wiring—whether low-frequency twisted pairs or high-frequency coax—must be thermalized
at each temperature stage of the refrigerator to avoid excessive heating of the mixing chamber. Perhaps
counterintuitively, the thermal heating of the refrigerator through direct contact (phonons) is not the
critical challenge. The largest heat loads occur across the 300 to 3 K transition, and today’s refrigerators
can readily handle the heat loads of hundreds and even thousands of wires. And, as larger wire counts are
needed, larger dilution refrigerators with additional cooling at all stages—in particular, at the 3 K stage—
can be built as a straightforward extension of existing technology at proportional cost. For the 3 K to
milli-K wires, superconducting NbTi can deliver the electrical signals faithfully, with minimal heating
due to the direct thermal connection (phonons).
A more important challenge is mitigating the effects of room-temperature thermal noise on the
operation of the qubits. There is a trade-off between efficiently guiding a desired signal to a qubit and
preventing noise from impacting its operation. A two-pronged approach is used. Filtering (attenuating
signals that are not in the range of desired frequencies) is used to remove out-of-band radiation—noise
that is outside the frequency range of the signals intended to be delivered to the device—but attenuation
must be used to reduce the in-band radiation. This means that the amplitude of the control signal is
decreased at each stage in the refrigerator, since the size of the thermal noise decreases with temperature.
The attenuating cannot all be done at one point, since signal attenuation generates heat and thermal noise
that must also decrease as the signal moves to lower temperatures. For similar reasons, the measurement
of the qubit must also be done in stages, with the first stages of amplification performed at cryogenic
temperatures, to minimize the noise of the amplifier.
One critical constraint in chips with a large number of signals is packaging. The package for a
supercomputing chip must house, shield, and route signals to/from a qubit chip; it is a critical part of the
control plane. While the superconducting chips are relatively small—typically 5 × 5 mm2—it is the
number of wires that feed the chip and their connectors that dictate the size of the package. For the high
isolation needed for quantum circuits, coaxial connectors, coaxial wiring harnesses, miniature multipin
connectors, and so on are types of connectors being used to bring signals into the package. The higher
isolation that these connectors provide make them larger than the simple pin or ball connection used in
packages for conventional silicon devices, and thus the number of signals per unit area is much smaller.
Once the signals are on the package, they need to be routed to the correct location and then connected to
the quantum circuit. Signals are connected to the qubit via wires, using bump (connections over the area
of the chip) or wire (connections around the perimeter of the chip) bonds [15], or through the free-space
of the package itself [16]. As the number of control wires increase, these packages will need to move to
area bonding methods (bump bonding) like what was done with conventional silicon packaging. The
challenge is to maintain a clean microwave environment for the qubits in the presence of these connectors
and wiring. Given these constraints, the packaging problem will become very difficult as the number of
signals increase to the thousands.
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C.4.2 Control and Measurement
Having established a means to transfer signals between room temperature and the quantum data
plane, the control and measurement layer needs to provide the hardware and software to (1) bias the qubit
at its operating point; (2) perform logic operations; and (3) measure the qubit state. Contemporary
superconducting qubits are operated using a combination of DC bias currents, microwave pulses resonant
with the qubit transition—typically around 5 GHz—and baseband pulses.
As was mentioned earlier, qubits can be either “fixed frequency” or “tunable frequency.” In a
fixed-frequency design, the fabrication sets the qubit frequency, and the measurement system must
determine that frequency and adjust its signals to it. The base frequency of tunable qubits is also set
during fabrication, but it can be adjusted in situ using a bias current from the control plane. This bias
current is connected through the qubit package and then coupled into the desired qubit. Tunable qubits
require an extra control line but allow the control system to use a single frequency—or a small set of
frequencies—for all qubits.
Control signals for single-qubit and two-qubit logic operations are generated using a stable
microwave source, a programmable pulse shape, and a mixer, which combines the two signals to produce
the needed microwave pulse. These pulses are around 10 ns (10 billionths of a second), generally much
faster than those used for trapped ion qubits. Combinations of microwave pulses and frequency offsets are
used to achieve two-qubit gate operation—for example, a controlled-phase gate or an iSWAP gate. These
gates are slower than single-qubit operations and take between 40 ns and 400 ns. The exact control signals
depend on whether the qubits are directly coupled or use an additional qubit or resonator to minimize
background coupling. State-of-art two-qubit error rate is generally at the 1 percent level, with individual
examples as low as 0.5 percent.
The requisite room-temperature control electronics—microwave oscillators, arbitrary waveform
generators (AWGs) to generate the pulse shapes, mixers, and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)—are
all commercially available items with sufficient precision to not limit the qubit operation. For
contemporary superconducting qubit applications, the AWGs and ADCs typically operate with 1-2 GS/s
and 10-14 bits of resolution. Commercially available precision-grade local oscillators typically have a 112 GHz frequency range with a single-sideband phase noise of –120 dB at 10 kHz offset; this level of
phase is generally sufficient to achieve gate error rates at the 10-8 level [17]. As the number of qubits
increases, the support electronics grow as well. Generally, there are bias current generators, waveform
generators, and mixers needed for each qubit. Thus, there is a need to better integrate this support
electronics to enable the systems to scale to larger number of qubits.
Unlike natural atoms, which are all identical, artificial atoms are built from circuit elements,
which have manufacturing variations. Thus, the qubit parameters (e.g., the transition frequency, qubitqubit coupling, etc.) will differ from qubit to qubit, from one manufactured device to another, and from
one temperature cycle to another. The control processor must have extensive calibration routines, to first
determine, and then compensate for these variations. The complexity of this calibration grows
superlinearly with the number of qubits in the system, and is one of the critical issues in scaling up the
number of qubits.
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D
Other Approaches to Building Qubits
Since many technical challenges remain in scaling either trapped ion or superconducting quantum
computers, a number of research groups are continuing to explore other approaches for creating qubits.
These technologies are much less developed and are still focused on creating single-qubit and two-qubit
gates. Scale-up issues for these technologies have many similarities to those faced by ion traps and by
superconductors. The rest of this appendix will briefly discuss these methods.
D.1 PHOTONIC QUANTUM COMPUTATION
Photons have some properties that make them extremely attractive for use in quantum computers:
photons interact relatively weakly with their environment and with each other. This is the reason that
photons can travel quite far in many materials without being scattered or absorbed, giving photonic qubits
good coherence properties and making them useful for transmitting quantum information over long
distances [1]. Thus, research and development in this area is important for enabling long-distance
quantum communication channels even if other technologies turn out to be preferable for large-scale
computing applications. Development of photonic quantum manipulation capabilities has potentially
transformative applications for quantum sensing and quantum communication.
Experiments probing quantum entanglement of photons have a long history, dating back to the
earliest experiments looking for violations of Bell’s theorem1 in the 1970s [2]. Over the past several
decades, methods have been developed that overcome many of the impediments to creating,
manipulating, and measuring many-photon entangled states. This section describes briefly these advances,
the remaining challenges that must be overcome to develop error-corrected photonic processors, and the
ultimate limits to scale-up.
In many ways, photons are excellent qubits; single-qubit gates can be performed using standard
optical devices such as phase shifters and beamsplitters, and as mentioned earlier they interact weakly
with matter and with each other, giving them good coherence. But their strength—weak interactions—
also causes a major hurdle to the development of photonic quantum computers, since two-qubit gates
become difficult to create. Two strategies for overcoming this issue are described in this section. In linear
optics quantum computing, an effective strong interaction is created by a combination of single-photon
operations and measurements, which can be used to implement a two-qubit gate. A second approach,
which uses optically active defects and quantum dots2 that interact strongly with photons to induce strong
1

Bell’s theorem says that “If [a hidden variable theory] is local it will not agree with quantum mechanics, and
if it agrees with quantum mechanics it will not be local.” In essence, it suggests that a nonquantum physical theory
that explains quantum mechanical phenomena such as entanglement would refute the current understanding of
quantum physics. John Bell, 1987, Speakable and Unspeakable in Quantum Mechanics, Cambridge University
Press, p. 65.
2
Also referred to as “nanoparticles,” quantum dots are small clusters of atoms with a crystalline structure
whose physical properties are quite different from the properties of the elements involved in either atomic or bulk
form. Quantum dots exhibit unusual properties—for example, the wavelength of light they absorb or emit may be
tuned through engineering of their size.
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effective interactions between photons, is discussed in Section 5.4.3.1 on optically gated semiconducting
qubits.
In photonic quantum computing, typically the qubits are individual photons, with the two
different photon polarizations (up-down and left-right) serving as the two qubit states. Single qubit gates
can be implemented with standard passive optical components used to rotate the polarization, but twoqubit gates require a low-loss nonlinearity, which is difficult to achieve [3]. As described in the trapped
ion section of Chapter 5, coincident measurements on two output ports of a beamsplitter create a strong
effective nonlinearity and implement a two-qubit gate [4], but the gate is probabilistic. Fortunately, the
gate signals when it was successful (photons are detected on both detectors), which means that algorithms
can be implemented, but the timing requirements are complex, and a steady source of suitably initialized
photons is needed. More recently, measurement-based quantum computing schemes, in which a highly
entangled “cluster state” is constructed before the start of the computation and the computation itself is
implemented by performing measurements, have attracted substantial interest [5].
Many of the technical developments needed to implement photonic quantum computing have
been achieved over the past several years. Photonic chips continue to improve, and photon loss rates both
within photonic elements and at interfaces are approaching the values needed to be able to implement
quantum error correction. Very high efficiency photon detectors have been developed [6], which are key
to the implementation of error correction. These nanowire-based detectors operate at helium temperatures
(about 4 K), so cooling to this temperature will be required, but as described earlier, such cooling is
expected to be entirely feasible. Assuming continued progress in reducing photon loss rates, the main
hurdle toward the fabrication of devices of moderate size is to develop a source that generates at a high
rate triplets of entangled photons [7]. Sources of triplets of entangled photons exist [8], but the rate at
which entangled photon triplets are generated would need to be increased substantially for this strategy to
enable large scale computations. As of 2018, the largest entangled and fully connected system of qubits
was demonstrated using three degrees of freedom on each of six photons [9], although this method faces
its own challenges and is unlikely to scale.
Ultimate scalability: Because the photons used in photonic quantum computing typically have
wavelengths that are around a micron, and because the photons move at the speed of light and are
typically routed along one dimension of the optical chip, the number of photons, and hence the number of
qubits, in a photonic device cannot be made as large as in systems with qubits that can be localized in
space. However, arrays with many thousands of qubits are expected to be possible [10]. In addition, the
technology will be crucial for developing switching networks that will enable quantum communication on
large scales.
D.2 NEUTRAL ATOM QUANTUM COMPUTATION
Rather than creating an array of ions and using the charges on the ions to hold them in place, one
can use lasers to create an array of optical traps that confine neutral atoms [11,12]. This approach has
technological similarities to ion trap quantum computation, and uses optical and microwave pulses for
qubit manipulation, with the potential for making individual arrays with up to a million qubits. Neutral
atom technology may be extremely useful for providing an interface between photons and other types of
qubits, including superconducting qubits [13]. To date, arrays of about 50 atoms have been made, and a
51-atom quantum simulator has been demonstrated [14]. Assuming a typical 5-micron spacing, 104 atoms
can be trapped in a 0.5 mm two-dimensional (2D) array, and a million atoms can be trapped in a 0.5 mm
three-dimensional (3D) array. The qubit states are the energy levels of an alkali atom (often rubidium or
cesium), there is one atom per trap, and the qubit manipulation and readout are performed optically.
Like trapped ion systems, lasers are used to cool the atoms to micro-Kelvin temperatures, and
then these very cold atoms are loaded into optical traps in a vacuum system. Another laser is used to
initialize the state of the qubit, logic gates are carried out via a combination of optical and microwave
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fields, and the output is detected via resonance fluorescence [15]. In this system there are a number of
challenges just to create the starting state of the system:







Light-assisted collisions during laser cooling tend to cause atoms to pair and leave the trap.
Vacancies complicate the array’s use as a quantum computer. However, recently methods
have been developed that take traps with vacancies and reconfigure them to create traps with
full occupancy, so this difficulty is not insurmountable.
Neutral atoms are vulnerable to being knocked out of their traps by collisions with residual
background gas atoms. In standard systems, these collisions occur about once every 100
seconds per atom. Lifetimes exceeding tens of minutes are possible in cryogenic vacuum
systems. Eventually, error correction schemes will need to be employed to deal with this
infrequent loss. Atom reloading from an auxiliary reservoir of precooled atoms, which
provides a path toward continuous operation, has been demonstrated on a small scale [16].
Currently, sideband laser cooling has been used to get about 90 percent of the atoms in a
trap in their absolute 3D vibrational ground state. This is cold enough for most quantum
computing schemes, but it is believed that the cooling can be improved significantly;
theoretical cooling limits approach 100 percent ground state occupation.

Because single-qubit gate times range from a few to a few hundred microseconds, in principle, on
the order of 105 operations can be performed within the longest demonstrated decoherence times (these
are best-case numbers). Single-qubit gates of low error rates (down to 0.004) have been
demonstrated;[17] in experiments the fidelity is limited by inhomogeneities in the microwave field,
variability in the trap-induced shifts in qubit transition frequencies, and errors arising from imprecision or
imperfections in the laser beam that affect nontargeted sites [18].
The strategies for two-qubit gates are again similar to those for trapped ions. One method requires
moving the desired atoms close together; since the atoms are neutral, the spacing must be small, so
accurate enough control of moving traps and the motional states of the atoms is challenging. The other
method is to temporarily excite the atoms to highly excited Rydberg states (where an electron is very
weakly bound to the atom), in which they have strong mutual dipolar interactions. This second approach
has been pursued by several groups. Theoretical calculations predict that an entanglement error rate of
0.01 percent should be achievable; as of mid-2018, entanglement error rates of 3 percent have been
achieved [19]. Known sources of infidelity such as heating of the atoms and the finite radiative lifetimes
of the Rydberg states in current experiments are not sufficient to explain this large value, but it is known
that fluctuating background electric fields due to atoms and molecules adsorbed on the container surfaces
could yield greater infidelity during two-qubit gates because of the large susceptibility of the Rydberg
atoms. This problem could be addressed by the development of appropriate surface coatings.
Experimental improvement of the two-qubit gates is critical for this technology to be competitive with
superconducting and ion trap qubits.
Ultimate scalability: The trapping mechanism for neutral atoms is different than for trapped
ions, but this platform will use similar control and measurement planes. The vision for scaling beyond the
number of qubits that can be controlled in a single array is to connect multiple arrays using photonic
entanglement, again following the architecture that is being developed for trapped ion systems.
D.3 SEMICONDUCTOR QUBITS
Semiconductor qubits can be divided into two types, depending on whether they are manipulated
optically or electrically. Optically gated semiconductor qubits typically use optically active defects or
quantum dots that induce strong effective couplings between photons, while electrically gated
semiconductor qubits use voltages applied to lithographically defined metal gates to confine and
manipulate the electrons that form the qubits, a technology that is very similar to that used for current
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classical computing electronics. Optically gated semiconducting qubits can be used to implement strong
effective interactions with photons, which greatly enhances the capabilities of photonic qubits—for
example, by being a mechanism for implementing a quantum memory for optical photons. Electrically
gated semiconducting qubits are attractive because the methods used to fabricate and control them are
quite similar to those used in classical computing electronics, potentially enabling the large investments
that have enabled the tremendous scalability of classical electronics to facilitate the scaling of quantum
information processors.
D.3.1 Optically Gated Qubits in Crystals
An optically gated semiconductor qubit is a system in a semiconductor (typically either a defect
in a crystal or a quantum dot in a host material) whose optical response depends on the quantum state of
that defect/dot. Defect and quantum dot systems have somewhat complementary strengths and
weaknesses, but also have many commonalities. Qubits constructed from optically active impurities or
quantum dots in semiconductors provide a means of introducing strong nonlinearities into photonic
approaches and also have the potential to be transformative for communication and sensing applications.
A defect system that has been the focus of intense interest is the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in
diamond [20,21]. This defect, which consists of a nitrogen atom substituting for a carbon together with a
vacancy, is a paramagnetic center that can be manipulated and measured optically. Initialization,
manipulation, and measurements of individual NV centers have been demonstrated [22]. Quantum
manipulation has been demonstrated of defect centers in other materials, including vacancies in silicon
carbide [23]. Remarkably, quantum coherence in these systems can persist at temperatures as high as
room temperature [24]. Because of their quantum coherence at high temperatures and their good
biocompatibility, optically active defect centers in semiconductors are expected to have important
applications as quantum sensors [25], including for biological applications [26].
Two-qubit gates between these qubits either requires them to be extremely close together [27]
(tens of nanometers), which makes optical addressing of the detects extremely hard, or requires them to
be coupled using photons [28]. Using photons allows the qubits to be spaced meters apart, but because the
interaction between the defects and photons tends to be weak, entanglement-generating gates tend to be
slow (typically, many attempts at the entangling operation must be made before one succeeds). While
successful gate operation is heralded, the slow entanglement rates complicate attempts to create
entanglement between large numbers of qubits.
Optically active quantum dots also have been demonstrated to have promise for applications
requiring quantum coherence. Two-qubit gates have been implemented using tunnel couplings between
quantum dots [29], and strong coupling between photons and quantum dots has been achieved [30], which
is promising for the development of high-fidelity photon-mediated two-qubit gates. Qubit speeds in these
systems tend to be very fast, but decoherence rates are also fast. The strong coupling between quantum
dots and photons makes them attractive as a mechanism for integration with photonic quantum
computing, enabling creation of entangled states of three photons [31] and enabling the implementations
of quantum memories for photonic circuits [32].
Materials development will be key to improving optically gated semiconducting qubits. For
defect centers in semiconductors, it would be extremely useful to find a defect-material combination in
which the couplings between the defect and crystal lattice excitations are very weak, so that essentially all
the optical decays do not transfer energy to the crystal lattice. While there has been some important work
showing the importance and demonstrating the promise of theoretical techniques for predicting robust
qubits in new materials [33], more needs to be done in this area. It is also important to increase the
relatively weak coupling between photons and the defects; much recent progress has been enabled by
improving control of the optical fields to increase coupling, and further improvements should be possible.
This also relates to exploring mechanisms for spin decoherence and strategies to increase quantum
coherence times [34]. For quantum dots, a major limitation currently arises from the difficulties in
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developing well-controlled and reproducible fabrication methods: because the optical properties of a
quantum dot depend on its size and shape, uniform and predictable quantum dot sizes are critical.
Ultimate scalability: Because the requirements of ensuring optical access to be able to address
each qubit individually places significant constraints on qubit densities, scale-up to very large numbers of
qubits in these systems will be challenging. However, they are likely to be very important as
interconnects, providing a method to interface material-based qubits with optical photons that can
maintain coherence over extremely long distances [35]. In addition, because of sensing applications,
systems with moderate numbers of qubits are likely to be important commercially, providing a means of
establishing commercial viability of quantum systems as they are scaled up to sizes relevant for
information processing applications.
D.3.2 Electrically Gated Semiconductor Qubits
Electrically gated semiconducting quantum computing technologies have the potential to scale up
to extremely large number of qubits, because of the qubits’ small size and because of the use of
fabrication methods very similar to those used in classical electronics. Electrically gated semiconducting
qubits are defined and manipulated by applying voltages to lithographically defined metal gates on
semiconductor surfaces [36]. The fabrication and lithographic methods are very similar to those used in
classical electronics, and the similarity of methods makes it plausible that the large investments that have
been made to enable scale-up of classical electronics can be leveraged to facilitate scale-up to very large
numbers of qubits.
However, in this platform a significant amount of materials and technique development was
required to be able to construct even single qubits, and high-fidelity single-qubit gates have been achieved
only relatively recently [37]. Over the past few years, high-fidelity single-qubit gates have been
implemented by several groups, and there has been substantial recent progress toward the implementation
of high-fidelity two-qubit gates [38], and very recently quantum algorithms have been implemented on a
programmable two-qubit quantum processor [39]. A key enabler of these recent advances was the
development of new materials systems and lithographic methods that have enabled experimenters to
overcome limitations of previous materials platforms and lithography strategies. The first electrically
gated semiconducting qubits were fabricated in heterostructures of gallium arsenide and aluminum
gallium arsenide [40], but in this materials system the decohering effects of the nuclear spins in the host
material greatly complicated the implementation of high-fidelity gate operations. The development of
qubits in silicon-based structures [41-43] has greatly reduced decoherence from nuclear spins, because
natural silicon has an abundant zero-spin nuclear isotope, and isotopically enriched silicon in which more
than 99 percent of the nuclei have spin zero has recently become available, which has led to further
substantial increases in the coherence times [44]. Another important development was the development of
new device designs that enabled more compact gate patterns and also enabled a transition from doped to
accumulation-mode devices. These changes enabled the fabrication of devices with small (~25 nm) dots
with reasonable device yields.
The current challenge for the field is the development of reliable and high-fidelity two-qubit
gates. Current two-qubit gate error rates [45-48] are about 10 percent, and further improvements are
needed to achieve fault-tolerant operation. Currently, charge noise in these devices limits gate coherence,
but recent work points to strategies that are expected to enable high-fidelity gating in the near term [4952]. Recent progress has been rapid, but it is constrained by the mediocre fabrication yields in current
university-based fabrication facilities of the complex multilayer gate patterns separated by very thin oxide
layers. Fabrication yields are expected to improve rapidly with the recent entry into this area by industry,
including HRL Laboratories and Intel, and by participation by Department of Energy (DOE) labs such as
Sandia National Laboratories.
In principle, electrically gated semiconducting qubits have the potential for scalability to billions
of qubits, because the methods used for fabrication are so similar to those used for classical electronics
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and the qubit footprints are substantially less than a square micron. In practice, in addition to developing
two-qubit gates with the requisite fidelities, measurement fidelities need to be improved and the
measurement methods need to be made compatible with large-scale qubit arrays. Also, because of
similarities in the cooling requirements, the control strategies, and the frequency range of the qubit
control voltages with those of superconducting qubits, it will be necessary to overcome crosstalk and
fanout issues similar to those faced by the superconducting qubit community. These issues will be
especially challenging in this system, since the small spacing between the qubits will exacerbate the
coupling between wires, and it will be harder to create scalable control/measurement layers that can
interface with the qubits.
D.4 TOPOLOGICAL QUBITS
Development of topological quantum computing architectures is an approach for constructing
qubits that could plausibly achieve extremely low intrinsic error rates so that implementation of error
correction using logical qubits would not be necessary or would at least enable error correction with
substantially less overhead. If successful, this approach would greatly reduce the number physical qubits
needed to achieve the computational power to solve problems that are not tractable on classical computers
compared to other approaches. Thus, it could be a promising path to scaling for a quantum computer.
Topological quantum computation enables operations on the physical qubits to have extremely
high fidelities because the qubit operations are protected by topological symmetry implemented at the
microscopic level. Topological protection of quantum information is also the basis underlying the surface
code, so one can view topological quantum computation as the implementation of the error-correction
mechanism into the microscopic physics instead of by application of an error-correction algorithm on
nontopological qubits. The potential to achieve the extremely high fidelities required to solve
commercially interesting problems that are intractable on classical computers without the need to incur
the large overheads involved in error correction is a strong motivation for the significant investments in
this strategy for quantum computation by companies like Microsoft. However, the committee notes that
the technology is significantly less developed than the others described in this report: there are nontrivial
steps to demonstrating even the capability of single-qubit operations experimentally at the time of the
writing of this report (2018) [53].
To implement topological quantum computation, one must construct a system in which there is a
large number of degenerate ground states that cannot be obtained from each other from local changes. A
simple example relevant to current efforts to implement topological quantum computation experimentally
is shown in Figure D.1. This figure illustrates that there are systems of spinless fermions whose ground
states can be viewed as collections of Majorana fermions paired on neighboring sites, with two “leftover”
sites on the ends. The unpaired Majorana fermions can be arbitrarily far apart, and recombining them
requires modifying the quantum state of the entire length of the system, which makes the excitations
extremely resistant to local perturbations.
The interest in developing materials systems that can support Majorana zero modes was sparked
by Kitaev’s work (2003) showing that a quantum computer can be constructed if these topological
excitations could be constructed and manipulated appropriately [54]. Much work has been done to make
the construction of an appropriate system more feasible experimentally, with recent work demonstrating
that quantum computation can be implemented if arrays of nanowires of a material with strong spin-orbit
coupling that are strongly coupled to superconducting films where the single-particle excitations are
highly suppressed can be constructed and measured [55]. While experimental demonstration of nontrivial
manipulation of Majorana zero modes has not yet been achieved, the evidence that such nanowires have
excitations at the nanowire ends that exhibit interactions that decay exponentially with the wire length is
very strong [56]. Given a well-controlled materials system that supports Majorana zero modes, there is
expected to be a reasonably straightforward experimental path toward the demonstration of the
performance of a nontrivial qubit operation [57]. However, substantial materials and fabrication
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challenges remain in order to do so. Some of the complexities that must be dealt with are that the
excitations on the superconducting nanowires are measured via coupling to nonsuperconducting quantum
dots, and the couplings between these dissimilar systems must be well controlled and tunable to
implement the necessary operations.

FIGURE D.1 Schematic of a one-dimensional (1D) system supporting Majorana zero modes. Each
spinless fermion decomposes into two Majorana fermions, one on each site (denoted by γ’s and shown in
red). The Majoranas pair in the bulk (denoted by the thick lines connecting them), leaving two zeroenergy Majorana modes at the ends of the chain. The large spatial separation between the two ends
underlies the resistance to decoherence of quantum computing implemented in this architecture.
SOURCE: J. Alicea, Y. Oreg, G. Refael, F. von Oppen, and M.P.A. Fisher, 2011, Non-Abelian statistics
and topological quantum information processing in 1D wire networks, Nature Physics 7(5):412-417.
Once successful nontrivial manipulation and measurement of Majorana zero modes has been
demonstrated experimentally, it will be possible to determine whether the excellent fidelities that have
been predicted theoretically are indeed achieved in experiment. If experimentally measured fidelities do
indeed improve exponentially with the length of the nanowires on the expected length scale of microns,
then nanowires with modest lengths could yield gates with extremely high fidelities.
It should be noted that, similar to proposed implementations of the surface code, implementation
of Clifford gates is expected to be significantly more straightforward than the realization of an additional
gate (often called the “T gate”) necessary to implement universal quantum computation. Recent
theoretical work predicts that high-fidelity T gates are achievable using the same hardware architecture as
that used for the Clifford gates [58], but the implementation of these gates is an additional step necessary
for the implementation of a universal quantum computer using this technology.
As discussed above, significant materials, fabrication, and measurement challenges must be
overcome to demonstrate even single-qubit gates of a topological quantum computer. However, the
possibility of being able to implement extremely high fidelity gates that do not require error correction, or
require very little error correction, is strong motivation to pursue this approach, partly because of the
challenges that arise in the implementation of quantum error correction and partly because the necessary
processor sizes would be much smaller than those needed for error-corrected architectures.
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E
Global R&D Investment
A recent bibliometric analysis conducted by researchers at the Naval Surface Warfare Center’s
Dahlgren Division provides a time series look at the public-facing research output by nation (Figure E.1).
According to this analysis, U.S. institutions have produced more research papers in quantum computing
and quantum algorithms than any nation overall, and for every year since 1996. However, efforts from
Chinese researchers rose significantly after 2006, with the two countries far outpacing all other countries
each year since 2012. When including post-quantum cryptography and quantum key distribution, China’s
output has surpassed that of the United States in the number of papers produced each year since (although
U.S. publications remain more heavily cited).
Several noteworthy non-U.S. national-level programs and initiatives in quantum science and
technology have recently been announced, which may reshape the research landscape in years to come.
These initiatives, summarized in Table 7.2, illustrate the commitment of the corresponding governments
to leadership in quantum science and engineering writ large. In general, they span a range of fields under
quantum science and technology and are not focused on quantum computing exclusively.

FIGURE E.1 Number of papers published by nation of origin for top five global producers in quantum
computing and algorithms. Includes only research publications that are accessible to the public. Data are
the result of a bibliometric analysis conducted by a team at the Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren
Division. SOURCE: Data courtesy of Jacob Farinholt.
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E.1 THE EU QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES FLAGSHIP
The European Union (EU) has supported research in quantum science and technology for more
than 20 years, with a cumulative budget of around €550 million through its Framework Programmes for
Research and Development. In 2016, a strategy for research and development in quantum technology (the
“Quantum Manifesto”) signed by more than 3,000 individuals from academia, industry, and governments
was presented to the European Commission (EC). Soon after, in line with this strategy, the EC announced
plans for an ambitious €1 billion, 10-year flagship research program on quantum technologies to begin in
2018 as part of the EC’s Horizon 2020 research initiative. Funding for this coordinated program will
come from Horizon 2020 and other EU and national sources. The manifesto and follow-on planning
documents identify four major areas for R&D: quantum communication, computation, simulation, and
sensing and metrology. Each area is to be addressed across three dimensions: education/training,
software/theory, and engineering/control. The first call for proposals under this initiative was published in
October 2017, targeting five areas: collaborative research projects that span at least three different
institutions in at least three European countries, each eligible for funding up to €130 million [1,2].
Underneath this flagship, additional, nation-specific programs have emerged. For example, the
Swedish Wallenberg Centre for Quantum Technology was announced in 2017 and is sponsored by the
Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation (SEK600 million) and industrial sources (SEK400 million). Its
objectives include those of the EU Flagship program, with a 10-year core goal of developing a 100-qubit
superconducting quantum computer. The program spans four universities, includes a dedicated graduate
school, and aims to recruit new faculty and research scientists to establish a quantum workforce that will
persist after the program expires [3,4].

E.2 THE UK NATIONAL QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES PROGRAM
In 2014, the United Kingdom’s Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council launched a
coordinated national initiative to support and accelerate the development of quantum technologies. The
UK National Quantum Technologies Program, funded at a level of £270 million over five years, includes
an emphasis in quantum sensors and metrology, quantum enhanced imaging, networked quantum
information technologies, and quantum communications technologies. While research in quantum science
continues under established funding mechanisms, the program is designed specifically to transform
scientific output into practical technologies with beneficial applications and establish UK leadership in
the field. The initiative is governed by a strategic advisory board with international membership, which
meets three times annually to oversee and coordinate program activities and engage in roadmapping and
visioning for future technologies, and a programme operations group, which meets six times annually to
facilitate coordination among government agencies [5].

E.3 THE AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR QUANTUM COMPUTING AND COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY
In 2017, the Australian Research Council (ARC) funded the Centre for Quantum Computation
and Communication Technologies through its Centre of Excellence Program. Funded at a level of $33.7
million over seven years and led by the University of New South Wales, the centre emphasizes research
in the areas of quantum communication, optical quantum computing, silicon quantum computing, and
quantum resources and integration. The centre includes facilities at six Australian universities, and formal
collaborations and partnerships with universities abroad. In addition to development of component
technologies, the centre is also focused on frameworks for scaling, integrating, and bringing quantum
technologies to market, including a vision for developing a quantum Internet.
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E.4 THE CHINESE QUANTUM NATIONAL LABORATORY FOR QUANTUM
INFORMATION SCIENCE
Many recent news articles have highlighted progress by researchers in China in the areas of
quantum communication and quantum cryptography. Demonstration of quantum communications via
satellites and long-path optical fibers have received much attention. An intercity channel to enable
quantum key distribution (QKD) has been established between Beijing and Shanghai. QKD has recently
been deployed internationally for the first time using satellite as well as ground connections, with what
has been billed as the first quantum-encrypted video teleconference between China and Vienna. While the
communication route reportedly included several security weaknesses and classical stopovers, it was the
first demonstrated use of QKD for intercontinental communications [6].
In addition to reported advances in quantum communications, China announced in 2017 plans to
build a centralized National Laboratory for Quantum Information Science in Hefei, Anhui province, with
an expected completion time frame of 2.5 years. While the effort is expected to span a range of potential
applications of quantum technology, quantum metrology and quantum computing were emphasized. A
goal of 2020 for achieving quantum supremacy has been announced [7].
NOTES
[1] A. Acín, I. Bloch, H. Buhrman, T. Calarco, C. Eichler, J. Eisert, D. Esteve, et al., 2017, “The European Quantum
Technologies Roadmap,” Cornell University, arXiv:1712.03773.
[2] “European Commission will launch €1 billion quantum technologies flagship,” https://ec.europa.eu/digitalsingle-market/en/news/european-commission-will-launch-eu1-billion-quantum-technologies-flagship.
[3] Chalmers University of Technology, 2017, “Engineering of a Swedish quantum computer set to start,”
EurekAlert!, https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-11/cuot-eoa111417.php.
[4] Chalmers University of Technology, 2017, “Research programme description: Wallenberg Centre for Quantum
Technology,” Chalmers University of Technology,
http://www.chalmers.se/en/news/Documents/programme_description_WCQT_171114_eng.pdf.
[5] “Overview of programme,” UK National Quantum Technologies Programme, last updated 2018,
http://uknqt.epsrc.ac.uk/about/overview-of-programme/.
[6] S. Chen, 2018, “Why This Intercontinental Quantum-Encrypted Video Hangout is a Big Deal,” Wired.com,
https://www.wired.com/story/why-this-intercontinental-quantum-encrypted-video-hangout-is-a-big-deal/.
[7] S. Chen, 2017, “China building world’s biggest quantum research facility,” South China Morning Post,
http://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/2110563/china-building-worlds-biggest-quantum-researchfacility.
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H
Acronyms and Abbreviations
1D
2D
3D

one-dimensional
two-dimensional
three-dimensional

AAAS
ACM
ADC
AES
API
APS
AQC
ARC
AWG

American Association for the Advancement of Science
Association for Computing Machinery
analog-to-digital converter
Advanced Encryption Standard
application programming interface
American Physical Society
adiabatic quantum computing
Australian Research Council
arbitrary waveform generator

BOG
BQP

binned output generation
bounded-error quantum polynomial time

CA
CAM
CMOS
CNOT
CSTB
CW

certificate authority
content addressable memory

DAC
DC
DES
DOD
DOE
DSL

digital-to-analog converter
direct current
data encryption standard
Department of Defense
Department of Energy
domain-specific language

EC
ECC
ECDSA
EM

European Commission
error correction code
elliptic curve digital signature algorithm
electromagnetic

FFT
FPGA

fast Fourier transform
field programmable gate array

GaAs
GCM

gallium arsenide
Galois Counter Mode

controlled-NOT
Computer Science and Telecommunications Board
continuous wave
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GDP

Gross Domestic Product

HOG
HQML

heavy output generation
heuristic quantum machine learning

IC
IEEE
ISA
iSWAP

integrated circuit
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
instruction set architecture

JJ

Josephson junction

LDPC
LMSS
LWE

low-density parity-check
Leighton-Micali signature scheme
learning with errors

MAP

materials acceleration platform

NAE
NAM
NAS
NCWIT
NISQ
NIST
NP
NSF
NV

National Academy of Engineering
National Academy of Medicine
National Academy of Sciences
National Center for Women and Information Technology
noisy intermediate-scale quantum
National Institute of Standards and Technology
nondeterministic polynomial time
National Science Foundation
nitrogen-vacancy

P
PI
PQC

polynomial time
principal investigator
post-quantum cryptography

QA
QA
QAE
QAOA
QASM
QC
QEC
QECC
QEM
QFS
QFT
QIP
QIR
QIST
QKD
QRAM
qubit

quantum algorithms
quantum annealing
quantum autoencoder
quantum approximate optimization algorithm
quantum computer/quantum computing
quantum error correction
quantum error correction code
quantum error mitigation
quantum Fourier sampling
quantum Fourier transform
quantum information processing
quantum intermediate representation
quantum information science and technology
quantum key distribution
quantum random access memory
quantum bit

R&D

research and development
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RAM
RBM
RCS
RF
RISC
RQL
RSA

random access memory
randomized benchmark testing
random circuit sampling
radio frequency
reduced instruction set computer
reciprocal quantum logic
Rivest-Shamir-Adleman cryptosystem

SFQ
SVP

single-flux quantum
shortest vector problem

TLS

Transport Layer Security

UV

ultraviolet

VLSI
VQE

very large scale integration
variational quantum eigensolver
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I
Glossary
Abstractions—Different models (a representation or way of thinking) about a computer system design
that allow the user to focus on the critical aspects of the system components to be designed.
Adiabatic quantum computer—An idealized analog universal quantum computer that operates at 0 K
(absolute zero). It is known to have the same computational power as a gate-based quantum computer.
Algorithm—A specific approach, often described in mathematical terms, used by a computer to solve a
certain problem or carry out a certain task.
Analog computer—A computer whose operation is based on analog signals and that does not use
Boolean logic operations and does not reject noise.
Analog quantum computer—A quantum computer that carries out a computation without breaking the
operations down to a small set of primitive operations (gates) on qubits; there is currently no model of
fault tolerance for such machines.
Analog signal—A signal whose value varies smoothly between a range of real or complex numbers.
Asymmetric cryptography (also public key cryptography)—A category of cryptography where the
system uses public keys that are widely known and private keys that are secret to the owner; such systems
are commonly used for key exchange protocols in the encryption of most of today’s electronic
communications.
Basis—Any set of linearly independent vectors that span their vector space. The wave function of a qubit
or system of qubits is commonly written as a linear combination of basis functions or states. For a single
qubit, the most common basis is { |0 , |1 }, corresponding to the states of a classical bit.
Binary representation—A series of binary digits where each digit has only two possible values, 0 or 1,
used to encode data and upon which machine-level computations are performed.
Certificate authority—An entity that issues a digital certificate to certify the ownership of a public key
used in online transactions.
Cipher—An approach to concealing the meaning of information by encoding it.
Ciphertext—The encrypted form of a message, which appears scrambled or nonsensical.
Classical attacks—Attempts by a classical computer to break or subvert encryption.
Classical computer—A computer—for example, one of the many deployed commercially today—whose
processing of information is not based upon quantum information theory.
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Coding theory—The science of designing encoding schemes for specific applications—for example, to
enable two parties to communicate over a noisy channel.
Coherent—The quality of a quantum system that enables quantum phenomena such as interference,
superposition, and entanglement. Mathematically speaking, a quantum system is coherent when the
complex coefficients of the contributing quantum states are clearly defined in relation to each other, and
the system can be expressed in terms of a single wave function.
Collapse—The phenomenon that occurs upon measurement of a quantum system where the system
reverts to a single observable state, resulting in the loss of contributions from all other states to the
system’s wave function.
Collision—In hashing, the circumstance where two different inputs are mapped to the same output, or
hash value.
Complexity class—A category that is used to define and group computational tasks according to their
complexity.
Computational complexity—The difficulty of carrying out a specific computational task, typically
expressed as a mathematical expression that reflects how the number of steps required to complete the
task varies with the size of the input to the problem.
Compute depth—The number of sequential operations required to carry out a given task.
Concatenation—The ordered combination of two sequences in order. In the context of quantum error
correction (QEC), this refers to carrying out two or more QEC protocols sequentially.
Control and measurement plane—An abstraction used to describe components of a quantum computer,
which refers to the elements required to carry out operations on qubits and to measure their states.
Control processor plane—An abstraction used to describe components of a quantum computer, which
includes the classical processor responsible for determining what signals and measurements are required
to implement a quantum program.
Cryostat—A device that regulates the temperature of a physical system at very low temperatures,
generally in an experimental laboratory.
Cryptanalysis—The use of a computer to defeat encryption.
Cryptography—The study and practice of encoding information in order to obfuscate its content that
relies upon the difficulty of solving certain mathematical problems.
Cryptosystem—A method of deploying a specific cryptographic algorithm to protect data and
communications from being read by an unintended recipient.
Decoherence—A process where a quantum system will ultimately exchange some energy and
information with the broader environment over time, which cannot be recovered once lost. This process is
one source of error in qubit systems. Mathematically speaking, decoherence occurs when the relationship
between the coefficients of a quantum system’s contributing states become ill-defined.
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Decryption algorithm—A set of instructions for returning an encrypted message to its unencrypted form.
Such an algorithm takes as input a cipher text and its encryption key, and returns a cleartext, or readable,
version of the message.
Digital gates—A transistor circuit that performs a binary operation using a number of binary single bit
inputs to create a single-bit binary output.
Digital quantum computers—Quantum systems where the computation is done by using a small set of
primitive operations, or gates, on qubits.
Digital signature—An important cryptographic mechanism used to verify data integrity.
Dilution refrigerator—A specialized cooling device capable of maintaining an apparatus at temperatures
near absolute zero.
Discrete-log problem on elliptic curves—An algebraic problem used as the basis of a specific
cryptographic protocol where, given the output, it is computationally hard to compute the inputs.
Distance—In an error-correcting code, the number of bit errors that would be required to convert one
valid state of a computer to another. When the number of errors is less than (D–1)/2, one can still extract
the error-free state.
Encryption—The application of cryptography to protect information, currently widely used in computer
systems and Internet communications.
Encryption algorithm—A set of instructions for converting understandable data to an incomprehensible
cipher, or ciphertext. In practice, the algorithm takes as input the message to be encrypted along with an
encryption key and scrambles the message according to a mathematical procedure.
Entanglement—The property where two or more quantum objects in a system are correlated, or
intrinsically linked, such that measurement of one changes the possible measurement outcomes for
another, regardless of how far apart the two objects are.
Error-corrected quantum computer—An instance of a quantum computer that emulates an ideal, faulttolerant computer by running a quantum error correction algorithm.
Fault tolerant—Resilient against errors.
Fidelity—The quality of a hardware operation, sometimes quantified in terms of the probability that a
particular operation will be carried out correctly.
Fundamental noise—Noise resulting from energy fluctuations arising spontaneously within any object
that is above absolute zero in temperature.
Gate—A computational operation that takes in and puts out one or more bits (in the case of a classical
computer) or qubits (in the case of a quantum computer).
Gate synthesis—Construction of a gate out of a series of simpler gates.
Hamiltonian—A mathematical representation of the energy environment of a physical system. In the
mathematics of quantum mechanics, a Hamiltonian takes the form of a linear algebraic operator.
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Sometimes, the term is used to denote the physical environment itself, rather than its mathematical
representation.
Host processor—An abstraction used to describe the components of a quantum computing system,
referring to the classical computer components driving the part of the system that is user controlled.
Key exchange—A step in cryptographic algorithms and protocols where keys are shared among intended
recipients to enable their use in encrypting and decrypting information.
Logical qubit—An abstraction that describes a collection of physical qubits implementing quantum error
correction in order to carry out a fault-tolerant qubit operation.
Logic gate—In classical computing, a collection of transistors that input and output digital signals, and
that can be represented and modeled using Boolean logic (rules that combine signals that can be either
false, 0, or true, 1).
Lossless—No energy is dissipated.
Measurement—Observation of a quantum system, which yields only a single classical output and
collapses the system’s wave function onto the corresponding state.
Microprocessor—An integrated circuit that contains the elements of a central processing unit on a single
chip.
Noise—Unwanted variations in a physical system that can lead to error and unwanted results.
Noise immunity—The ability to remove noise (unwanted variations) in a signal to minimize error.
Noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) computer—A quantum computer that is not error-corrected,
but is stable enough to effectively carry out a computation before the system loses coherence. A NISQ
can be digital or analog.
Nondeterministic polynomial time (NP)—A specific computational complexity class.
One-way functions—Functions that are easy to compute in one direction while being for all intents and
purposes impossible to compute in the other direction.
Overhead—The amount of work (for example, number of operations) or quantity of resources (for
example, number of qubits or bits) required to carry out a computational task; “cost” is sometimes used
synonymously.
Post-quantum cryptography—The set of methods for cryptography that are expected to be resistant to
cryptanalysis by a quantum computer.
Primitive—A fundamental computational operation.
Program—An abstraction that refers to the sequence of instructions and rules that a computer must
perform in order to complete one or more tasks (or solve one or more tasks) using a specific approach, or
algorithm.
Quantum annealer—An analog quantum computer that operates through coherent manipulation of
qubits by changing the analog values of the system’s Hamiltonian, rather than by using quantum gates. In
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particular, a quantum annealer performs computations by preparing a set of qubits in some initial state
and changing their energy environment until it defines the parameters of a given problem, such that the
final state of the qubits corresponds, with a high probability, to the answer of the problem. In general, a
quantum annealer is not necessarily universal—there are some problems that it cannot solve.
Quantum communication—The transport or exchange of information as encoded into a quantum
system.
Quantum computation—The use of quantum mechanical phenomena such as interference,
superposition, and entanglement to perform computations that are roughly analogous to (although operate
quite differently from) those performed on a classical computer.
Quantum computer—The general term for a device (whether theoretical or practically realized) that
carries out quantum computation. A quantum computer may be analog or gate-based, universal or not,
and noisy or fault tolerant.
Quantum cryptography—A subfield of quantum communication where quantum properties are used to
design communication systems that may not be eavesdropped upon by an observer.
Quantum information science—The study of how information is or can be encoded in a quantum
system, including the associated statistics, limitations, and unique affordances of quantum mechanics.
Quantum interference—When states contributing to coherent superpositions combine constructively or
destructively, like waves, with coefficients adding or subtracting.
Quantum sensing and metrology—The study and development of quantum systems whose extreme
sensitivity to environmental disturbances can be exploited in order to measure important physical
properties with more precision than is possible with classical technologies.
Quantum system—A collection of (typically very small) physical objects whose behavior cannot be
adequately approximated by equations of classical physics.
Qubit—A quantum bit, the fundamental hardware component of a quantum computer, embodied by a
quantum object. Analogous to a classical bit (or binary digit), a qubit can represent a state corresponding
to either zero or one; unlike a classical bit, a qubit can also exist in a superposition of both states at once,
with any possible relative contribution of each. In a quantum computer, qubits are generally entangled,
meaning that any qubit’s state is inextricably linked to the state of the other qubits, and thus cannot be
defined independently.
Run time—The amount of time required to carry out a computational task. In practice, the actual time
required for a task depends heavily on the design of a device and of its particular physical embodiment, so
run time may be described in terms of the number of computational steps.
Scalable, fault-tolerant, universal gate-based quantum computer—A system that operates through
gate-based operations on qubits, analogous to circuit-based classical computers, and uses quantum error
correction to correct any system noise (including errors introduced by imperfect control signals, or
unintended coupling of qubits to each other or to the environment) that occurs during the time frame of
the calculation.
SHA256—A specific hash function that outputs a 256-bit hash value regardless of the input size.
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Shor’s algorithm— A quantum algorithm developed by Peter Shor in the 1990s that, if implemented on
a real quantum computer, would be capable of breaking the encryption used to protect Internet
communications and data.
Signal—An electromagnetic field used to convey information in an electronic circuit.
Software tools—Computer programs that help a user design and compose a new computer program.
Standard cell library—A set of predesigned and tested logic gates.
Superposition—A quantum phenomenon where a system is in more than one state at a time.
Mathematically speaking, the wave function of a quantum system in a superposition state is expressed as
the sum of the contributing states, each weighted by a complex coefficient.
Surface code—A quantum error correction code (QECC) that is less sensitive to noise than other
established QECCs, but has higher overheads.
Symmetric encryption—A type of encryption where a secret key, shared by both the sender and the
receiver, is used to encrypt and decrypt communications.
Systematic noise—Noise resulting from signal interactions that is always present under certain
conditions and could in principle be modeled and corrected.
Transport Layer Security (TLS) handshake—The most common key exchange protocol, used to
protect Internet traffic.
Unitary operation—An algebraic operation on a vector that preserves the vector length.
Universal computer—A computer that can perform any computation that could be performed by a
Turing machine.
Wave function—A mathematical description of the state of a quantum system, so named to reflect their
wave-like characteristics.
Wave-particle duality—The phenomenon where a quantum object is sometimes best described in terms
of wave-like properties and sometimes in terms of particle-like properties.
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